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Summary 

Helen Jäkel (2020) 

Hypothermic storage of boar spermatozoa – a pathway to antibiotic-free liquid 

semen preservation 

Antibiotic-free, hypothermic boar semen storage is considered as a novel concept in 

artificial insemination in pigs with the aim to eliminate routinely supplemented 

antibiotics in semen extenders and thus, counteracting the formation of multiresistant 

bacteria. In this study, the effect of antibiotic-free semen storage at 5 °C on chilling 

injury in boar sperm was assessed by multicolor flow cytometry. In addition, the effect 

on bacterial growth was investigated and the fertilizing capacity of cold-stored semen 

was evaluated under well-standardized field conditions. 

In the first part, the long-term extender Androstar® Premium together with a 

previously established controlled semen cooling regime were applied to assess the 

fertilizing potential of antibiotic-free, hypothermic stored spermatozoa in vitro and in 

vivo. (Manuscript 1). In the second part, semen was stored in the short term extender 

Beltsville Thawing Solution (BTS) to provoke chilling stress in a higher number of 

sperm and thus, to examine the use of multicolor flow cytometry for the detection of 

sublethal chilling injury (Manuscript 2). The effects of semen storage at 5 °C were 

compared to the conventional semen storage at 17 °C. Two multicolor flow cytometry 

assays, each with a four fluorochrome panel, were applied. In the first assay, a main 

resistant subpopulation of viable (Yo-Pro1 negative) and acrosome intact (PNA 

negative) sperm with low membrane fluidity (M540 negative) throughout 144 h of 

semen storage was detected in both extenders and temperature groups. Although 

hypothermic-stored semen contained initially (at 24 h) a greater subpopulation of 

destabilized sperm with higher membrane fluidity compared to sperm stored at 17 °C, 

the main subpopulation (PNA negative, M540 negative) was of similar size after 

144 h of storage, regardless of the extender used. In a second assay, sperm 

functionality was assessed by examining cytosolic calcium levels and mitochondrial 

membrane potential (MMP) at a single cell level during in vitro capacitation. In both 
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temperature groups and extenders, a main subpopulation of viable (Hoechst 33258 

negative) sperm with low cytosolic calcium (Calbryte negative) and a high MMP (JC-

1 aggregates) was detected. However, three-dimensional stacked bar chart analysis 

of BTS-stored semen revealed a subpopulation of viable sperm with cooling-induced 

elevated cytosolic calcium levels, loss of MMP and decreased accumulation of JC-1 

monomers. Noteworthy, after 60 min of incubation in capacitating conditions, the 

main subpopulation of viable sperm with low cytosolic calcium and high MMP was 

still predominant in semen of both storage temperature groups and resulted in 

comparable sizes, indicating functional integrity and a similar ability to respond to 

capacitating conditions. Computational analysis of flow cytometry data was 

performed and shown exemplarily for one boar. The resulting t-SNE overlay maps 

and moving radar plots revealed similar sperm populations as shown in the three-

dimensional stacked bar charts.  

Bacterial growth was inhibited in antibiotic-free, hypothermic stored samples and 

remained below 103 CFU/mL throughout 72 h of storage. The natural diversity of the 

bacterial spectrum in the raw semen was maintained in the extended samples. In 

contrast, the bacterial spectrum was reduced in semen stored at 17 °C with 

antibiotics towards the resistant Gram-negative Burkholderia cepacia complex.  

Using Androstar® Premium extender under stud conditions, 88.2 % of the ejaculates 

from 34 boars were eligible for hypothermic semen storage according to minimal 

values for motile (> 65 %) and morphological intact sperm (> 75 %). In a randomized 

field insemination trial, sows (n = 194) were inseminated postcervically with 2.5 x 109 

sperm per dose once daily after estrus detection using antibiotic-free semen stored at 

5 °C compared to controls stored at 17 °C with antibiotics. Fertility outcome did not 

differ between the two groups with farrowing rates greater than 96 % and more than 

14 live born piglets in average. 

In conclusion, a protective extender and slow cooling allows antibiotic-free, 

hypothermic storage of boar semen with high sperm viability, efficient bacteriostasis 

and high fertility. Multicolor flow cytometry analysis revealed minor sublethal chilling-

induced alterations in sperm subpopulations which may be compensated by higher 

sperm numbers in the semen doses. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Helen Jäkel (2020) 

Hypotherme Lagerung von Ebersperma – ein Weg zur antibiotikafreien 

Flüssigsamenkonservierung 

Antibiotikafreie, hypotherme Lagerung von Ebersamen ist ein neuer Ansatz in der 

künstlichen Besamung von Schweinen, um den routinemäßigen Zusatz von 

Antibiotika in Verdünnern zu eliminieren und somit der Resistenzbildung von 

Bakterien entgegenzuwirken. In dieser Studie wurden Effekte der antibiotikafreien, 

5 °C-Spermakonservierung auf subletale Kälteschäden mit Mehrfarben-

Durchflusszytometrie analysiert. Zusätzlich wurden Effekte auf das 

Bakterienwachstum untersucht und die Befruchtungsfähigkeit von hypotherm 

gelagertem Sperma unter standardisierten Feldbedingungen beurteilt.  

Im ersten Teil wurde der Langzeit-Verdünner Androstar® Premium zusammen mit 

einem zuvor etablierten kontrollierten Abkühlregime verwendet, um das Potenzial 

von antibiotikafreiem, hypotherm gelagerten Sperma in vitro und in vivo zu testen 

(Manuskript 1). Im zweiten Teil wurde der Kurzzeit-Verdünner Beltsville Thawing 

Solution (BTS) verwendet, um Kältestress in Spermien zu provozieren und somit die 

Möglichkeit der Detektion von Kälteschäden mittles Mehrfarben-Durchflusszytometrie 

zu evaluieren (Manuskript 2). In beiden Teilen wurden die Effekte der 

Spermalagerung bei 5 °C mit 17 °C (Kontrolle) verglichen. Zwei Mehrfarben-

Durchflusszytometrie Assays mit je vier Farbstoffen wurden angewendet. Im ersten 

Assay wurde eine resistente Hauptpopulation bestehend aus lebenden (Yo-Pro-1 

negativ) Spermien  mit intaktem Akrosom (PNA negativ) und niedriger 

Membranfluidität (M540 negativ) für beide Lagerungstemperaturen und Verdünner 

über einen Zeitraum von 144 h detektiert. Obwohl hypotherm gelagerteres Sperma 

zu Beginn (nach 24 h) einen höheren Anteil an destabilisierten Spermien mit hoher 

Membranfluidität enthielt, zeigten beide Gruppen nach 144 h eine ähnlich große 

Hauptpopulation (PNA negativ, M540 negativ), unabhängig vom verwendeten 

Verdünner. In dem zweiten Assay wurde die Spermienfunktionalität unter in vitro 
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Kapazitationsbedingungen anhand des zytosolischen Kalziumgehalts und des 

Mitochondrienmembranpotentials (MMP) untersucht. In beiden Temperatur- und 

Verdünnergruppen wurde eine Hauptpopulation intakter Spermien (Hoechst 33258) 

mit niedrigem zytosolischen Kalziumgehalt (Calbryte negativ) sowie hohem MMP 

(JC-1 Aggregat) nachgewiesen. Die Analyse der in drei-dimensionalen Balken 

graphisch dargestellen Spermienpopulationen zeigte in BTS hypotherm gelagertem 

Sperma eine Population mit erhöhtem zytosolischen Kalziumgehalt,  verringertem 

MMP und geringerer Akkumulation von JC-1 Monomeren. Eine 60-minütige 

Inkubation unter kapazitierenden Bedingungen führte dazu, dass in beiden 

Temperaturgruppen eine ähnlich große, weiterhin überwiegende Population mit 

geringem Kalzium und hohem MMP auftrat, welches auf funktionelle Integrität und 

vergleichbare Kapazitationsfähigkeit schließen lässt. Computerbasierte 

Durchflusszytometrie-Analysen wurden durchgeführt und exemplarisch für einen 

Eber gezeigt. Die resultierenden t-SNE Grafiken und sich drehenden Radar Plot-

Darstellungen zeigten ähnliche Populationen wie die drei-dimensionalen 

Balkendiagramme.  

Das Bakterienwachstum wurde in antibiotikafreiem, hypotherm gelagerten Sperma  

auf unter 103 KBE/mL inhibiert und die natürliche Diversität des im Nativsamen 

vertretenen bakteriellen Spektrums aufrechterhalten. Im Gegensatz dazu wurde in 

antibiotikahaltigen, 17 °C-gelagerten Proben das Spektrum zugunsten des 

resistenten Gram-negativen Burkholderia cepacia Komplexes reduziert.  

Unter Verwendung von Androstar® Premium unter Feldbedingungen waren 88.2 % 

der Ejakulate von 34 Ebern für die 5 °C-Lagerung hinsichtlich Minimalwerte für motile 

(> 65  %) und morphologisch intakter Spermien (> 75 %) geeignet. In einem 

randomisierten Besamungsversuch wurden Sauen (n=194) einmal täglich nach 

Östrusdetektion postzervikal mit 2.5 x 109 Spermien pro Dosis entweder mit 

antibiotikafreiem, 5 °C-gelagerten Sperma oder mit 17 °C-gelagerten, 

antibiotikahaltigen Kontrollen besamt. Die Fertilitätsergebnisse unterschieden sich 

nicht zwischen den Temperaturgruppen. Es wurden Abferkelraten von über 96 % 

erzielt und durchschnittlich über 14 Ferkel lebend geboren.  
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Schlussfolgernd ermöglicht ein protektiver Verdünner und eine langsame Abkühlung 

die antibiotikafreie, hypotherme Lagerung von Ebersperma unter Beibehalt einer 

hohen Spermaqualität, effektiver Bakteriostase und hohen Fertilitätsergebnissen. 

Mehrfarben-Durchflusszytometrie detekierte geringe kälteinduzierte subletale 

Veränderungen in Subpopulationen von Spermien, welche durch eine höhere Anzahl 

an Spermien in der Besamungsportion kompensiert werden könnten. 
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1 General Introduction 

1.1 Bacteria in boar semen 

1.1.1 Main bacteria in raw ejaculates 

Bacteria are not always primary pathogens. Skin, mucosa and intestines are 

colonized by a multitude of bacteria, some are commensals and some even essential 

(ASLAM et al. 2018). In the field of pig reproduction, bacteria occur naturally on the 

boar’s skin, hair and in the preputial cavity fluid as well as environmentally in the 

housing area (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000).  A bacterial count of 104 to 105 CFU per mL 

ejaculate was reported in earlier studies for manually collected ejaculates 

(DANOWSKI 1989; SONE 1990), an amount which seems to be unavoidable due to 

natural colonization of the boar and the semen collection area despite thorough 

cleaning. Later, a colonization of up to 109 CFU/mL ejaculate was considered to be 

more common (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; SCHULZE et al. 2015a).  Main bacterial 

species isolated from ejaculates are Gram-negative species belonging to various 

genera in the family of Enterobacteriaceae like Serratia spp., Klebsiella spp., 

Escherichia spp. and Citrobacter spp. but other Gram-negative species like 

Pseudomonas spp. and Proteus spp. are common as well. Furthermore, Gram-

positive species such as Bacillus spp., Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus spp. and 

others were isolated from the ejaculates (TAMULI et al. 1984; DAGNALL 1986; 

DANOWSKI 1989; SONE et al. 1989; ALTHOUSE and LU 2005; UBEDA et al. 

2013). The effect of bacterial contamination seems to be negligible in natural mating 

on fertility (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). A recent study even attributed a beneficial 

nature of reproductive microbes to reproductive function and performance, both in 

male and female animals (ROWE et al. 2020). However, pathogens of potential 

concern include Brucella spp., Chlamydophila spp. and Leptospira spp. (see Chapter 

1.1.3; ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 2011; WABERSKI et al. 2019a) and need to be 

considered. 
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1.1.2 Effects on sperm function in vitro 

In artificial insemination (AI), the bacteria concentration influences sperm quality and 

shelf life in stored semen doses and consequently the reproductive performance. The 

bacterial growth in semen doses is influenced by storage time, high storage 

temperatures of 16 - 18 °C and nutritious extender media typically used in boar 

semen storage (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; ALTHOUSE and LU 2005). Negative effects 

do not seem to be apparent unless high numbers of contaminating bacteria are 

detected: varying numbers for bacteria in semen doses with detrimental effects were 

reported for the boar, ranging from 103 to 107 CFU/mL (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; 

MARTÍN et al. 2010; BUSSALLEU et al. 2011; UBEDA et al. 2013; PINART et al. 

2017). In human and boar semen, contaminations with Escherichia coli equaling a 

1:1 ratio of bacteria and sperm in the dose or higher were described as being 

detrimental to sperm quality (Table 1; DIEMER et al. 1996; ALTHOUSE et al. 2000).  

Bacteria can exert negative effects on spermatozoa directly or indirectly. Firstly, 

direct alterations can immobilize spermatozoa through adhesion of bacteria and/or 

agglutination via bacterial surface adhesins. Moreover, bacteria may impair sperm-

oocyte interaction by binding to sugar residues needed for receptor-interaction, alter 

acrosome reaction in vitro, or they may lead to ultrastructural sperm damage 

(MONGA and ROBERTS 1994; KECK et al. 1998; KOHN et al. 1998; DIEMER et al. 

2000). Indirect spermicidal effects can be triggered by bacterial secretory products 

and by bacteria-caused inflammatory processes with production of sperm antibodies 

that may affect sperm function (KECK et al. 1998; KOHN et al. 1998; UBEDA et al. 

2013).  Interaction of sperm and bacteria and quantitative analysis of bacterial 

adherence to the boar sperm surfaces was studied for E. coli and Clostridium 

perfringens. Both bacteria types adhere specifically to the principal piece and the 

acrosome region on the sperm surface. Effects on membrane integrity were storage-

length and concentration-dependent and detected from day four of storage onwards 

for concentrations between 101-107 CFU/mL for E.coli and from day two for 

concentrations of 107 CFU/mL for Cl. perfringens (Table 1; PINART et al. 2017; 

BONET et al. 2018). Furthermore, bacteria are capable of changing the surrounding 
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milieu with acidification of the pH of the seminal plasma, alterations of metabolic 

products, free radicals and production of toxins (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; OKAZAKI et 

al. 2010; BARONE et al. 2016).  

Spermicidal effects of bacteria like sperm agglutination and decrease in motility tend 

to appear not immediately after contamination during collection and processing but 

rather after a storage period of 36 to 48 h (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). A significant 

decrease in sperm motility was associated with the occurrence of minimal 

concentrations of Serratia marcescens (2.3 × 103 ± 1026 CFU/mL), Klebsiella 

oxytoca (2.6 × 103  ± 967 CFU/mL), Morganella morganii (3.5 × 103 ± 1483 CFU/mL) 

or Proteus mirabilis (1.3 × 103  ± 1342 CFU/mL). Additionally, contamination 

with 3.5 × 103 ± 1483 FU/ml M. morganii lowered sperm concentration, altered 

membrane integrity (sHOS test) and increased morphological acrosome 

abnormalities (UBEDA et al. 2013). Effects of common bacteria, such as E. coli, have 

been widely studied in various species and revealed a concentration-dependent 

decrease in sperm motility, an increase of sperm agglutination and a damage of 

sperm plasma membrane when more than 104 to 105 CFU/mL were detected in the 

sample. Effects decreased when sperm numbers were elevated and the ratio of 

spermatozoa:bacteria therefore increased (AUROUX et al. 1991; DIEMER et al. 

1996; BUSSALLEU et al. 2011). Impairment of motility in human sperm was 

attributed to the adherence of bacteria to the sperm surface instead of endotoxin 

production (AUROUX et al. 1991). Similar concentration-dependent results were 

shown in studies with Pseudomonas aeruginosa on boar sperm. Concentrations of 

> 2 × 107 CFU/mL affected sperm longevity and concentrations of 104 to 106 CFU/mL 

decreased in vitro capacitation and therefore fertilization ability (SEPÚLVEDA et al. 

2014, 2016). For Cl. perfringens, detrimental effects on sperm viability and motility 

were observed for boar semen samples inoculated with > 106 CFU/mL and stored for 

up to 11 days  (Table 1; SEPÚLVEDA et al. 2013). 
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Table 1 Bacterial counts (thresholds) in extended boar semen associated with 

impaired sperm quality or fertility  

Bacteria 

type  

Study 

design  

Study 

parameter  

Threshold 

in extended 

semen * 

Reference  

E. coli  

and others 

Natural 

contamination 

Motility, 

morphology 

Sperm:bacterial 

ratio 1:1   

~2-3 x 107 

CFU/mL 

ALTHOUSE et 

al. (2000) 

E. coli  

and others 

Natural 

contamination 

Motility 

(agglutination), 

litter size 

3.5 x 103 

CFU/mL  

MARTÍN et al. 

(2010) 

E. coli  

(ETEC, VTEC) 
Inoculation 

Motility,  

viability, 

morphology 

108 CFU/mL  
BUSSALLEU 

et al. (2011) 

S. marcescens, 

M. morganii,  

K. oxytoca, 

P. mirabilis 

Natural 

contamination 

1-3.5 x 103 

CFU/mL 

(means) 

"Negative 

association“ with 

motility 

Not given 
UBEDA et al. 

(2013) 

      

E. coli, P. stuartii 

0.5 -2 x 103 

CFU/mL 

(means) 

No effect on 

sperm quality 
    

Cl. perfringens Inoculation 

Viability, 

acrosome 

integrity,  

sperm 

agglutination, 

motility 

106  CFU/mL 
SEPÚLVEDA 

et al. (2013) 

P. aeruginosa Inoculation 

Motility,  

viability, 

acrosome 

integrity 

107 CFU/mL  
SEPÚLVEDA 

et al. (2014) 
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Table 1: continued    

Bacteria 

type  

Study 

design  

Study 

parameter  

Threshold 

in extended 

semen * 

Reference  

Enterobacter 

cloacae 
Inoculation 

Motility, 

morphology, 

viability, 

acrosome 

integrity,  

osmotic 

resistance 

Sperm:bacteria 

1:1 

PRIETO-

MARTÍNEZ et 

al. (2014) 

P. aeruginosa Inoculation 

Viability, 

membrane lipid 

disorder, motillity,  

protein 

phosphorylation, 

incl. Western 

Blot;  

capacitation 

conditions 

(104 to) 106 

CFU/mL 

SEPÚLVEDA 

et al. (2016) 

 

E. coli 

 

 

 

Cl. perfringens 

Inoculation 

Viability,  

motility,  

pH, agglutination, 

sperm-bacteria 

interaction 

101 - 107 

CFU/mL, 

depending on 

storage length 

 

107 CFU/ml 

PINART et al. 

(2017) 

E. coli,  

Cl. perfringens 
Inoculation 

Sperm-bacteria 

interaction, 

plasma 

membrane 

integrity 

(101 – 105) ≥106 

CFU/mL, 

depending on 

storage length 

BONET et al. 

(2018) 

P. vulgaris Inoculation 

Motility, viability,  

sperm surface 

adherence 

105 - 106 

CFU/mL 

DELGADO-

BERMÚDEZ 

et al. (2020) 

* Bacterial contamination above threshold values negatively affected the study 

parameters  
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1.1.3 Effects on reproductive parameters 

Only few, mostly retrospective, studies investigated the effects of bacterial 

contamination on reproductive parameters. In natural mating with a healthy boar, 

high numbers of bacteria are transmitted to the female genital tract which induce an 

immunological response leading to the removal of some of the introduced bacteria 

(SCHUBERTH et al. 2008; KUSTER and ALTHOUSE 2016). Infections are rarely 

caused due to the sow’s higher resistance to uterine inflammations during estrus 

compared to diestrus, emphasizing the importance of correct timing of AI (DE 

WINTER et al. 1994). Insemination of sows in estrus with artificially contaminated 

semen doses containing 107-108 CFU/mL of bacteria commonly isolated from boar 

ejaculates did not affect fertility results or endometrial morphology  (SONE et al. 

1989).  In contrast, when AI was not timed perfectly and sows were inseminated with 

environmentally-associated bacteria-contaminated semen doses at  the end of estrus 

or during metestrus, an increase in the return-to-estrus rate was observed as well as 

vulvar discharge (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000), uterine edema or pyometra (SONE et al. 

1989). Furthermore, insemination with E.coli-contaminated semen doses led to a 

decrease in litter size when thresholds of 3.5 x 103 CFU/mL were exceeded, 

attributed to greater sperm agglutination (MARTÍN et al. 2010). Thus, 

bacteriospermia in insemination tubes may result in economic losses for the farmer 

and for the AI stud as producer of the tubes (KUSTER and ALTHOUSE 2016). 

Few specific bacteria types which can be transmitted through semen or insemination 

doses are of concern for causing infections and reproductive losses in sow herds. 

These include Brucella spp., Chlamydophila spp. and Leptospira spp. (ALTHOUSE 

and ROSSOW 2011; WABERSKI et al. 2019a). All of these specific pathogens have 

subspecies or serovars with zoonotic character, therefore, the human health aspect 

needs to be considered when these pathogens are detected. They cause the 

diseases brucellosis, chlamydophilosis and leptospirosis with varying symptoms 

ranging from asymptomatic to inflammation of reproductive or urogenital organs and 

others. 
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Diseases are mainly introduced to the boar population by boar-to-boar contact when 

new boars are included to the herd without or only insufficient quarantine. Other 

pathways of infection are by contaminated boots, garments or material, by aerosols, 

or by live vectors such as insects, mammals or birds (ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 

2011). Many commonly used antibiotics in semen extenders are not completely 

reliable in their antimicrobial effects towards pathogens of concern (ALTHOUSE and 

LU 2005). Brucella suis is widely serologically monitored in boar studs since it can 

cause major losses in reproductive performance due to orchitis, lameness, abortion 

and infertility (MAES et al. 2008; ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 2011). For seropositive 

animals (n=285), these bacteria could be isolated from 49 % of the semen samples 

(LORD et al. 1997). In the European Union, there is currently no requirement for the 

monitoring of B. suis, since outbreaks mainly occur sporadically or in endemic areas 

(EUROPEAN FOOD SAFETY AUTHORITY 2009). Germany is approved as 

brucellosis-free since 1999  

(https://www.lgl.bayern.de/tiergesundheit/tierkrankheiten/bakterielle_pilzinfektionen/b

rucellose/index.htm). The wild pig is known as a reservoir and outbreaks in outdoor 

pig housing facilities occur occasionally attributed to contact between wild pigs and 

outdoor pigs  

(https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Infekt/EpidBull/Merkblaetter/Ratgeber_Brucellose.htm

l). Strict control measures for eradicating the disease and preventing spreading take 

place when positive cases are detected. By European law, all boars admitted to a 

semen collection center must be chosen from brucellosis-free herds, subjected to a 

period of isolation of at least 30 days and be subjected to brucellosis-tests with 

negative results before being introduced into the herd. When keeping the boars 

longer than 12 month, routine tests for brucellosis are compulsory (COUNCIL 

DIRECTIVE 1990). Gentamicin is the antibiotic with most inhibitory effect on Brucella 

spp. (ROLAIN et al. 2000). However, infections cannot be eliminated by the 

supplementation of antibiotics to semen doses since the required amount would need 

to be high and therefore might be incompatible with semen survival (EUROPEAN 

FOOD SAFETY AUTHORITY 2009).  

https://www.lgl.bayern.de/tiergesundheit/tierkrankheiten/bakterielle_pilzinfektionen/brucellose/index.htm
https://www.lgl.bayern.de/tiergesundheit/tierkrankheiten/bakterielle_pilzinfektionen/brucellose/index.htm
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Infekt/EpidBull/Merkblaetter/Ratgeber_Brucellose.html
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Infekt/EpidBull/Merkblaetter/Ratgeber_Brucellose.html
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Distribution of chlamydophilosis in the pig population is not completely known since 

many pigs are asymptomatic despite manifestation in the urogenital tract. Direct 

effects on reproductive performance are unclear and therefore the need for 

consistent control mechanisms was not yet demanded. In a German study by 

KAUFFOLD et al. (2006), boars from two studs were investigated for Chlamydiae 

prevalence with PCR. Chlamydiae shedding was reported in 5.2 % (9/174) and 24 % 

(24/100) of the semen samples and 40.1 % (71/174) and 8.3 % (2/24) in faecal 

samples. Additional serological sampling detected chlamydial antibodies in 46.8 % 

(80/171) and 9.7 % (6/62) of boars but was ineffective and failed to identify boars 

shedding Chlamydiae in their semen. The actual venereal transmission was not 

tested but is assumed to be a potential risk, although it is not known if the high 

overall prevalence reflects a general situation in boar studs (KAUFFOLD et al. 2006).  

Leptospirosis, caused by Leptospira interrogans, is known to be common in pig herds 

(ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 2011). Since these bacteria colonize the animal’s 

urogenital tract (ELLIS et al. 1986), they are easily excreted during acute bacteremia 

through urination or ejaculation, causing increased abortion rates, stillbirth and 

infertility in sow herds (MAES et al. 2008). A passive surveillance study in pigs by 

STRUTZBERG-MINDER et al. (2018) over a five year period showed an overall 

detected seropositivity of 20.2 % with an increase from 16.3 % in 2011 to 30.9 % in 

2016. Seropositivity was 1.5 times more likely in samples analyzed from sows with 

reproductive problems in contrast to samples from pigs sent in for monitoring reason. 

It was recommended to further actively investigate Leptospira spp. prevalence, e.g. 

with inclusion of more information on the reason for examination, or to specifically 

investigate leptospirosis in breeding pigs (STRUTZBERG-MINDER et al. 2018). 

Lower detected seroprevalence in earlier studies for pig herds in Poland (e.g. 

WASINSKI and PEJSAK (2010)) was attributed to the differing analyzed serovars 

excluding serovar Bratislava. However, pigs in Germany and many other countries 

are considered as reservoir host for serovar Bratislava, stressing the importance for 

including this specific serovar in analyses (STRUTZBERG-MINDER et al. 2018). In 

European countries, boars need to be either tested for Leptospira spp. with 

microscopic agglutination test during their 30 day quarantine prior to being introduced 
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into the herd with negative results or be treated twice with streptomycin at an interval 

of 14 days (COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1990). Just recently, 96 semen samples (raw and 

extended) of 58 boars from six different studs were tested with real-time PCR for 

Leptospira DNA and showed negative results suggesting a low prevalence for 

Leptospira spp. in boar studs (SCHEINPFLUG et al. submitted). Nevertheless, the 

continuous monitoring for Leptospira spp. in boar studs is adviced since a post-

quarantine infection cannot be excluded, especially in a wet milieu. 

 

1.2 Antimicrobial strategies in pig AI 

1.2.1 Seminal plasma components 

A natural antimicrobial activity for seminal plasma is long known and described for 

different species (e.g. dogs and human (STAMEY et al. 1968), bovine (SCHOLLUM 

et al. 1977)). Some proteins with potentially antimicrobial activity were as well 

detected in boar seminal plasma (GONZÁLEZ-CADAVID et al. 2014). Furthermore, 

an antimicrobial activity is attributed to the commensal Lactobacillus spp. in exerting 

a competitive effect on other bacteria in the ejaculate (see Chapter 1.2.4.2; 

SCHULZE et al. 2018). 

 

1.2.1.1 Host defense proteins 

A variety of host defense proteins is expressed in the male reproductive tract, e.g. 

various defensins, cathelicidins, protease inhibitors, lipocalins, lectins, lactoferrin, 

semenogelins, phospholipases and lysozymes, with attributed characteristics of 

antimicrobial activity (HALL et al. 2002; POIANI 2006). The proteins transferrin and 

lactotransferrin with proposed antimicrobial activity were found amongst others in 

boar seminal plasma (GONZÁLEZ-CADAVID et al. 2014). However, so far, most 

proteins have only been tested for their activity against infectious pathogens invading 

the male reproductive tract but not for their compatibility with sperm quality in 

extended semen. Some seem to act synergistic against bacteria. The exact role and 

function of many proteins have not been resolved yet. Some proteins were found to 
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be attached to the sperm surface. Thus, a role in the involvement in fertility regarding 

the production of fertilization-competent sperm, survival in the female genital tract 

and in sperm-egg interaction was proposed and suggested to be further investigated 

(HALL et al. 2002). Other components of the seminal fluid, such as spermadhesins, 

immunoglobulins and catecholamines, stimulate the female immune response and 

therefore are reducing the risk of infection (POIANI 2006). For seminalplasmin, a 

protein isolated from the bovine seminal plasma, a bacteriolytic activity against 

Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria was reported (SHIVAJI 1984). The 

bacteriolytic activity was most effective for a temperature of 37 °C and during the 

exponential growth phase of the bacteria. Divalent ions, such as Ca2+, showed an 

inhibitory effect on the lysis (CHITNIS et al. 1987). 

 

1.2.1.1.1 Internal bacterial killing activity 

The internal bacterial killing activity (BKA) is included in the humoral part of the 

constitutive innate immune defense (HEINRICH et al. 2016). It is considered as a 

measure of the immune response by quantifying the ability of proteins and/or 

phagocytotic cells to kill bacteria (JACOBS and FAIR 2016). Depending partly on the 

bacterial species, the BKA is mediated via different protein components, such as 

complement, enzymes or antibodies (SCHULZE et al. 2019). The ejaculates ability of 

internal BKA against E. coli and S. aureus has been linked to phenotypic 

characteristics, i.e. the coloration of the beak, of individuals in mallards. Therefore, 

the possibility of natural selection by the female towards males with higher BKA was 

proposed (ROWE et al. 2011). SCHULZE et al. (2019) analyzed the BKA in boar 

ejaculates with a modified liquid growth inhibition assay as described by ROWE et al. 

(2011). In 80 % of the analyzed samples, a BKA against E. coli and/or S. aureus was 

revealed. Animals with BKA against E. coli were older (≥ 21.7 ± 11.9 months) than 

boars with BKA against S. aureus only (15.5 ± 5.1 months) or no BKA (11.5 ± 3.8 

months) at all. Spermatozoa from semen samples with BKA against one or both 

bacterial strains seemed to be more thermo-resistant compared to semen samples 

without BKA. Percentages for morphologically normal sperm or mitochondrial activity 
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were lowest for boars with BKA against E. coli only. Therefore, boars with high 

internal BKA against both strains should be selected whereas younger boars without 

any BKA should be excluded from artificial insemination (SCHULZE et al. 2019). 

Further research in the mechanisms of the BKA activity would be beneficial for 

developing novel antimicrobial agents (SCHULZE et al. 2020). 

 

1.2.1.1.2 Lysozymes 

Lysozymes are enzymes with antimicrobial activity. They are more effective against 

Gram-positive than Gram-negative bacteria (HALL et al. 2002). Being consistent with 

this view, in the study by SCHULZE et al. (2019), higher levels of lysozyme could be 

associated with samples exhibiting a BKA against S. aureus but not with BKA against 

E. coli. Additionally, samples with higher lysozyme levels showed a higher proportion 

of morphologically intact sperm. Assumptions were raised on the boars’ ability to 

adapt their defense mechanisms individually against the specific, infecting species 

(SCHULZE et al. 2019). Similar suggestions are indicated by elevated lysozyme 

levels and altered bactericidal blood activity in birds challenged with 

lipopolysaccharides (LPS; MILLET et al. 2007). However, ROWE et al. (2013) 

detected bactericidal activity of lysozymes in ejaculates of wild passerines with 

differing levels between males but the lysozyme levels were not attributed to the 

male’s fitness, sperm quality measured as sperm velocity and motility, or phenotype 

as assessed by plumage coloration. Nevertheless, the interaction of various 

antibacterial factors with lysozymes seemed to play a role in natural selection with 

providing certain protection against bacterial sperm damage. It is suggested to 

reinvestigate the influence of lysozyme levels on sexual selection by using more 

flexible secondary signals in contrast to relatively static plumage coloration (ROWE 

et al. 2013).  For bedbug sperm, addition of lysozymes in an amount equivalent to 

natural mating and co-incubation with common male-associated bacteria prevented 

sperm mortality in vitro; therefore, lysozymes protected sperm after ejaculation (OTTI 

et al. 2013). 
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1.2.2 Hygiene measures in AI stations 

A strict hygiene management is the major prerequisite for all antimicrobial strategies 

regardless of using additives or removal of bacteria through other techniques. As 

mentioned above, a certain amount of bacteria in the ejaculate is inevitable through 

natural bacterial colonization of the boar’s skin and mucosa.  

ALTHOUSE et al. (2000) have identified potential sources of contamination and 

classified those as sources with mammalian and non-mammalian origin. Mammalian-

originated bacteria are therefore from the animal itself, including fluids dripping from 

the preputial cavity, and from the personnel involved in semen collection and/or 

processing. Non-mammalian originated bacteria are common to come from tap 

water, purified water, sinks or plant-based material and are introduced via feed, 

bedding or processing of semen.  

It is of utmost importance that a proper hygiene management and practice is installed 

with employees. Education and regularly re-training are important for understanding 

the effects of accurate personnel hygiene and maintaining laboratory standards for 

producing semen doses with high quality. This includes frequent and correct hand 

washing, use of protective gloves, clean protective garments and shoes in the barn 

and in the laboratory with regular replacement. Personnel with upper respiratory 

infections should pay careful attention for not contaminating materials or semen by 

sneezing or coughing (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; ALTHOUSE and LU 2005). Not only 

personal hygiene is important but sanitation protocols should be implemented and 

followed in all work areas, especially in the barn, semen collecting area and 

laboratory with regular cleaning and correct disinfection of work areas. A broad-

spectrum disinfectant should be used and residues avoided. Before and during 

semen collection, the abdomen of the animal should be clean and dry, long preputial 

hair trimmed, preputial fluids removed, the preputial opening dried and the pre-sperm 

fraction discarded to avoid excessive initial bacterial contamination. Besides being 

dressed in clean garment and boots, the technician should use a double layer of 

disposable gloves during collection, the first one being disposed after cleaning the 

preputial diverticulum and the second one used for the actual semen collection 
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(ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). Insufficient hygiene in the barn during collection and long 

collection time (> 7 min) lead to an increase of contamination with aerobic 

mesophiles and coliforms (GOLDBERG et al. 2013). The thermal collection cup and 

penis should be positioned in a certain angle to reduce gravitational contamination 

from the animal or fluids. In the laboratory, in-house purified water should be checked 

regularly, proposed as once every four months, semen not disposed in laboratory 

sinks, single-use disposable material used where feasible and reusable material 

correctly sterilized or treated with other antimicrobial elimination techniques with 

sufficient exposure time. Counter-tops and floors should be cleaned and disinfected 

at the end of the day (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; ALTHOUSE and LU 2005). 

Continuous contact of bacteria with subinhibitory concentrations of antibiotics in sinks  

due to incorrect disposal of extenders or improperly cleaned laboratory surfaces 

promote rapid formation of resistance genes and horizontal transfer when bacteria 

are released to the environment (DAVIES et al. 2006; KIM et al. 2014; SCHULZE et 

al. 2016). Biofilms are likely to form in such high-risk areas with potential spreading 

through materials. Laboratories should be compartmentalized with straightforward 

workflow without returning to sections at the beginning of the workflow. 

Contamination was attributed to environmental associated opportunistic bacteria, 

such as Serratia marcescens, Burkholderia cepacia complex and Stenotrophomonas 

maltophila, which are linked to hygiene-related problems, nosocomial infections and 

known for hospitalism (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; SCHULZE et al. 2015a; SCHULZE et 

al. 2020).  

In Germany, Austria and Switzerland, many (currently 23) boar AI stations have 

formed a collaborative association, aiming to secure the production of high-quality 

semen doses (RIESENBECK et al. 2015). External quality assurance and monitoring 

programs with hygienic critical control points (HCCPs) have been implemented in the 

AI stations for reducing bacterial contamination during semen processing in the 

laboratory and for preventing excessive use of antibiotics in semen extenders 

(RIESENBECK et al. 2015; SCHULZE et al. 2015a). Reference laboratories annually 

evaluate randomly selected semen samples with extended spermatological methods 

and screen for bacterial contamination. Furthermore, the reference laboratories offer 
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regular seminars and training for AI station personnel for keeping the quality of 

semen processing high (RIESENBECK et al. 2015). During a quality control audit by 

SCHULZE et al. (2015a) on 24 AI studs in Germany and Austria, bacteria were found 

in semen doses of 18 boar studs (66.7 %) and in 26 % of analyzed semen doses. In 

95.5 %, the isolated bacteria could not be isolated from the raw ejaculate, indicating 

contamination during semen processing. HCCPs were identified and addressed to 

the stud. Within the HCCPs, highest numbers of bacteria (> 103 CFU/cm2) were 

found in sinks or drains, heating cabinets, ejaculate transfer, manual operating 

elements and laboratory surfaces, where every single semen dose is processed 

individually. Lower contamination was found in extenders, inside of dilution tanks, 

dyes, and water purifiers (SCHULZE et al. 2015a). In a second audit, after the 

HCCPs were addressed to the stud, an improvement in hygiene status was 

noticeable based on the reduced bacterial contamination rate of the semen doses 

(20 %) and laboratory equipment, emphasizing the need for regular training of the 

staff and external audits (SCHULZE et al. 2015a). Thus, strict hygiene measures 

proofed to be effective in reducing the bacterial load of semen doses. 

Vaccination programs with killed or attenuated bacteria (bacterins) are available and 

useful for controlling Leptospira spp. infections in a stud. Furthermore, the use of 

surface water and formation of wet and warm breeding grounds should be avoided, 

and drinking water should be treated (ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 2011). The 

fulfillment of strict biosecurity protocols according to European regulations minimize 

the risk of specific pathogen entry into the stud farms (see Chapter 1.1.3).  

 

1.2.3 Addition of antibiotics to semen extender 

Addition of antibiotics is mandatory by law in the European Union according to 

92/65/EEC (COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1992) and specified for swine in 90/429/EEC 

(COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1990). In Germany, this directive is implemented in the 

“Verordnung über die Gewinnung, Abgabe und Verwendung von Samen, Eizellen 

und Embryonen von Zuchtieren (Samenverordnung, SamEnV)” (BMEL 2008). The 

motive is to control bacterial growth in the semen doses, to keep sperm quality high 
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and to prevent bacterial transmission to sows by insemination. A combination of 

antibiotics, in particular being effective against Leptospira spp. and Mycoplasma 

spp., must be at least equal to the effect of 500 IU per mL streptomycin, 500 IU per 

mL penicillin, 150 mg per mL lincomycin or 300 mg per mL spectinomycin. Directly 

after the addition of antibiotics the semen dose must be kept at temperatures of at 

least 15 °C for a minimum of 45 minutes (COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1990). Currently, 

the directive is under revision. 

In boar semen extenders, common antibiotics used are aminocyclitols 

(Spectinomycin) and lincosamides (Lincomycin) but as well aminoglycosides 

(Gentamicin, Neomycin, Streptomycin), polypeptides (Polymyxin) and 

aminopenicillins (Amoxicillin) (ALTHOUSE 2008) which are classified as “High 

Priority Critically Important” by the World Health Organization (WHO; 2019). 

Furthermore and most problematic, macrolides (Tylosin), quinolones (Enrofloxacin) 

and cephalosporins (3rd, 4th and 5th generation) are used which are classified as 

“Highest Priority Critically Important” antibiotics by the WHO (ALTHOUSE 2008; 

WHO 2019). The European Medicines Agency (EMA) classified these antibiotics in 

categories A-D according to the risk on public health by formation of multiresistant 

bacteria when using the antibiotics in veterinary medicine 

(https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/report/categorisation-antibiotics-

european-union-answer-request-european-commission-updating-scientific_en.pdf). 

Category A includes antibiotics with the highest risk which are therefore not 

authorized for veterinary use whereas antibiotics from category D are the primary 

choice for animals when used prudently. The antibiotics used in boar semen 

extenders are classified into category D (aminopenicillins without beta-lactamase 

inhibitors (Amoxicillin) and Spectinomycin), category C (aminoglycosides 

(Streptomycin, Gentamicin), macrolides (Tylosin) and lincosamides (Lincomycin)) but 

also into category B (quinolones (Enrofloxacin), polymyxins (Polymyxin B), 

cephalosporins of 3rd and 4th generation) and category A (cephalosporins, others 

than generations 1-4).  

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/report/categorisation-antibiotics-european-union-answer-request-european-commission-updating-scientific_en.pdf
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/report/categorisation-antibiotics-european-union-answer-request-european-commission-updating-scientific_en.pdf
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The routine supplementation of antibiotics to extender media leads to a multitude of 

problems at various stages of the semen dose production and beyond, which are 

ultimately resulting in the loss of efficiency and formation of multiresistant bacteria 

and are further explained in the following. 

Bacterial contamination of boar semen and the mode of interaction between 

antibiotics, bacteria and medium was explained by ALTHOUSE and LU (2005). Final 

antibiotic concentrations in extended semen doses need to be available as active 

products with ability to permeate bacterial membranes and occupy active sites over a 

sufficient period of time. Otherwise, resistances can be evoked in bacteria. Intrinsic 

resistant bacteria are lacking a suitable site of action for the antibiotic or are capable 

of breaking down and disabling the active component. As an example, the 

Burkholderia cepacia complex is known to have an intrinsic resistance to gentamicin 

and has been isolated from boar semen doses. Adaptive resistant bacteria have the 

ability of changing their membrane permeability or the site of action. Associated 

resistance is rather dependent on the environmental conditions than on the bacteria 

itself, such as medium temperature, pH or other incompatibilities between medium 

and antibiotic (ALTHOUSE and LU 2005). Bacteria isolated from semen doses with 

detected sperm agglutination and accompanied reduced shelf life and fertility have 

already been found to be resistant to the most commonly used antibiotic gentamicin 

(ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). In the above-mentioned quality control audit in Germany 

and Austria, all bacteria isolated from the contaminated semen doses were 

gentamicin resistant. They were mostly attributed to post-collection contamination 

and not isolated from raw ejaculates (SCHULZE et al. 2015a). The reliance on 

antibiotic effectiveness tended to be taken for granted, resulting in unhygienic 

processing of semen, insufficient cleaning and disinfecting of laboratory material and 

workspace. Thus, bacterial growth and selection for resistant bacterial genes is 

facilitated and lead to a loss of efficacy of the originally effective antibiotics 

(ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). 

Routinely, antibiotics are included directly in the commercial semen extender powder. 

The raw ejaculates are diluted with the antibiotic-containing extender to a fixed total 
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sperm number per dose. Due to the varying sperm numbers in the raw ejaculates for 

each boar, this dilution method leads to varying amounts of extender per dose and 

therefore differing final concentrations of antibiotics in the semen doses. A 

standardized final and effective bactericidal concentration of antibiotics in the dose 

cannot be guaranteed (SCHULZE et al. 2017). Therefore, SCHULZE et al. (2017) 

presented an alternative dilution method for achieving correct concentration of 

antibiotics in the final doses. Exactly calculated amounts of antibiotics were added to 

a pre-diluted ejaculate in a second dilution step, resulting in efficient bacterial growth 

inhibition without impairing sperm quality. Thus, reliable antimicrobial activity against 

bacteria can be achieved in each dose. The amounts of excessive antibiotic-

containing extender is reduced and can be disposed of more safely. 

Additionally, the use of nutritious semen extenders for prolonging the shelf life of 

semen and maintaining high viability over several days establishes a milieu for 

favored bacterial growth in AI studs. If antibiotics are not able to achieve full 

effectiveness anymore, selective bacterial growth leads to higher levels of bacteria 

with potential spermicidal effects in semen doses (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; 

ALTHOUSE 2008). Initial bacterial count in the raw ejaculate is a crucial factor and 

combined with the relatively slow cooling and routinely high storage temperatures of 

16 – 18 °C over a period of several days, further facilitation of bacterial growth is 

stimulated (SCHULZE et al. 2015b). Generation intervals of bacteria and bactericidal 

effects of antibiotics, the so-called bacterial “kill times”, are temperature-dependent, 

as well as species-dependent. The generation intervals decrease with increasing 

temperatures (ALTHOUSE et al. 2008). Subinhibitory concentrations of antibiotics 

lead to a selection and favor growth of resistant bacteria, thus, changing the natural 

diversity of the bacterial spectrum in the semen dose (SCHULZE et al. 2017). 

Furthermore, in many countries, a variety of different, mainly broad-spectrum 

antibiotics is commonly used simultaneously in so-called “antibiotic cocktails”. Each 

antibiotic is added in a reduced concentrations compared to individually required 

amounts with the aim of minimizing negative effects of higher antibiotic 

concentrations on the sperm quality (MORRELL and WALLGREN 2014). Some 
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semen extenders are even advertised with including “effective combinations of broad 

spectrum antibiotics” (https://magapor.com/en/portfolio-items/high-performance-

extendersduragen-and-vitasem/?portfolioCats=62). In Germany, Austria and 

Switzerland, however, supplementation of a single antibiotic, mainly gentamicin, is 

still the predominant practice (SCHULZE et al. 2015a). Furthermore, quality 

assurance programs with regular analysis of randomly selected semen samples by 

reference laboratories were established for ensuring continuous high standards of 

sperm quality and low bacterial counts in AI stations in these countries 

(RIESENBECK et al. 2015). Moreover, through the identification of HCCP’s with 

increased bacterial growth and addressing these to the AI stations, the amount of 

contaminated semen doses could be reduced because the AI stations could target 

the problematic sources directly and reduce the bacterial contamination (SCHULZE 

et al. 2015a). 

Guidelines for prudent antibiotic use have been implemented to avoid further 

formation and spreading of resistances in AI laboratories (Table 2; WABERSKI et al. 

2019b). 

Table 2  

Guidelines for prudent use of antibiotics in boar semen extender (WABERSKI et al. 

2019b) 

1. No use of “Highest Priority Critically Important Antimicrobials” according to 

WHO list of “Critically important antimicrobials in human medicine” * 

2. No use of beta-lactam antibiotics, e.g. penicillins and cephalosporins 

3. No change of antibiotics; instead: prevention/elimination of the source of 

contamination 

4. No disposal of antibiotic-containing semen extender in drains/sinks 

5. No use of semen extenders with antibiotic “cocktails” 

6. No use of semen extenders with undeclared antibiotic content 

*Cephalosporins (3rd, 4th and 5th generation), glycopeptides, macrolides and 

ketolides, polymyxins, quinolones (WHO 2019) 

https://magapor.com/en/portfolio-items/high-performance-extendersduragen-and-vitasem/?portfolioCats=62
https://magapor.com/en/portfolio-items/high-performance-extendersduragen-and-vitasem/?portfolioCats=62
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In European countries, the major insemination technique is transcervical 

insemination.  However, sows have a natural backflow of the insemination volume of 

70 - 90 % regardless of transcervical or postcervical insemination (STEVERINK et al. 

1998; ARAÚJO et al. 2009). As a result, antibiotic-containing extender gets into the 

liquid manure. Sub-inhibitory concentrations of antibiotics are created on site and 

lead to the formation of resistant bacteria and subsequent horizontal transfer of 

resistance genes (KIM et al. 2014). The liquid manure, including resistant bacteria, is 

spread onto agricultural fields for fertilization. The resistant genes are then 

transferred to bacteria on the field and end up on agricultural produces and in the 

human food chain (VERRAES et al. 2013; JECHALKE et al. 2014). 

Despite the positive effects of antibiotics in controlling bacterial growth, the worldwide 

risk of promoting the formation and spreading of resistances is evident. The use of 

antibiotics as standard supplement in semen extenders should be adjusted according 

to the guidelines for prudent use of antibiotics (WABERSKI et al. 2019b) and 

supplementation should be calculated correctly to achieve standardized effective final 

concentrations (SCHULZE et al. 2017). 

 

1.2.4 Addition of alternative antimicrobial substances 

Potential antimicrobial agents have to meet a multitude of criteria for being 

considered as supplements in semen extenders: 1) broad spectrum of antimicrobial 

action, 2) absence of sperm toxicity, 3) no interference with fertility, 4) high stability, 

5) high activity at common semen temperatures, 6) low potential to evoke resistance, 

7) ease of application and 8) economic feasibility (SCHULZE et al. 2016). Several 

additives have been studied for effectiveness by different research groups as 

described below. 

 

1.2.4.1 Antimicrobial peptides 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are part of the natural defense system of nearly every 

living organism and have been studied increasingly as alternatives but as well as 
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synergists to antibiotics in different clinical fields. Characteristics of various AMPs 

have been documented in a database for accelerating the progress of research 

(ZHAO et al. 2013). Application in semen extenders was just recently proposed as 

reviewed by SCHULZE et al. (2016). Different types of cationic AMPs have been 

used as topical prescription-free medicine and as antimicrobial food additives but in 

clinical trials only few of the tested AMPs have proven efficiency (HANCOCK and 

SAHL 2006). The AMPs are part of the innate immune system of higher organisms. 

On the one hand, they have a direct, broad spectrum activity against various Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria, fungi, viruses and parasites and on the other 

hand, they modulate the immune response through stimulation of immunity and 

reduction of potentially harmful pro-inflammatory responses (HANCOCK and SAHL 

2006). The composition, the number of amino acids forming the AMPs and the 

overall structure are various but they possess similar biological activity and 

biophysical characteristics. All are cationic charged and therefore show an 

amphipathic selection for negatively charged bacterial membranes (DATHE et al. 

2002; SCHULZE et al. 2015b). The AMPs tend to select for prokaryotic cells instead 

of eukaryotic cells. Prokaryotic cells possess an acidic membrane which rather leads 

to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions compared to the neutral membranes of 

eukaryotic cells. Moreover, the AMPs act through lipid disruption of membranes for 

which prokaryotic cells are more sensitive due to a lower cholesterol content and 

therefore a reduced rigidity of the membranes compared to eukaryotic cells 

(BRENDER et al. 2012). However, the lower cholesterol content specific for boar 

sperm membranes (PARKS and LYNCH 1992) and anionic 

sulfogalactosylglycerolipid on the sperm surface causes them to be more vulnerable 

for being targeted by AMPs through lipid disruption compared to other eukaryotic 

cells (SCHULZE et al. 2015b; SCHULZE et al. 2020). Specific AMPs, like magainin-

2-amide, have increased spermicidal effects on sperm plasma membranes with a low 

cholesterol content. In human semen, membrane cholesterol content was reduced by 

treatment with methyl-β-cyclodextrin. Thus, the sperm were sensitized to 

supplemented magainin-2-amide which resulted in decreased motility and viability. 

(WOJCIK et al. 2000). Similar spermicidal effects could be shown in boar sperm 
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(SCHULZE et al. 2014) and is therefore seen to be problematic when considering 

implementation of AMPs into boar semen extenders.  

As reviewed by SCHULZE et al. (2016), cationic AMPs are part of the reproductive 

tract in males and females. Beta-defensins are attached to the sperm surface during 

maturation in the epididymidis and besides being antimicrobial components, they 

have a crucial role in sperm function and in the fertilization process (ZHOU et al. 

2013). In females, AMPs are synthesized by the mucosa of the reproductive tract for 

the modulation of immune responses, the elimination of pathogens or excessive 

spermatozoa (YARBROUGH et al. 2015). Some have been identified with toxic or 

spermicidal effects that impair the sperm’s plasma membrane and motility and 

therefore have been studied regarding contraceptive strategies (REDDY and 

ARANHA 2000).  

Beta-Defensins are considered to be promising antimicrobials for the implementation 

as new therapeutics due to their various biological functions (PAZGIER et al. 2006). 

Two types, porcine β-defensin 1 (PBD1) and 2 (PBD2) were evaluated for their 

concentration-dependent effects on boar sperm motility, viability and bacterial growth 

during long-term storage of semen doses and on bacterial growth after artificial 

inoculation with E.coli by PUIG-TIMONET et al. (2018). In highest (5 µM) and 

medium (3 µM) tested concentrations, both defensins had an inhibitory effect on 

bacterial growth which was, however, accompanied by a significant decrease in 

sperm motility for the highest concentration. Furthermore, both concentrations were 

less effective to inhibit bacterial growth than controls with antibiotics. Detrimental 

effects on viability were not observed in low (1.5 µM) and medium (3 µM) applied 

concentrations. It was concluded that supplementation of β-defensins in medium 

concentrations (3 µm) in semen extenders is possible for achieving a reduction of 

bacteria but not a total elimination. Growth control of Gram-positive bacteria still 

needs to be tested (PUIG-TIMONET et al. 2018). 

SCHULZE et al. (2014) tested two cyclic hexapeptides, c-WFW (c-RRWFWR) and c-

WWW (c-RRWWWR), and the for eukaryotic cells non-toxic magainin-2-amide 

analog MK5E on boar spermatozoa during storage in Beltsville Thawing Solution 
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(BTS) extender at 16 °C for four days. Peptide- and concentration-dependent effects 

on sperm integrity and motility were observed for all AMPs. Decreased sperm 

integrity and motility were stronger for MK5E than for the hexapeptides. Cyclic 

hexapeptides partly increased progressive and linear sperm movement. Low 

concentrations (4 µM c-WFW, 2 µM c-WWW) of cyclic hexapeptides resulted in 

similar sperm quality compared to control samples with only small effects on sperm 

integrity and motility and no apparent microscopically detected bacterial growth. 

Using electron spin resonance spectroscopy, interaction of AMPs with sperm 

membranes were studied and a reversible immobilization effect of cyclic 

hexapeptides on phospholipid analogs could be shown whereas MK5E caused an 

irreversible fluidization. Finally, a combination of c-WFW (4 µM) with a reduced 

amount of gentamicin (16 µg/mL) was applied in an insemination trial and yielded 

similar fertility rates as in controls (SCHULZE et al. 2014). SPECK et al. (2014) 

determined minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) for the mentioned AMPs against 

various bacteria. MICs varied for the different bacterial strains and ranged for c-WFW 

from 6.5 – 25 µg/mL and for c-WWW and MK5E from 6.3 – 50 µg/mL for most 

bacteria. Proteus spp. was insusceptible (> 100 µg/mL) to all tested AMPs and a 

tested Staphylococcus aureus strain was insusceptible (> 100 µg/mL) to MK5E. 

Minimal inhibitory concentrations for c-WWW were detrimental to sperm but lower 

concentrations (2 µM) still seemed to inhibit bacterial growth in situ tested in liquid 

preserved boar semen. Similar results were obtained for low concentrations (4 µM) of 

c-WFW in extended semen tubes. Low-concentrated gentamicin supplementation 

(16 µg/mL) enhanced the inhibitory effect (SCHULZE et al. 2014; SPECK et al. 

2014). The inhibitory effect of c-WWW and c-WFW below MIC concentrations 

seemed to be attributed to the presence of bicarbonate in the extender causing an 

enhanced activity of AMPs (DORSCHNER et al. 2006; SPECK et al. 2014). 

Furthermore, bacteria release endotoxic LPS (HAKIMI et al. 2006) which bind to the 

sperm head and exert spermicidal effects (OKAZAKI et al. 2010). Hexapeptides 

neutralized the LPS quantities in a concentration-dependent manner via the preferred 

binding of AMPs to LPS. In contrast, gentamicin was not able to neutralize the 
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activity of LPS in typical extender-supplemented concentrations of 250 µg/mL 

(SCHULZE et al. 2015b). 

Another AMP, protegrine 1, was studied by SANCHO et al. (2017) in varying 

concentrations (2.5, 25 and 100 µg/mL). All concentrations, but most effective 

100 µg/mL, inhibited bacterial growth compared to control samples. However, 

fluorescence microscopy revealed a concentration-dependent significant decrease of 

sperm viability for all tested concentrations being strongest for the highest 

concentration (100 µg/mL). Further research on lower concentrations or truncated 

forms of the peptide for supplementation in boar semen extenders was 

recommended (SANCHO et al. 2017). 

The research group of BUSSALLEU et al. (2017) tested the AMPs proline-arginine-

rich antimicrobial peptide 39 (PR-39) and porcine myeloid antimicrobial peptides 36 

(PMAP-36) and 37 (PMAP-37) in different concentrations (1, 10 and 20 µM for PR-39 

and 0.5, 1 and 3 µM for PMAP-36 and PMAP-37) on sperm viability, motility and 

bacterial growth inhibition. Initial bacterial counts were 102 - 103 CFU/mL and 

increased significantly until the end of storage (day 10) in almost all samples, even in 

controls with antibiotics. Only PMAP-37 (1 and 3 µM) was able to control bacterial 

overgrowth similar to antibiotic-containing controls without impairing viability or 

motility compared to controls. However, the interpretation of data is limited because 

total motility decreased drastically in all samples after only one day of storage to 

values below 20 % for most samples, even for controls with antibiotics (BUSSALLEU 

et al. 2017).  

The velocity of formation of bacterial resistances against AMPs cannot be predicted 

at the moment (SCHULZE et al. 2016). However, it cannot be excluded either since a 

study already showed development of bacterial resistances against a magainin 

analog (pexiganan) when bacteria were exposed to high concentrations of this AMP 

(PERRON et al. 2006). In general, bacteria possess different strategies to reduce 

their susceptibility for AMPs including modulation of binding sites on the exterior 

membrane by adding positive charges, thus, hindering the insertion of AMPs or 

modifying membrane permeability (GUNN 2001; PESCHEL 2002). A contrasting 
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view is supported by BRENDER et al. (2012), suggesting that formation of 

resistances to AMPs is unlikely due to their unspecific disruption of the bacterial lipid 

bilayer leading to lysis of the bacteria. Changes in bacterial cytoplasm membranes 

would be necessary to form resistances but are considered as unlikely, since any 

alteration would affect their ion gradient and therefore the maintenance of the energy 

metabolism. Thus, a wider clinical implementation of AMPs should be considered 

(SCHULZE et al. 2016), even though they currently do not offer to be a total 

replacement for traditional antibiotics but rather might act beneficial as antibiotic 

synergists (SPECK et al. 2014). However, the AMPs are quite costly and 

momentarily not feasible for implementation in a broad range routine application on 

boar studs (SCHULZE et al. 2015b). 

 

1.2.4.2 Lactobacillus species 

Lactobacillus spp. are a known component of the female reproductive tract. They 

strongly influence the microbial composition of the vagina and play an important role 

in maintaining a healthy vaginal milieu (AROUTCHEVA et al. 2001). Some 

characteristics are the metabolization of sugars, generation of antimicrobial peptides, 

production of lactic acids, carbon dioxide and hydrogen peroxide with oxidative 

effects, amongst others. Thus, they modify the medium, decrease the pH and 

stabilize the physiological Lactobacillus flora for protection against other bacteria 

(AROUTCHEVA et al. 2001; SCHULZE et al. 2018). For males, Lactobacillus spp. 

was isolated from 55 % of boar seminal plasma samples (22/40) with concentrations 

varying between 1.5 to 15 × 106 CFU/mL (SIVARAMAKRISHNAN et al. 2004). 

SCHULZE et al. (2018) isolated, cultured and identified various strains of 

Lactobacillus spp. from 27 % of tested boar ejaculates (n=111) from AI stations. 

Subsequently, the effects of L. animalis and L.buchneri DSM32407 on spermatozoa 

were analyzed in concentrations of up to 106 CFU/mL during short term co-incubation 

(120 min, 38 °C) and for L.buchneri DSM32407 also during long term co-incubation 

of stored semen (168 h, 17 °C). SCHULZE et al. (2018) hypothesized a competitive 

effect on other bacteria present in boar ejaculates. However, during long term co-
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incubation, and to some extent during short term co-incubation, of sperm with 

Lactobacillus spp., negative effects on progressive motility, thermo-resistance 

(300 min, 38 °C, only assessed after storage for 168), plasma membrane integrity 

and mitochondrial activity were noticed. The effect was storage length-, 

concentration- and subspecies-dependent. Importantly, no competitive effect on the 

total amount of bacteria was seen after co-incubation for 48 h at 17 °C. Explanations 

for spermicidal effects are proposed to be attributed to changes in the milieu induced 

by Lactobacillus spp. Thus, Lactobacillus spp. is not suitable as antimicrobial additive 

due to the sperm-damaging effects in stored semen (SCHULZE et al. 2018).  

 

1.2.4.3 Bacteriocins 

Bacteriocins are small peptides with antimicrobial characteristics produced by 

bacteria to ensure their advantage against competing bacteria (JACK et al. 1995). 

The research group of SHAOYONG et al. studied two bacteriocins, ε-polylysine (ε-

PL;  SHAOYONG et al. 2019a) and kojic acid (SHAOYONG et al. 2019b), and their 

effects on sperm quality. The ε-PL is produced by the bacterium Streptomyces 

albulus whereas kojic acid is synthesized by different fungi, mainly Aspergillus 

oryzae, both with reportedly broad biological activities (SHIMA et al. 1984; YOSHIDA 

and NAGASAWA 2003; GEORNARAS et al. 2007; SAEEDI et al. 2019; SHAOYONG 

et al. 2019b). The addition of ε-PL in concentrations of 0.04 - 1.28 g/L inhibited the 

bacterial growth. A concentration of 0.16 g/L ε-PL was considered as optimum since 

it was accompanied by highest sperm quality parameters after 5 days of storage, 

including motility, mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), viability, capacitation 

and in vitro fertilization (IVF) potential compared to controls without antibiotics and 

other concentrations of ε-PL. A combination of 0.16 g/L ε-PL with a low amount of 

gentamicin (0.125 g/L) yielded similar results for bacterial growth inhibition and 

sperm quality as controls with regular amount of gentamicin (0.25 g/L) which could 

not be achieved by ε-PL used alone. Therefore, this combination is recommended for 

the application in extended boar semen so that the amount of supplemented 

antibiotics can be reduced. Furthermore, it was suggested that ε-PL does not only 
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reduce the bacterial growth but also decreases spermicidal effects of toxins produced 

by bacteria (SHAOYONG et al. 2019a). Supplementation of kojic acid in a 

concentration of 0.04 g/L inhibited bacterial growth and revealed no differences in 

semen quality parameters, including motility, MMP, viability and capacitation 

compared to antibiotic-containing samples. Furthermore, IVF parameters were 

improved. The effects on bacteria were genera-specific and growth inhibited to a 

lesser extent than for gentamicin-containing controls (SHAOYONG et al. 2019b)  

Similar to the other introduced antimicrobial methods, bacteriocins need to be tested 

for their bacteriostatic or bactericidal potential as well as possible negative effects on 

sperm quality which indicate to be type- and concentration-dependent (SCHULZE et 

al. 2020). Pediocin PA-1, produced by Pediococcus acidilactici, was reported to have 

concentration-dependent positive effects on sperm viability but did not inhibit 

bacterial growth (BONET et al. 2019). Other bacteriocins, such as Lacticin 3147 

produced by Lactobacillus lactis, Subtilosin A produced by Bacillus subtilis, and 

others were explicitly analyzed for their spermicidal qualities in bull, stallion, boar and 

rat sperm in regard of possible implementation as contraceptives or microbicides 

against sexually transmitted infections (SILKIN et al. 2008). 

 

1.2.4.4 Phyto-extracts 

Essential oils (EOs) are metabolites of plants with terpenoids as a main component 

to protect them against bacterial infections, yeasts and other threats (NAZZARO et 

al. 2013). Mechanisms of their activity are broad with single or multiple targets and 

concentration-dependent antimicrobial effects. The degree of activity is linked to the 

chemical structure of the EO, the phenolic compounds and structure of additional 

groups which determine the extent of their hydrophobic character. Gram-positive 

bacteria are more susceptible due to the structure of their cell wall allowing 

hydrophobic EOs to penetrate and to act directly on the cell wall, in the cytoplasm or 

in depleting intracellular ATP production (NAZZARO et al. 2013). The outer 

membrane of Gram-negative bacteria is primarily traversable for hydrophilic 

compounds through hydrophilic transmembrane channels composed of porin 
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proteins. Thus, antimicrobial effects vary not only between applied EOs and 

concentrations but furthermore depend on the bacterial strains (NAZZARO et al. 

2013; CHOUHAN et al. 2017). Over the last thirty years, several EOs have been 

tested as an addition to semen extender in different species, with focus on sperm 

quality instead of bacterial growth inhibition (CHIKHOUNE et al. 2015; ELMI et al. 

2017; TOUAZI et al. 2018; ELMI et al. 2019b). ELMI et al. (2019a) attributed a similar 

antimicrobial activity of EOs produced from tea tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) and 

rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis) in a sub-spermicidal concentration of 0.4 mg/mL 

compared to controls with ampicillin. Both EOs reduced the bacterial growth. It is to 

note, that effects on spermatozoa, i.e. viability, acrosome integrity, motility and 

changes of plasma membranes, were only analyzed for short-term incubation of 3 h 

at 16 °C (ELMI et al. 2017; ELMI et al. 2019b). Another promising antimicrobial 

supplement with sperm tolerance for concentrations of up to 25 % seems to be an 

extract from the neem bark (Azadirachta indica A. juss.; ILORI et al. 2019). The EOs 

which are rich in monoterpenes, e.g. extracts from leaves of Myrrhinium 

atropurpureum and Cymbopogon citratus, have an immediate spermicidal effect 

when applied in bacterial growth inhibiting concentrations. For lower concentrations, 

the cytotoxic effect was smaller but concomitantly, the effects on bacteria were 

insufficient (CAVALLERI et al. 2018). Furthermore, spermicidal effects have been 

reported for low concentrations of Thymbra capitata, which is constituted of carvacrol 

and thymol, both phenolic monoterpenes. Alterations of sperm membranes were 

suggested similar to the antimicrobial effects these compounds have on bacteria 

(ELMI et al. 2017). As a product derivated from plants, the proportions of different 

components may vary between batches leading to different effects on sperm and 

bacteria and outcomes are hard to standardize (ELMI et al. 2019a). 
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1.2.5 Mechanical elimination of bacteria 

1.2.5.1 Colloid centrifugation 

Density gradient centrifugation using two colloids with different densities was tested 

for physical removal of bacteria from spermatozoa in low-voluminous human 

ejaculates by NICHOLSON et al. (2000) and modified for more voluminous boar 

ejaculates by MORRELL and WALLGREN (2011) to the simplified Single Layer 

Centrifugation (SLC) using only one colloid. The modified method enabled the 

application for ejaculates with higher volumes of up to 150 ml. The colloid is filled into 

centrifuge tubes and the ejaculate is layered on top. After centrifugation, the sperm 

pellet has accumulated in the bottom of the tube and can be harvested following the 

removal of the supernatant and colloid. Bacteria were reduced in four out of ten 

samples and completely removed from six samples without affecting the motility. The 

extent of bacteria removal was depended on the type of bacteria. Non-flagellated 

bacteria were removed more efficiently than flagellated and therefore motile bacteria 

(MORRELL and WALLGREN 2011). Through SLC there is a certain loss of 

spermatozoa which is considered as problematic for use in AI stations. Anyhow, the 

loss of sperm with inferior quality was suggested to be used as benefit in yielding 

ejaculates with higher sperm quality  (MORRELL and WALLGREN 2011, 2014). It 

was shown that SLC enriched the proportion of stallion sperm with improved motility, 

normal morphology, chromatin integrity and prolonged shelf life (MORRELL et al. 

2009a; MORRELL et al. 2009b). Further modification steps and cheaper colloid 

media are intended to make this method more feasible and economically attractive 

for AI stations (MORRELL et al. 2019). MORRELL et al. (2019) reported a reduction 

of sperm loss for the application of SLC with modified, thus low-density, colloid. The 

bacterial contamination was reduced in four out of nine ejaculates and completely 

removed from five ejaculates with only marginally differing sperm quality compared to 

controls. Sperm quality was assessed for viability, kinematic parameters, capacitation 

and acrosome status. A laminar air flow bench is advised when using colloid 

centrifugation for bacteria reduction to prevent contamination during processing 

(MORRELL and WALLGREN 2014). 
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As a time-consuming method with some loss of spermatozoa and so-far costly colloid 

media, until now colloid centrifugation has not been implemented in the routine use 

on AI stations (SCHULZE et al. 2020). Moreover, re-contamination during further 

processing remains a risk regardless of well-optimized centrifugation protocols. 

 

1.2.5.2 Microfiltration 

Another physical removal method for bacteria is microfiltration as suggested and 

studied by BARONE et al. (2016). Ejaculates (n=3) were separated into two parts, 

spermatozoa and seminal fluid, by mild centrifugation (1200 × g, 20 min). The 

seminal plasma was subsequently centrifuged again (5000 × g, 20 min) and the 

supernatant filtered through two syringe filters with decreasing pore size so that 

ultimately particles greater than 0.22 µm were retained in the filter and removed from 

the seminal fluid. The spermatozoa pellet was then resuspended with the 

microfiltered seminal fluid, diluted and processed for storage. For controls, 

spermatozoa were resuspended in centrifuged seminal plasma and diluted in 

extender. Effects on sperm viability, mitochondrial membrane potential and motility 

were not detected during storage for seven days compared to controls. The pH and 

total antioxidant capacity were monitored for identifying alterations in the seminal 

plasma’s biochemical composition. Both decreased slightly for microfiltered samples 

but did not differ significantly to antibiotic-containing controls. Thus, microfiltered 

samples were able to preserve the composition of the seminal plasma similar to 

antibiotic-containing controls. However, bacterial growth increased after seven days 

of storage in microfiltered samples but did not affect sperm quality parameters. Due 

to possible attachment of bacteria to the sperm surface during the initial mild 

centrifugation, some bacteria might have bypassed the subsequent microfiltration 

step of the seminal plasma and therefore might have been resuspended with the 

sperm pellet when the semen dose was produced (BARONE et al. 2016). However, 

this study is to be regarded with caution since only a small amount of ejaculates was 

studied. Similar to colloid centrifugation, this method is time-consuming due to 
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centrifugation of high voluminous ejaculates typical for boars and re-contamination 

during further processing is a remaining risk. 

 

1.2.6 Hypothermic semen storage 

Hypothermic semen storage of boar spermatozoa has been studied for a long time 

regarding improvement of cryopreservation and prolongation of storage times in the 

liquid state. Eligibility of boar semen was seen as low over the last decades since 

boar spermatozoa are sensitive to cold shock (see Chapter 1.3). This is attributed to 

the composition of their membranes displaying a low sterol to phospholipid ratio 

combined with a high amount of unsaturated fatty acids (PARKS and LYNCH 1992). 

With the emergence of antibiotic resistances in AI stations, the focus was directed on 

improving low temperature storage concepts without supplementation of antibiotics. 

Antibiotic-free storage at low temperatures is only possible if the temperature can be 

lowered to a degree where bacterial growth is prevented and concomitantly 

functional and structural damages to spermatozoa resulting from thermotropic phase 

transitions of membrane lipids are minimized (DROBNIS et al. 1993). ALTHOUSE et 

al. (1998) defined 12 °C as lowest possible storage temperature for liquid boar 

semen extended in the long-term extender Androhep® without compromising in vitro 

sperm quality, mainly motility, and reproductive parameters in an insemination trial. 

Studies with storage at 4 to 5 °C with different protocols all yielded sperm motility and 

plasma membrane integrity below threshold values for artificial insemination, as well 

as decreased  mitochondrial activity and increased DNA damage (ZOU and YANG 

2000; FOOTE 2002; FRASER and STRZEZEK 2004; DZIEKOŃSKA and STRZEŻEK 

2011). Individual variation between boars with respect to cold shock in cryopreserved 

semen is widely known (THURSTON et al. 2002a; THURSTON et al. 2002b; HOLT 

et al. 2005; ROCA et al. 2006; PARRILLA et al. 2012). Semen analysis of 5 °C stored 

spermatozoa has been suggested to be useful for pre-selection of boars with a 

higher tolerance to cold shock for cryopreservation since individual variations are 

already detected at this temperature (DZIEKOŃSKA and STRZEŻEK 2011). The 
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percentage of boars within an AI-boar population with cold-shock resistant 

spermatozoa is not yet known.  

Sublethal chilling-induced alteration of sperm function can be assumed, even in 

apparently resistant sperm displaying high motility and high membrane integrity. 

Sublethal alterations are likely to influence the sperm transport in the female genital 

tract and impair the interaction with the female environment (RICKARD et al. 2019). 

With modern semen extenders and slow stepwise cooling, SCHMID et al. (2013b) 

realized a 10 °C storage without compromises in fertility rates. Furthermore, for 5 °C-

stored semen, high values for standard semen parameters were achieved in vitro 

that met threshold values (≥ 20×109 spermatozoa, ≥ 70 % total sperm motility, 

> 75 % morphologically normal spermatozoa) for usage in AI. Similarly, values of 

over 75  % total motility were obtained using 5 °C-stored antibiotic-free samples in a 

recent study by MENEZES et al. (2020a). However, after a thermo-resistance test, 

values of total and progressive motility were lower compared to semen stored at 

17 °C with antibiotics. 

Just recently, WABERSKI et al. (2019a) demonstrated in vitro and in vivo in an 

insemination trial that antibiotic-free boar semen storage at 5 °C is possible without 

impairing sperm quality, function and fertility rates with simultaneous inhibition of 

bacterial growth. A slow cooling regime with an adaptation period at room 

temperature was applied for semen extended in a protective long-term extender.  

Antibiotic-free low temperature storage is based on some important principles, i.e. 

hygienic semen collection and processing, a slow and controlled cooling regime, 

modern and protective semen extenders and a well-standardized insemination 

management. The importance of hygienic semen collection and processing is 

explained in Chapter 1.2.2. Slow and controlled cooling of boar semen with an 

adaptation period at room temperature is essential for reducing lethal and sublethal 

chilling injuries. A holding period of 3.5 h at 15 °C prior to cooling and freezing was 

beneficial for sperm viability and acrosome integrity when cryopreserved (MAXWELL 

and JOHNSON 1997b). Recently, a frame for optimal cooling velocities to cool 

samples to 5 °C was defined with maintaining high sperm quality and low bacterial 
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growth for a storage period of 144 h (PASCHOAL et al. 2020). Faster cooling led to 

increased sperm damage whereas slower cooling resulted in increased bacterial 

growth. A modern, protective long-term extender was used for semen dilution. 

Extenders for 5 °C storage need to fulfill two important criteria which are the 

prevention of premature sperm destabilization on the one hand and maintaining the 

spermatozoa’s ability to respond to signals, like capacitation stimuli, on the other 

hand (SCHMID et al. 2013b). Both requirements were achieved in the study by 

WABERSKI et al. (2019a), as indicated by similar sperm quality and responses to 

capacitation stimulus for storage at 5 °C and 17 °C. For cooled sperm, the 

insemination management, especially the time interval between insemination and 

ovulation, needs to be most accurate. It was shown that the optimal time frame for 

insemination was reduced from 12 h to 4 h prior to ovulation for frozen-thawed 

semen compared to 17 °C-stored semen (WABERSKI et al. 1994). With insemination 

twice daily from the onset of estrus over a period of two to three days with a total of 

2.2 × 109 sperm/dose, equally high fertility results were yielded in an insemination 

trial with 5 °C-stored spermatozoa compared to 17 °C-stored spermatozoa 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019a). Non-return rates of 94.6 % and 94.1 %, farrowing rates 

(92.0 and 93.1 %) and the number of live born piglets (13.7 ± 0.15 and 13.2 ± 0.17) 

did not differ between the 5 °C- and 17 °C-stored semen. However, for 

implementations on farms, lower sperm numbers should be tested and optimal 

insemination management ensured. 

It is known that bacterial resistances to several antibiotics already occur in semen 

doses that are produced in AI stations (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; SCHULZE et al. 

2015a; WABERSKI et al. 2019a). Often, this remains undetected because neither 

sperm quality nor fertility are affected. No reported negative effects on sperm quality 

and fertility were demonstrated when bacterial concentrations were below 103 to 107 

CFU/mL (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; MARTÍN et al. 2010; BUSSALLEU et al. 2011; 

UBEDA et al. 2013; PINART et al. 2017) and bacterial contamination during natural 

mating was higher by multiples, of up to 109 CFU/mL (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000). 

Therefore, and given that microbes might even be potentially beneficial for 

reproductive performance (ROWE et al. 2020), WABERSKI et al. (2019a) questioned 
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whether a zero bacteria policy is still up to date. Instead, the risk of introducing 

specific pathogens, e.g. Brucella spp., Leptospira spp. and Chlamydophila spp., into 

the herd should  be minimized by complying with national regulations regarding the 

health status of the animal and quarantine before introducing a new animal to the 

herd and regular monitoring for all animals, as explained more detailed in Chapter 

1.1.3.  

For the implementation in AI stations, it is advisable to determine the percentage of 

boars eligible for hypothermic semen storage. The necessity of applying a strict 

hygiene management for the reduction of bacterial contamination, protective 

extenders and slow, controlled cooling should be emphasized and incorporated. 

Investing in further large-scale trials would be beneficial to determine lower sperm 

numbers per dose and possible variations in semen dose processing and 

insemination for different settings more precisely.  

 

1.2.7 Nanotechnology 

Recent research advances have attributed antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and 

antimicrobial properties to some nanoparticles with the potential of improving 

reproductive functions. Furthermore, metal nanoparticles with antibacterial, antiviral 

and antifungal characteristics have been used in treating genital infections, mainly in 

humans (reviewed by  FALCHI et al. (2018)).  Application in farm animals, especially 

in context with antimicrobial activity in semen extenders, is scarce. An agglutination 

of E. coli by mannosylated nanoparticles seems to be effective since one 

nanoparticle can bind more than one bacterium (QU et al. 2005) but sperm 

compatibility has not been tested yet. Similarly, PEGylated single-walled carbon 

nanotubes and magnetic silver nanoparticles have been shown to inhibit growth of 

E.coli, Salmonella spp. and Bacillus subtilis in vitro (KANG et al. 2007; PARK et al. 

2018). Reprotoxicity with cytotoxic effects on spermatozoa is known for some agents 

like zinc oxide nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles and others in 

various application forms, mainly for long-term oral exposure or injection (TALEBI et 

al. 2013; YOISUNGNERN et al. 2015; NAZAR et al. 2016; FALCHI et al. 2018). Toxic 
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effects on sperm membranes leading to decreased motility and fertility potential are 

dependent on the concentration of the specific nanoparticle (FEUGANG 2017). 

Supplementation of silver- and gold nanoparticles were reported to be tolerated by 

human sperm in concentrations up to 125 µM during short-term incubation 

(MORETTI et al. 2013) whereas in a different study concentration-dependent 

cytotoxic effects on sperm motility and viability for higher concentrations (≥ 125 µM) 

of supplemented silver nanoparticles were reported (TERZUOLI et al. 2011). Just 

recently, PÉREZ-DURAN et al. (2020) showed that the supplementation of 0.4 to 

10 mM silver-nanoparticles had similar inhibitory effects on S. aureus compared to 

antibiotics (30 µg/mL amikacin, cefallotin or cefuroxime). Sperm motility and viability 

for boar semen (n=8) were similar to controls without antibiotics for all tested 

concentrations. Only highest concentrations (10 mM) of silver-nanoparticles led to 

decreased sperm concentration, increased agglutination and an increase in calcium 

mobilization associated with sperm capacitation. Therefore, the authors suggest 

silver-nanoparticles as a potential alternative to antibiotics for semen storage 

(PÉREZ-DURAN et al. 2020). However, it is to note, that mainly raw or freshly diluted 

semen was analyzed. 

Further research regarding the potential of nanoparticles for bacterial growth control 

in extended semen is advised. 

 

1.3 Chilling of boar sperm and cold shock sensitivity 

1.3.1 Structural changes 

As already mentioned, boar spermatozoa are very sensitive to cold shock damages, 

mainly attributed to their low cholesterol to phospholipid ratio in the plasma 

membranes and the comparably high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PARKS 

and LYNCH 1992). Spermatozoa are long known to be affected by cold shock in 

regard to morphology, membrane organization and membrane function with 

accompanied acrosomal disruption, loss of motility and increased calcium uptake 

(ROBERTSON et al. 1990). Modifications of plasma membranes seem to be the 

main cooling-induced effects, attributed to a loss of cholesterol and resulting in phase 
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transition with subsequent modification of intracellular processes (BAILEY et al. 

2008). With increased cholesterol content in the membranes, e.g. in human sperm, 

the resistance to cold shock increases (DROBNIS et al. 1993). The cold shock- 

associated  thermotropic phase transition of membrane lipids from a liquid-crystalline 

to a gel phase is accompanied by an uncontrolled ion transfer across the membrane, 

especially loss of potassium and uptake of calcium, intracellular organelle damage 

and loss of flagellar activity (DROBNIS et al. 1993). In boar spermatozoa, the lipid 

phase transition is reported to occur between cooling from 30 °C to 5 °C with a major 

shift between 23 °C and 14 °C, centred around 18 °C, and two minor shifts, one at 

30 °C and one at 9 °C. Accompanied changes when cooled below 14 °C were first 

potassium leakage and then decrease in motility (DROBNIS et al. 1993). Membranes 

are composed of a great variety of lipids that tend to enter the phase transition at 

different temperatures resulting in a simultaneous existence of lipids in the liquid-

crystalline and gel phase. Thus, membrane proteins are excluded from these regions 

which is understood as irreversible phase separation and results in different 

mechanisms of membrane damage like the aggregation of intra-membranous 

particles. This leads to an impairment of their function as trans-membrane transport 

molecules (DE LEEUW et al. 1990; DROBNIS et al. 1993). In addition, changes in 

the membrane organization lead to an increased membrane permeability. This is 

partly due to an increased general transmissibility and/or altered functions of 

membrane proteins acting as ion channels. Consequently, intracellular processes 

and subsequent sperm function are influenced (WATSON 2000). Depending on the 

extent and duration of cold shock, some structural changes are reversible upon 

rewarming as shown by electron microscopy for chilling-induced clustering of 

intramembranous particles in the boar sperm’s head and particle-free areas in the 

principal piece (DE LEEUW et al. 1990). 

Defects in plasma membranes and acrosomal membranes due to cold shock are 

long known and were demonstrated with fluorescent dyes. In contrast, mitochondrial 

membranes mostly remained intact (HARRISON and VICKERS 1990). For 

cryopreserved spermatozoa, a loss of unsaturated fatty acids and cholesterol was 

observed upon thawing which was accompanied by an increase in acrosome-reacted 
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spermatozoa, decrease in motility and increase in velocity of average (VAP) and 

curvilinear (VCL) paths. This was also seen to a lesser extent for 5 °C-stored 

samples (MALDJIAN et al. 2005). 

Differences in chilling of spermatozoa during cryopreservation were reported 

between individual boars for parameters such as viability and motility and presumed 

to be genetically influenced, partly attributed to the lipid composition of the plasma 

membrane  (HOLT et al. 2005; PARRILLA et al. 2012). Furthermore, individually 

varying DNA damage for cryopreserved spermatozoa is based on an increase of 

acid-induced chromatin destabilization which leads to a greater susceptibility for DNA 

fragmentation. Sperm with DNA damage lose their viability, assessed by a decrease 

in motility, plasma membrane integrity and mitochondrial function (FRASER and 

STRZEŻEK 2007). For slowly cooled and 5 °C-stored spermatozoa diluted in a 

protective extender, a low DNA-fragmentation index was maintained and no 

difference could be observed compared to 17 °C (WABERSKI et al. 2019a). 

 

1.3.2 Functional changes 

Chilling leads not only to structural changes of spermatozoa but also to functional 

changes. Damages can be classified into lethal and sublethal damages. Lethal 

damages appear in a loss of membrane integrity and motility whereas sublethal 

damages are expressed in an alteration of sperm function such as impairment of 

capacitation, mitochondrial activity and an altered capacity to bind to the oviductal 

epithelium.  

As already mentioned in Chapter 1.3.1, a temperature-dependent decrease in motility 

accompanied the structural membrane changes and potassium leakage when 

spermatozoa extended in a protein-free, Tris-buffered medium were cooled below 

14 °C using a cooling rate of approximately 1 °C/min (DROBNIS et al. 1993). 

Furthermore, the decrease was preceded by a decrease of the cytosolic heat shock 

protein 90. This protein is involved in the ATP metabolism and the protection against 

oxidative stress (HUANG et al. 1999). The influence of oxidative stress on the loss of 
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motility and furthermore, the production of ROS during cryopreservation are 

nowadays widely accepted  (reviewed by AITKEN et al. (2012) and WATSON (2000).  

During physiological capacitation, membrane permeability for ions, especially Ca2+, is 

increased through a bicarbonate stimulus. In addition, the removal of decapacitation-

factors on the sperm surface deactivate a Ca2+ ATPase, thus leading to elevated 

calcium levels (WATSON 1981; ADEOYA-OSIGUWA and FRASER 1993; GREEN 

and WATSON 2001). In cooled spermatozoa, similar endpoints were described. True 

capacitation and cooling-induced capacitation-like changes both led to resembling 

chlortetracycline staining of membrane domains and increases in intracellular 

calcium content. Upon warming, in a subpopulation of spermatozoa, a membrane-

bound temperature-sensitive Ca2+ ATPase seemed to resume its activity with 

removing intracellular calcium and re-establishing concentrations close to normal 

(GREEN and WATSON 2001). However, the reactivity to bicarbonate stimulus on 

membrane fluidity was reduced in cooled samples and tyrosine phosphorylation 

patterns differed from in vitro capacitated spermatozoa. This supports the view of 

functional impairment of spermatozoa when cooled (GREEN and WATSON 2001). 

SCHMID et al. (2013a) proposed the analysis of the specific responsiveness to 

capacitation conditions as measured by changes in the intracellular calcium content 

after bicarbonate stimulus. The authors found a lower responsiveness for samples 

stored at 5 °C compared to 17 °C and concluded that the specific response is a 

sensitive indicator for chilling injury. In contrast, detection of membrane 

destabilization through the fluorochrome merocyanine 540 (M540) seemed to be 

insufficient to characterize chilling effects. An increase in intracellular calcium levels 

in cooled samples does not only seem to result from plasma membrane 

destabilization but furthermore from defective pumps in organelle membranes 

leading to a calcium release from intracellular calcium stores since the increase of 

intracellular calcium was detected in a calcium-free medium as well (SCHMID et al. 

2013a). This observation is in accordance with the inhibition of temperature-sensitive, 

membrane-bound Ca2+ ATPases and therefore disturbance of the calcium 

homeostasis.  
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Functional assessment of mitochondria is considered as a sensitive parameter for 

detecting early cooling-associated changes since energy is essential for many 

functions. A loss of MMP is associated with early functional impairment of 

spermatozoa; therefore, changes in MMP are considered as an early apoptotic 

marker (PEÑA et al. 2003; MARTIN et al. 2004). Apoptosis signalling, e.g. via 

oxidative stress, is followed by the loss of MMP due to opening of mitochondrial 

transition pores, leading to a release of pro-apoptotic factors and a cascade of 

apoptotic mechanisms with final DNA fragmentation (MARTIN et al. 2004; GRIMM 

and BRDICZKA 2007). In stallions, ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. (2008) described 

the apoptotic-like phenomenon of losing MMP not only for cryopreserved 

spermatozoa but also for samples cooled to 4°C, whereas other apoptotic markers, 

such as caspase activity and membrane permeability did not increase and, therefore, 

are not regarded as indicative for cooling-induced cellular changes. In boar 

spermatozoa, the impairment of mitochondrial activity, mitochondrial ROS production 

and structural, energy-transmitting components were apparent in spermatozoa after 

the cooling to 5 °C during a cryopreservation protocol and thought to be related to the 

concomitant sperm motility alterations (FLORES et al. 2010). Since mitochondrial 

activity is essential for many cellular functions, a decrease in MMP is likely to induce 

further impairment of cell function associated with increased intracellular calcium 

concentration as well as oxidative and osmotic alterations (ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA 

et al. 2008). The mitochondrial transition pore is activated by various, partly chilling-

induced, stress factors such as increased ROS levels and matrix Ca2+- levels. The 

reversable activation leads to a traverse of small molecules across the mitochondrial 

membrane resulting in a collapse of the MMP and a rapid Ca2+-release from the 

mitochondria (PFEIFFER et al. 2001; BERNARDI et al. 2006; GRIMM and 

BRDICZKA 2007).  

The ability of spermatozoa to bind to the female oviductal epithelium is considered as 

a specific characteristic of fertilization-competent spermatozoa serving purposes of 

sperm selection, avoiding polyspermy, sperm storage and control of capacitation 

(HENNING et al. 2019). HENNING et al. (2019) introduced a competitive sperm-

oviduct binding assay with fluorescent-labelled sperm which was sensitive for 
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demonstrating subtle differences in the binding ability of spermatozoa stored at 

different temperatures. The binding indices for 10 °C-stored spermatozoa were 

significantly lower compared to 17 °C-stored spermatozoa although average motility 

remained > 80 % for both storage temperatures. Between storage temperatures, the 

motility differed significantly but was not correlated to the binding ratio of the 

samples. With slow cooling and an improved protective long-term extender, 

WABERSKI et al. (2019a) were able to minimize temperature effects and 

demonstrated the similar binding ability for 5 °C and 17 °C-stored spermatozoa. Only 

a tendency for a skewed binding ration in favor of 17 °C-stored samples was 

observed. 

 

1.4 Flow cytometry in spermatology 

1.4.1 Principles 

As reviewed by Peña et al. (2018), flow cytometry has started to be used regularly in 

spermatology diagnostics in the 1970s, with firstly focusing on the sperm’s DNA, then 

membrane and acrosome integrity, mitochondrial function and later the use for sex-

sorting of sperm. Flow cytometers have increased in their number of lasers and filters 

and in combination with a developing market of new fluorochromes, simplified 

softwares and decreasing costs, the technique has been made better accessible for 

a wider application in laboratories.  

High numbers of spermatozoa in a sample can be rapidly, efficiently and objectively 

analysed for multiple parameters simultaneously and on a single cell basis providing 

advantages over time-consuming, low scale fluorescence microscopy. Furthermore, 

various subpopulations within an ejaculate can be described (GILLAN et al. 2005). 

Guidelines for the use of flow cytometry have been published (COSSARIZZA et al. 

2017). Mainly, they refer to be used for studies in immunological laboratories but, 

nevertheless, should be adapted to any other field of research.  
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Basically, diluted spermatozoa are stained with a fluorochrome which binds 

specifically to a certain component of the sperm, either on the surface or 

intracellularly. The fluorochrome selection is based on the fluorochrome-specific 

binding site and on the flow cytometer’s configuration of lasers which need to be 

capable of exciting the specific fluorochromes. Typically, binding compounds, e.g. 

Pisum sativum agglutinin (PSA) or Arachis hypogaea (peanut) agglutinin (PNA), are 

conjugated to fluorochromes which attach to the specific binding sites instead of the 

fluorochrome itself. The suspension of stained spermatozoa is channelled by 

hydrodynamic or acoustic focussing into a single-cell flow so that spermatozoa pass 

the lasers individually. The laser light is scattered characteristically by cell size and 

granularity, so-called forward (FSC) and side scatter (SSC), which was long used for 

sperm identification (GILLAN et al. 2005; PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2013). 

However, if foreign particles with similar size are present in the sample, they cannot 

be distinguished from spermatozoa and cells might be wrongly assigned. Therefore, 

live/dead stains are recommended for cell identification (PETRUNKINA and 

HARRISON 2011b). When stained, the bound fluorochrome molecules are excited by 

a laser with suitable wavelength in a similar spectrum as the excitation spectrum of 

the fluorochrome. Upon losing the excitation energy, the fluorochrome emits energy 

with a specific emission spectrum, which is filtered and detected. The intensity of 

detected signals depends on the amount of bound and therefore excited 

fluorochrome on the spermatozoon. Most common fluorochromes used for sperm 

identification are SYBR14 or Hoechst 33342, which are plasma membrane 

permeable DNA-stains and therefore differentiate spermatozoa from unstained non-

DNA foreign particles. However, considering the excitation and emission spectra of 

these fluorochromes, Hoechst 33342 is recommended since it is excited by a laser of 

a shorter wavelength and its emission spectrum does not interfere much with those 

of other fluorochromes compared to SYBR14 (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2013). 

When using more than one fluorochrome in one assay to address multiple 

parameters, spectral overlap between the fluorochromes needs to be considered and 

if necessary eliminated by mathematical compensation.  
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1.4.2 Conventional assays 

In conventional flow cytometric assays applied in spermatology usually two to three 

fluorochromes are used (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2013). A viability stain 

should be included in any fluorometric study to ensure that changes are measured in 

live spermatozoa (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2011a). Therefore, often only one 

further parameter is assessed. 

Viable cells are commonly defined as plasma membrane intact spermatozoa. Plasma 

membrane non-permeable fluorochromes stain dead spermatozoa and are often 

applied in a double staining with a DNA-detecting fluorochrome. Common non-

permeable fluorochromes are propidium iodide (PI), ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1), 

Yo-Pro-1, Hoechst 33258 and 7-amino-actinomyin D (7-AAD; GILLAN et al. 2005; 

PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2013). Widely used combinations of live/dead-stains 

are SYBR14/PI (GARNER and JOHNSON 1995) or Hoechst 33342/PI (GARNER et 

al. 1996).  

Besides detecting viable sperm, further common parameters are the acrosome 

integrity, DNA status, capacitation status, membrane fluidity and mitochondrial 

function (GILLAN et al. 2005). 

Acrosome integrity is commonly determined with a fluorochrome-labelled lectin which 

binds to specific acrosomal membrane or matrix structures depending on the lectin, 

e.g. PSA (CROSS et al. 1986) or PNA (MORTIMER et al. 1987). Acrosome integrity 

is commonly assessed in combination with viability (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 

2013). Since the binding is defined by the conjugated lectin, a variety of conjugated 

fluorochromes can be used with excitation at different wavelength, e.g. Fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC)-PNA or Alexa-647-PNA.  

The main applied assay for the detection of nuclear chromatin defects is the sperm 

chromatin structure assay (SCSA), firstly described by EVENSON et al. (1980) for 

the human and bovine species. The chromatin is exposed to acid-induced 

denaturation, followed by staining with Acridine Orange which exhibits different 

fluorescent characteristics whether intercalated into double-stranded or single-
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stranded DNA. Therefore, the susceptibility to denaturation of the DNA in situ can be 

measured. The assay was further used to predict high or low fertility for 

cryopreserved boar semen (EVENSON et al. 1994) but seems to be less sensitive for 

liquid stored boar semen (WABERSKI et al. 2011).  

A further assay in spermatology monitors changes in the intracellular calcium 

content. Calcium-sensitive probes detect large intracellular influx of calcium and 

fluorochromes are available for different lasers (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 

2013). Chlortetracycline (CTC) was used traditionally with fluorescence microscopy 

but was adapted to flow cytometry by MAXWELL and JOHNSON (1997a). 

Nowadays, more common calcium-sensitive probes are the fluorochromes Fluo-3, 

Fluo-4, Fura-2 and Indo-1. They are membrane-permeable when conjugated to 

acetomethoxy (AM) esters. Intracellularly, the AM esters are split from the 

fluorochrome which thus binds to free calcium and becomes fluorescent (GILLAN et 

al. 2005). The changes in calcium levels are most expressed in spermatozoa before 

and after incubation with bicarbonate and CO2, simulating capacitation conditions. 

(HARRISON et al. 1993).  

Membrane fluidity is commonly detected by using the fluorochrome merocyanine 

540. The fluorochrome’s affinity to bind to plasma membranes increases when the 

lipids are in a higher state of disorder. The assay is often applied in spermatozoa 

subjected to capacitation conditions. The incubation with bicarbonate results in a 

decreased packing order of the phospholipids leading to an increase in fluidity. 

(HARRISON et al. 1996; GILLAN et al. 2005).  

For the detection of mitochondrial membrane potential, fluorochromes like 

Rhodamine 123 and Mitotracker in various colors are used which stain all actively 

respiring and therefore functional mitochondria. The fluorochrome 5,5’,6,6’-

tetrachloro-1,1’,3,3’-tetraethylbenzimi-dazolylcarbocyanine iodide (JC-1) possesses 

the ability to differentiate between low and high mitochondrial membrane potential by 

exhibiting different wavelengths. The lipophilic and cationic fluorochrome is 

internalized by functional mitochondria and emits a green fluorescence when the 

MMP is low and it exists as a monomer. The concentration of JC-1 increases when 
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the MMP is high, thus the fluorochrome aggregates and fluoresces orange (GARNER 

et al. 1997; GILLAN et al. 2005). 

 

1.4.3 Multicolor assays 

Due to technical progress, various fluorochromes can be combined for detecting a 

multitude of different parameters simultaneously. Combinations of three 

fluorochromes are applied routinely and, by choosing fluorochromes and lasers 

wisely according to varying wavelengths, the need for compensation decreases. 

Nowadays, multicolor assays with ≥ 4 stains are started to be applied more often to 

identify subpopulations of spermatozoa with different functional attributes (PEÑA et 

al. 2018). The concept of sperm heterogeneity is long considered to be important in 

natural mating. Research emphasizes on gaining as much knowledge as possible on 

different subpopulations within an ejaculate and on visualizing them. Semen quality 

tests are considered to be beneficial for achieving most accurate fertility prediction of 

a semen sample (HOLT and VAN LOOK 2004; GILLAN et al. 2005). Investigating the 

natural heterogeneity of sperm by their expressed attributes and defining various 

subpopulations is considered to be beneficial when determining the sperm dose-

response for the fertility outcome (AMANN et al. 2018). However, when assessing 

multiple parameters simultaneously, the fluorochromes should differ in their spectral 

characteristics to avoid spectral overlap. Compensation becomes necessary with an 

increased number of fluorochromes. Fluorochrome selection should be based on the 

technical configurations of the flow cytometer, the excitation and emission 

wavelength of the fluorochrome, as well as brightness and sensitivity to certain cell 

parameters (PEÑA et al. 2018). Helpful tools are spectra viewers. These data bases 

contain information on recent fluorochromes and their excitation and emission 

spectra. In graphical demonstrations spectral curves of various fluorochromes can be 

shown and the decision for a fluorochrome combination is facilitated (PETRUNKINA 

and HARRISON 2013). Prior to combining the different fluorochromes, unstained 

negative controls, single stained and stimulated controls need to be measured, 
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concentration and incubation conditions optimized and gatings should be applied 

based on the single-stained controls (PEÑA et al. 2018).  

A four-color panel with Hoechst 33342, EthD-1, Yo-Pro-1 and CellROX was used by 

PLAZA DAVILA et al. (2015) to detect subtle membrane changes and oxidative 

stress in a viable equine sperm population stimulated by specific mitochondrial 

electron transport chain complex inhibitors. GALLARDO BOLANOS et al. (2014) 

combined the detection of caspase 3 and 7 with active mitochondria in viable sperm 

using Hoechst 33342, EthD-1, CellEventTM Caspase 3/7 Green Detection Reagent 

and Mitotracker Deep Red. It was concluded that sperm death was mainly apoptotic 

during in vitro incubation. KANNO et al. (2015) implemented the simultaneous 

assessment of sperm viability, acrosome integrity, mitochondrial activity in a 

quadruple staining panel for bovine sperm using SYBR14, PI, phycoerythrin-

conjugated-PNA (PE-PNA) and Mitotracker Deep Red. 

ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. (2017b) implemented a five-color assay for 

simultaneous detection of live and dead spermatozoa (LIVE/DEAD Fixable Violet 

Dead Stain Kit), plasma membrane potential (DiSBAC2), caspase 3 activity 

(CellEventTM Caspase 3/7 Green Detection Reagent), active mitochondria 

(Mitotracker Deep Red) and CD-44 expression (anti-CD44 APC/Fire antibody) for 

possible identification of fertilizing spermatozoa in the stallion. In the same 

laboratory, a combination of multiparametric and conventional assays was used to 

analyze subpopulations in equine sperm during cryopreservation. Simultaneous 

assessment of viability, oxidative stress and apoptosis markers using Hoechst 

33342, EthD-1, CellROX and CellEventTM Caspase 3/7 Green Detection Reagent 

and in a second assay the combination of mitochondrial activity assessment (JC-1) 

and phosphatidylserine translocation (Annexin V, Pacific BlueTM conjugate) led to the 

conclusion that cryopreservation caused a subpopulation of spermatozoa to 

experience capacitation whereas in other sperm apoptosis was induced (ORTEGA-

FERRUSOLA et al. 2017a). BUCHER et al. (2019) applied a five-color fluorochrome 

panel for evaluating the functional status of cryopreserved bull spermatozoa. Sperm 

esterase activity (Calcein Violet AM), plasma membrane integrity (PI), acrosomal 
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status (PE-PNA), intracellular calcium levels (Fluo-4-AM) and mitochondrial 

membrane potential (DiIC1) were assessed and 18 sperm subpopulations were 

defined. Specific functional traits were retrospectively linked to high and low fertility 

bulls. It was concluded that a subpopulation consisting of viable sperm with high 

MMP combined with low intracellular Ca2+ levels was the most important fertility 

predictor amongst analyzed traits. 

 

1.4.4 Data analysis 

1.4.4.1 Conventional analysis 

Stepwise manual gating is used traditionally for flow cytometric panels with a small 

number of fluorochromes.  Firstly, spermatozoa are identified either by gating for 

forward and side scatter in a two-dimensional dot plot or by gating for DNA-positive 

staining in a unidimensional histogram (e.g. Hoechst 33342 positive cells), depending 

on the applied fluorochromes. Further dot plots are then generated, depicting only as 

spermatozoa-defined cells and two other fluorochrome on each axis, enabling the 

simple definition of four different populations of spermatozoa. Hierarchical stepwise 

gating can be continued for as many fluorochromes as applied (PEÑA et al. 2016). 

However, there is an exponential increase of two-dimensional plots with increasing 

numbers of fluorochromes, gating is subjective and prior knowledge by the 

researcher is necessary (MAIR et al. 2016). Stepwise manual gating thus is 

considered as time-intensive and non-practicable method and demands for more 

efficient evaluation methods, especially when more than three fluorochromes are 

used simultaneously.  

 

1.4.4.2 Computational analysis 

Multicolor flow cytometry generates a large amount of data and consequently, the 

application of computerized evaluation tools is advantageous. Wider implementation 

into laboratories started not until recently when the development of simplified 

softwares increased. New algorithms were developed based on nonlinear 
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dimensionality reduction which are adequate for handling and visualizing flow 

cytometry data.  Various statistical tools based on specific algorithms are able to deal 

with large data sets and include amongst others Flow Jo, SPADE (spanning-tree 

progression analysis of density-normalized events), viSNE, ACCENSE (automatic 

classification of cellular expression by non-linear stochastic embedding), Wanderlust 

and Citrus (reviewed by MAIR et al. (2016)). The tools use concatenation, t-

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) and clustering based on single cell level, 

thus forming populations that can be statistically evaluated with means, medians and 

standard deviations and presented in a descriptive form  (PEÑA et al. 2018).  The 

tools are either available as a stand-alone application or integrated in an application 

with different statistical tools.  

The tool t-SNE visualizes data in a two- or three-dimensional map. Cells are 

arranged according to their similarities for analyzed parameters with similar cells 

located close together; thus, subpopulations are visualized. Each dot on the map 

represents one spermatozoon, so that single cell resolution is kept. The distances 

between spermatozoa in the t-SNE map are deduced from their distance in the high-

dimensional space and are calculated by automated algorithms. Even very small 

populations can be identified and some may appear as clusters in the t-SNE map. 

However, the definition of the cluster-like structures and therefore cell assignment to 

subpopulations is not done automatically. Cells are only located close to others with 

similar characteristics but the classification of subpopulations has to be done 

manually. The t-SNE tool is used in various implementations, e.g. viSNE is used in 

applications like CYT and Cytobank and uses the Barnes-Hut implementation of t-

SNE for visualizing high dimensional data. In ACCENSE, t-SNE is used for 

dimensionality reduction in combination with a subsequent clustering step to form 

subpopulations (MAIR et al. 2016).  

In the previously mentioned multicolor studies, ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. (2017a; 

2017b) applied ACCENSE for evaluation of the high-dimensional data and thereby 

identified a multitude of phenotypically distinct subpopulations in fresh and frozen-

thawed stallion ejaculates. Spermatozoa were arranged in a t-SNE heat map based 
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on all analyzed characteristics. Fluorescence intensities for each channel were 

expressed and combined with the t-SNE heat map. With the automated subsequent 

clustering step of ACCENSE, subpopulations were defined with specific multiple 

characteristics. However, biological relevance has to be considered wisely for all 

subpopulations automatically identified by ACCENSE. Furthermore, since the 

algorithm is based on dimensionality reduction, differences between spermatozoa 

are still maintained but comparing data from samples of a larger number of animals 

might be difficult with mainly visual comparison of t-SNE maps. 

BUCHER et al. (2019) used multicolor flow cytometry on bovine spermatozoa for 

detecting traits that are important for a most accurate statistical prediction of fertility 

potential. However, it is not clear how the assignment of spermatozoa into the 

specific subpopulation was done. It seems that they were classified by manual and 

partly hierarchical gating and followed by using the relative sizes of the classes for 

statistical evaluation. Sets with specific sperm traits were used as input for the 

random forest (RF) supervised learning method to determine which traits are 

important for the discrimination of ejaculates into high or low fertility groups. The 

machine-learning algorithm of RF is seen to be advantageous compared to typically 

applied linear regression models since it is able to register non-linear and linear 

relations between the predictors and outcome variable, deal with missing values or 

overlapping information as it is common for semen analysis (BUCHER et al. 2019). 

With SPADE, data are presented in dendrograms, tree-like structures with branch-

connecting nodes, that represent cell clusters. Relations and similarities of cell 

populations can be easily interpreted based on the branch structure. However, 

single-cell resolution is lost due to the clustering step because the amount of cells in 

the data set is reduced by a density-dependent down-sampling step. Rare 

populations are identified more easily since they are now similarly represented 

compared to abundant populations in the new generated down-sampled data set. 

Subsequently, hierarchical clustering is performed. The number of clusters is defined 

by the researcher, as well as the outlier density and target density, who therefore 

influences the outcome of the down-sampling process and the threshold of the 
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smallest population that is still to be identified. For repeated runs on the same data, 

the appearance of the dendrogram may differ but identified populations remain 

similar. This algorithm is used by immunologists to give an overview on cell 

populations and their specific characteristics (MAIR et al. 2016). 

In the Wanderlust algorithm, the researcher determines an initiator cell and all other 

cells are ordered according to their distance from this original cell. The algorithm is 

based on a k-nearest neighbor graph for arranging data according to their similarities. 

Therefore, the development process and differentiation of a cell line can be described 

in a trajectory and ordered from immature to most mature. Basic knowledge on the 

development of the cell line are necessary (MAIR et al. 2016). 

Citrus is an unsupervised and automated algorithmic process which performs 

hierarchical clustering over all input data based on cell characteristics. Two or more 

data sets can be used as input. Differences in clusters of the various sets are 

identified, thus, enabling the comparison between the data sets, e.g. treatment 

groups. Characteristics of clusters are depicted in histograms and bar charts. The 

researcher has to define the smallest cluster size as a threshold (MAIR et al. 2016). 

For all multicolor flow cytometry analyses, data still needs to be preprocessed for 

enabling comparison between the parameters. Data transformation facilitates the 

inclusion of the whole intensity range for each fluorochrome. Spectral overlap 

between fluorochromes need to be compensated and data should be normalized for 

expressing the multiple parameters on a common scale and minimizing technical 

variations between samples (MAIR et al. 2016). Most methods need at least some 

basic knowledge on the cell’s behavior and computational outcomes need to be 

carefully revised on biological relevance. However, computational flow cytometry 

offers a great variety of analysis methods for multicolor panels for which manual 

gating becomes impractical with increasing simplified application for laboratories.  

So far, many of these computational analysis methods have not been implemented 

into spermatology laboratories, mostly because the amount of applied fluorochromes 

is still small and thus, conventional analysis with hierarchical gating is sufficient for 
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data analysis. With the possibility of analyzing more parameters using a variety of 

fluorochromes, the need for the implementation of newer data analysis techniques 

increases. The wider implementation of computational flow cytometry into 

spermatology research would offer to gain greater knowledge on the subpopulations 

of ejaculates and their specific characteristics caused by various semen processing 

techniques.  

 

1.5 Aim of the study 

The study was divided into two parts. In the first part, the aim was to examine the 

effects of chilling injury and bacterial growth on sperm quality in boar semen stored at 

5 °C in an antibiotic-free protective long-term extender. Furthermore, in vivo fertility 

was assessed under field conditions (Manuscript 1). In the second part, the aim was 

to demonstrate and visualize induced sublethal chilling injuries using multicolor flow 

cytometry for semen stored at 5 °C in a short-term extender (Manuscript 2). Overall, 

the aim was to test a novel hypothermic semen preservation strategy as a tool to 

reduce the use of antibiotics in pig reproduction. 
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2.1 Abstract 

Background: Hypothermic preservation of boar semen is considered a potential 

method for omitting antibiotics from insemination doses, thereby contributing to the 

global antibiotic resistance defence strategy. The main challenges are chilling injury 

to spermatozoa and bacterial growth during semen storage leading to reduced 

fertility. 

Objectives: To examine chilling injury and the number and type of bacteria in boar 

semen stored at 5 °C in the absence of antibiotics, and to assess the applicability of 

hypothermic semen storage under field conditions. 

Material and methods: Boar ejaculates were extended with AndroStar® Premium, 

stored at 17 °C with and at 5 °C without antibiotics and tested for functional sperm 

parameters by flow cytometry. Raw semen and extended samples were investigated 

bacteriologically. Fertility was evaluated after once-daily inseminations of 194 sows in 

a field study. 

Results: Lethal sperm damage assessed by motility and membrane integrity was low 

throughout storage in both experimental groups. Sublethal chilling effects based on 

the decrease of viable spermatozoa with low membrane fluidity were higher 

(P < 0.05) up until 72 h in sperm stored at 5 °C compared to 17 °C but did not differ 

after 144 h. After 72 h, incubation in capacitating medium for 60 min induced a 

similar decrease in viable sperm with high mitochondria membrane potential and low 

cytosolic calcium in both groups. In semen stored at 5 °C, bacteria counts were 

below 103 CFU/mL and the bacteria spectrum was similar to that of raw semen. In 

88 % of 34 boars, cooled semen fulfilled the requirements for insemination. Fertility 

was high and did not differ (P > 0.05) between sow groups inseminated with semen 

stored antibiotic-free at 5 °C and semen stored at 17 °C with antibiotics.  

Conclusion: Despite subtle chilling effects and low bacterial numbers, antibiotic-free 

hypothermic storage of boar semen offers the possibility to reduce the use of 

antibiotics in pig insemination. However, strict sanitary guidelines must be maintained 

and further evidence of efficiency under field conditions is considered desirable. 

 

Keywords: Boar semen; antibiotics; semen preservation; chilling; bacteria; fertility 
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2.2 Background 

Semen of genetically superior boars are used for artificial insemination (AI) as an 

efficient method to minimise the risk of transmitting venereal diseases and to 

accelerate genetic progress. Introducing this assisted reproductive technology has 

been successful worldwide, being used in more than 90 % of sows on breeding farms 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019b). Control of microbial growth is ensured by routinely adding 

antibiotics to semen extenders, which is currently mandatory in the European Union 

(COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1992). With this, the growth of bacteria, most of them 

originating as natural commensals from the male’s genital tract, can be reduced 

during liquid storage of AI doses. Similar to other fields with permanent antibiotic use, 

however, this practice favours the emergence, spread and persistence of multidrug-

resistant bacteria. Awareness of antibiotic resistance as a global threat to human, 

animal and environmental health (ASLAM et al. 2018) has stimulated the search for 

alternative strategies in artificial breeding in livestock (WABERSKI et al. 2019b; 

SCHULZE et al. 2020). The main challenge is realising an efficient action of any 

alternative antimicrobial concept against bacteria without being harmful to sperm.  

Only recently was the hypothermic semen storage at 5 °C in the absence of 

antibiotics proposed as an alternative to the common storage at 17 °C with antibiotics 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019a). The underlying concept relies on low-temperature storage 

to act bacteriostatically in order to maintain bacterial load below critical thresholds 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019a; MENEZES et al. 2020), as exceedance thereof is 

detrimental to sperm quality and might affect the female genital tract (ALTHOUSE et 

al. 2000; MARTÍN et al. 2010; BUSSALLEU et al. 2011; UBEDA et al. 2013; PINART 

et al. 2017).  

However, a major concern regarding the 5 °C storage concept is the high sensitivity 

of boar spermatozoa to chilling injury. This is due to the high content of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids and low sterol to phospholipid ratio in the sperm 

membranes (PARKS and LYNCH 1992). Despite the encouraging in vitro results and 

high fertility in a first large-scale field study (WABERSKI et al. 2019a) confirmed by a 

follow-up in vitro study (MENEZES et al. 2020), more in-depth knowledge on 
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potential sublethal sperm damage induced by chilling and storage stress is needed. 

Cold shock results in lethal damage to a minor sperm population, but, more 

importantly, leads to major sublethal damage (SCHMID et al. 2013), compromising 

functional sperm parameters which remain undetected by conventional semen 

analyses (WABERSKI et al. 2011; SCHMID et al. 2013). Multiparametric flow 

cytometry now opens new possibilities for the simultaneous assessment of multiple 

cellular compartments and functions within the same spermatozoon (PEÑA et al. 

2016), thus providing benefits in the overall assessment of sperm fertilising capacity 

(BUCHER et al. 2019).  

It is known that boars differ in the tolerance of their sperm to chilling or freezing 

(PARRILLA et al. 2012). To date, information about the ratio of AI boars regarding 

their eligibility for successful hypothermic semen storage is unknown. In addition to 

cooling-induced cell death as commonly assessed by loss of motility and/or 

membrane integrity, viable sperm could be functionally affected. Sperm chilling stress 

alters the dose-response for herd fertility towards a higher sperm number in AI doses 

in order to reach the plateau of the asymptotic fertility curve (AMANN et al. 2018), 

mostly by affecting the sperm transit through the female tract and the interaction with 

female tissue and local immune cells (RICKARD et al. 2019). Hence, sensitive 

characterisation of sperm functionality and in vivo inseminations in different AI 

management settings are required to assess the potential of hypothermic semen 

storage for replacing antibiotics in boar semen extenders. 

In the light of this background, the aims of this study were first, to assess chilling-

induced sublethal damage on hypothermic stored boar spermatozoa by multicolour 

flow cytometry and second, to assess the fertility of antibiotic-free cold-stored semen 

under well standardised field conditions. Moreover, the number and type of bacteria 

during prolonged storage of up to 72 h at 5 °C in the absence of antibiotics were 

monitored.  
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2.3 Material and Methods 

Chemicals and media 

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and Carl Roth 

(Karlsruhe, Germany) if not otherwise indicated and were of analytical grade. The 

fluorochromes Calbryte 630 and Merocyanine 540 (M540) were obtained from 

Biomol (Hamburg, Germany). Hoechst 33342 (H 33342), Hoechst 33258 (H 33258), 

Peanut Agglutinin (PNA)-Alexa-647 and 4-[(3-methyl-1,3-benzoxazol-2(3H)-

ylidene)methyl]-1-[3-(trimethyl-ammonio)propyl]-quinolinium diiodide (Yo-Pro 1) were 

obtained from Life Technologies (Thermo Fisher, Darmstadt, Germany). The Silicon 

rhodamine fluorophore analogue (SiR700)-DNA was purchased from tebu-bio 

(Offenbach am Main, Germany. The dye 5,5',6,6'-Tetrachloro-1,1',3,3'-

tetraethylbenzimidazolocarbocyanine iodide (JC-1) was purchased from Enzo Life 

Science (Lörrach, Germany). Semen extenders were obtained from Minitüb 

(Tiefenbach, Germany). 

The capacitating medium Tyrode A for calcium influx experiments was made of 96 

mmol/L NaCl, 3.1 mmol/L KCL, 0.4 mmol/L MgSO4, 5 mmol/L Glucose, 15 mmol/L 

NaHCO3, 2 mmol/L CaCl2, 0.3 mmol/L KH2PO4, 20 mmol/L 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethane-sulfonic acid (HEPES), 21.7 mmol/L sodium lactate, 1.0 mmol/L 

sodium pyruvate, 100 µg/mL gentamicin (SERVA, Heidelberg, Germany), 20 µg/mL 

phenol red, 3 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA). The pH was corrected with NaOH 

to 7.6 at 20 °C and osmolarity was adjusted with NaCl to 295 – 305 mOsmol/kg. For 

equilibration, the medium was incubated in a cabinet with 5 % CO2 at 38 °C. Tyrode’s 

medium C (control) lacked the capacitation inducer NaHCO3. The pH was corrected 

with NaOH to 7.55 at 20 °C and osmolarity was adjusted with NaCl to 295 – 305 

mOsmol/kg. The medium was incubated in a heating cabinet at 38 °C before use. 

HEPES-buffered saline medium (HBS) consisted of 0.137 mol/L NaCl, 0.02 M 

HEPES, 0.01 mol/L glucose and 0.0025 mol/L KOH. The pH was adjusted with 

NaOH to 7.55 at 20 °C and osmolarity was adjusted to 295-305 mOsmol/kg with 

NaCl. 
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Experiment 1: In vitro assessment of chilling effects 

Animals, semen processing and storage 

Semen was collected using the “gloved hand” method once a week from nine 

sexually mature fertile boars (eight Piétrain and one Large White) which were housed 

at the Unit for Reproductive Medicine, University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover, 

Germany. The boars were between 12 months and five years of age. One ejaculate 

per boar was collected. 

The pre-spermatic fraction was discarded and the ejaculate (sperm-rich and sperm-

poor fractions) were collected in a pre-warmed thermal cup. Normospermic 

ejaculates (≥ 20×109 spermatozoa, ≥ 70 % total sperm motility, > 75 % 

morphologically normal spermatozoa) were split into three aliquots. Aliquots were 

extended in AndroStar® Premium (APrem; Minitüb, Tiefenbach, Germany) without 

antibiotics (AB), APrem with AB (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate), or Beltsville Thawing 

Solution (BTS, Minitüb, Tiefenbach, Germany) with AB (0.25 g/L gentamicin 

sulphate). The BTS-diluted semen was used as a control for microbiological 

investigations to provide a semen dose that is commonly used for AI. Extended 

semen doses had a final concentration of 20 ×106 sperm/mL in 90 mL flexitubes, 

resulting in a total of 1.8 × 109 sperm. A separate tube was produced for each 

analysis day. The tubes were stored in two separate cardboard boxes, one for each 

storage temperature. Each box contained a total of 35 tubes and was kept for 2 h at 

room temperature (21 °C). The box with the samples containing AB were 

subsequently stored in a 17 °C storage cabinet in the dark for a total of 144 h. The 

box with the samples lacking antibiotics was slowly cooled and stored in a 

temperature-controlled 5 °C storage cabinet. Cooling velocities were in accordance 

with the suggested ideal cooling rates as previously shown (PASCHOAL et al. 2020). 

 

Acrosome assessment 

Aliquots of semen samples were fixed in 300 µL formol citrate. A phase contrast 

microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and 1000 × magnification with oil 

immersion was used. A total of 200 spermatozoa per sample were analysed for 

acrosome integrity after 24 h, 72 h and 144 h of semen storage. 
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Computer-assisted semen analysis (CASA) 

Sperm motility was assessed after 24 h, 72 h and 144 h using the CASA system 

AndroVision®, version 1.1.6. (Minitüb, Tiefenbach, Germany) and a phase contrast 

microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a heated stage, a 10 × 

ocular and a 20 × objective. Aliquots of semen samples were incubated for 30 min at 

37 °C before being transferred to pre-heated 20 µm deep Leja chambers (Leja, 

Nieuw Vennep, The Netherlands). A minimum of 600 sperm cells were analysed per 

sample within five centrally located chamber fields, each with a rate of 60 frames per 

second. Total motile spermatozoa were defined as having a curvilinear velocity (VCL) 

> 24 µm/s and an average amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH) > 1 µm.  

 

Flow cytometry 

Flow cytometry with the combined use of four stains was conducted using a CytoFlex 

flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany) equipped with three lasers of 

wavelengths 405, 488 and 638 nm. 

Membrane integrity and fluidity were assessed simultaneously after 24 h, 72 h 

and 144 h of storage. Samples with 480 µL of pre-incubated extended semen 

(15 min, 38 °C) were stained with Hoechst 33342 (final concentration: 0.9 µg/mL), 

Yo-Pro 1 (final concentration: 0.02 µmol/L), Merocyanine 540 (final concentration: 

0.54 µmol/L) and PNA-Alexa-647 (PNA; final concentration: 1 µg/mL) and co-

incubated for 15 min at 38 °C in the dark. Then, aliquots of 50 µL were transferred to 

950 µL HBS and a total of 10,000 events were assessed by CytExpert software 

(version 3.2, Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany). Signals were detected using 

filters 450/45 BP (H 33342), 525/40 BP (Yo-Pro 1), 780/60 BP (PNA-Alexa-647) and 

585/42 BP (M540). Viable spermatozoa were defined as plasma membrane intact 

spermatozoa (H 33342 positive, Yo-Pro 1 negative) and further characterised for 

acrosome integrity (PNA-Alexa-647 negative) and membrane fluidity (M540 negative 

or positive). 

In a second approach, intracellular calcium content and mitochondrial 

membrane potential (MMP) were assessed simultaneously after 72 h of storage. 

Aliquots of the diluted samples were stained with Calbryte 630 (final concentration: 
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0.91 µmol/L) and incubated for 60 min at 38 °C in the dark. The fluorochromes 

SiR700-DNA (final concentration: 0.014 µmol/L), Hoechst 33258 (final concentration: 

0.27 µg/mL) and JC-1 (final concentration: 0.56 µmol/L) were added and co-

incubated for 15 min. A volume of 50 µL of stained sample was then transferred to 

950 µL pre-warmed capacitating medium (Tyrode A) and non-capacitating control 

medium (Tyrode C), followed by incubation at 38 °C in CO2  (5 % saturation, 100 % 

humidity; Tyrode A) or in air (control). After incubation for 3 and 60 min, 10,000 

events were assessed by flow cytometry. Signals were detected using filters 

450/45 BP (H 33258), 525/40 BP (JC-1 monomer), 585/42 BP (JC-1 aggregate 

(agg)), 660/20 BP (Calbryte 630) and 712/25 BP (SiR700-DNA). Viable spermatozoa 

were defined as plasma membrane intact spermatozoa (SiR700-DNA positive, 

H 33258 negative) and further characterised for intracellular calcium levels by 

Calbryte 630. The MMP for viable sperm was detected by JC-1 staining.  

 

Microbiology 

Raw semen from the nine boars in Experiment 1 and the corresponding split semen 

samples (extended with AB-free APrem or BTS with AB) stored for  0 h, 24 h, 48 h 

and 72  h were transferred from separate tubes to sterile cryo vials with a final 

concentration of 20 % glycerol to protect bacteria cells from freeze-thaw damage, 

and then shock-frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen. Frozen samples were shipped on 

dry ice within six hours to the Leibniz Institute for Zoo and Wildlife Research, Berlin, 

Germany and stored at -80 °C for microbiological investigations. 

The total bacterial cell count in extended semen samples was determined from a ten-

fold serial dilution prepared in PBS ranging from 10-1 to 10-3. A volume of 100 µL of 

each dilution was plated on LB agar plates (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and 

incubated for 48 h at 37 °C under aerobic conditions. Bacterial numbers were 

calculated from two dilutions in duplicate and expressed as colony-forming units per 

millilitre (CFU/mL). 

For bacterial isolations, 10 µL of the extended semen samples with and without AB 

were plated onto a plate set routinely used for microbial diagnostics (Columbia agar 

with 5 % sheep blood, Gassners’ agar and UTI Clarity agar (Oxoid Thermo Fisher, 
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Wesel, Germany)). After aerobic incubation for 24 h at 37 °C, the initial blood agar 

plates were re-incubated once more for 24 h with 5 % CO2 and analysed for slow and 

fastidious growing species. On both occasions, distinct colonies were subcultured on 

the same plate set and incubated for another 24 h under the same conditions. 

Bacterial identification from pure subcultures followed standard diagnostic 

procedures and was accomplished by classical biochemical tests including the API® 

identification system from bioMérieux Deutschland (Nürtingen, Germany) or 16S 

rDNA gene analysis as described by MÜHLDORFER et al. (2011). The different 

subcultures were finally assigned to three main groups (Gram-positive cocci, Gram-

positive rods or Gram-negative bacteria) for comparison because of the diversity of 

bacterial species and isolates that could not be classified to genus or species levels. 

Among those, bacterial isolates of potential concern for AI were recorded separately. 

This category included species that could negatively affect spermatozoa or bear 

specific risks in semen production (SCHULZE et al. 2015), such as potential 

extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) or biofilm-producing bacteria, as well as 

species that can cause bacterial infections in sows.  

 

Experiment 2: Fertility in vivo under field conditions  

Boars, semen processing and storage 

Ejaculates of 34 fertile boars (Agroceres AG337 PIC®, Patos de Minas, MG, Brazil) 

housed in an AI centre in Brazil (Master Agroindustrial) were tested for their eligibility 

for hypothermic semen storage. Entire ejaculates (except for the pre-spermatic 

fraction) were collected manually with the “gloved-hand” method. Normospermic 

ejaculates (one ejaculate per boar) were split into two aliquots and diluted to a 

concentration of 30 × 106 sperm/mL, resulting in 1.5 × 109 sperm per 50 mL dose 

with APrem with AB (0.25 g/L gentamicin) and without AB. Separate semen tubes 

were produced for each analysis day. Samples diluted with AB were stored in a 

plastic bag, then hold for 90 min at room temperature (21 °C) and subsequently 

stored in a 17 °C storage cabinet. Package and cooling conditions were adapted to 

the AI-lab conditions to ensure that cooling rates were in the optimal range 
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(PASCHOAL et al. 2020) and corresponded to the cooling rates used in 

Experiment 1. For this, samples diluted without AB were stored together with a total 

of 37 isothermic tubes in a closed cardboard box lined with a double layer of bubble 

wrap on the inside, hold for 1.5 – 3 h at room temperature (21 °C) and then stored in 

a temperature-controlled 5 °C storage cabinet. All samples were stored for a total of 

120 h.  

Randomly selected normospermic ejaculates of 15 boars with satisfactory storage 

results after 120 h of low temperature storage (≥ 65 % total motility and acrosome 

integrity ≥ 85 %) were prepared for the insemination trial. A total of six semen pools 

with different combinations of boars (four ejaculates/pool) were produced once a 

week (two pools/day) over a three-week period. Semen pools were split and 

isothermically diluted in APrem without AB and APrem with AB (0.25 g/L gentamicin 

sulphate) to a final concentration of 50 × 106 sperm/mL, resulting in 2.5 x 109 sperm 

per 50 mL dose. Semen doses were cooled and stored as described above. 

 

Spermatology 

Sperm motility was assessed after 24 h, 72 h and 120 h using the CASA system 

AndroVision®, version 1.2. (Minitüb, Tiefenbach, Germany) with the identical method 

and settings as described in Experiment 1, using a phase contrast microscope 

(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Acrosome integrity was assessed after 24 h, 72 h and 

120 h using a phase contrast microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) as described in 

Experiment 1. 

 

Insemination and fertility recording 

On a farm located one mile from the boar stud, 416 sows (Camborough Agroceres 

PIC®, Patos de Minas, Brazil) were available for insemination during the three-week 

period. At weaning, sows (n = 332) were selected according to the following 

parameters: parity 1 to 7, number of total born piglets not fewer than five piglets 

below herd average (15.1 ± 0.2) in the last litter, lactation length of 17-23 days and 

body condition score (BCS) of 2-3.5 (YOUNG et al. 2004). Oestrus detection was 

conducted once in the morning by boar activity. Standing reflex was confirmed by 
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applying pressure on the back of the sow. Only sows (n = 206) with a weaning-to-

oestrus interval of four days were considered for standardising the insemination-

ovulation interval and storage duration of semen tubes. Selected sows were 

randomised according to the above-mentioned parameters ordered by parity, total 

born piglets and BCS to form two insemination groups for the 5 °C- and 17 °C-stored 

semen, respectively (Table 1). Sows (n = 194) were inseminated post-cervically once 

a day directly after the first oestrus detection until the end of oestrus with a 24-h 

interval, resulting in two to three (averages: 17 °C, 2.55; 5 °C, 2.52) inseminations 

per oestrus. In both groups, first insemination was performed with semen stored for 

24 h and the second insemination with semen stored for 48 h. In case of a third 

insemination, semen stored for 72 h were used. All inseminations per oestrus were 

performed with semen from the same pool. Twelve eligible sows were not considered 

for insemination to avoid numeric imbalance between the weekly insemination 

groups.  

 

TABLE 1 Means ± SEM in the two insemination groups for parameters used for 

randomisation (Experiment 2). 

Semen 

storage 

Sows

, n 

Parity 

order 

Total born 

piglets, n* 

Body 

condition 

score 

Total 

weaned 

piglets, n* 

Lactation 

length, d* 

17 °C w/ AB 97 
2.74 

± 0.16 

15.55 

± 0.27 

2.79 

± 0.03 

12.81 

± 0.13 

19.92 

± 0.13 

5 °C w/o AB 97 
2.76 

± 0.15 

15.52 

± 0.28 

2.80 

± 0.04 

12.85 

± 0.15 

19.93 

± 0.13 

*from the last litter preceding the insemination trial 

17 °C: semen stored in AndroStar® Premium with antibiotics (w/AB; 0.25 g/L 

gentamicin sulphate) 

5 °C: semen stored in AndroStar® Premium without antibiotics (w/o AB) 
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Fertility parameters were monitored with return-to-oestrus checks by boar detection 

starting at day 17 after the first insemination. Pregnancy checks were performed with 

transabdominal ultrasound at day 24 after insemination. Farrowing rates and the total 

number of born, live-born, stillborn and mummified piglets were recorded. Five sows 

were excluded (one in the 17 °C-group and four in the 5 °C-group) from the 

evaluation due to disease or death not related to the reproductive tract. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical data analysis was conducted with CytExpert 2.3, Excel, Kaluza Analysis 

2.1, and SAS Enterprise Guide, version 7.1. Data were tested for normal distribution 

(Shapiro–Wilk test) followed by pairwise comparisons using one-way ANOVA and 

two-way ANOVA mixed models (PROC MIXED) for repeated measurements. Data 

that were not normally distributed were analysed with Wilcoxon’s Signed Rank test 

(PROC UNIVARIATE). Unpaired data sets were analysed using the Fisher-exact test 

(PROC FREQ), Chi²-test and nonparametric one-way ANOVA (PROC NPAR1WAY). 

Data were compared for storage temperature differences and then for storage time 

points, if applicable. A value of P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. 

Data are shown as means ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

 

2.4 Results 

Experiment 1: In vitro assessment of chilling effects 

Sperm motility 

Total motility remained on a high level throughout storage with slightly higher values 

in samples stored at 17 °C compared to 5 °C (P < 0.05; Figure 1A). Total motility 

ranged from 89.2 ± 1.3 % (24 h) to 87.7 ± 1.3 % (144 h) for 17 °C-stored samples 

and from 86.0 ± 1.6 % at 24 h to 83.2 ± 1.3 % at 144 h for 5 °C-stored samples.  
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Flow cytometry 

The proportion of spermatozoa with intact plasma membranes (viability; Yo-Pro 1 

negative) did not differ between the semen groups (P = 0.4961; Figure 1B). Values 

ranged from 86.7 ± 0.8 % (24 h) to 88.9 ± 0.4 % (144 h) for 17 °C-stored 

spermatozoa and from 87.3 ± 0.9 % (24 h) to 89.2 ± 0.6 % (144 h) for 5 °C-stored 

spermatozoa.  

Membrane fluidity and acrosome integrity in viable spermatozoa were 

measured and evaluated in a combined assay. Results are shown in Figure 2 and in 

Table S1. The overall distribution of spermatozoa assigned to the four possible 

combinations of fluorescence patterns varied between temperatures at all storage 

times (P < 0.05). In both semen groups at all time points, the main population of 

viable spermatozoa, ranging between 90.4 ± 2.3 % (17 °C, 24 h) and 77.9 ± 5.1 % 

(5 °C, 144 h), displayed low membrane fluidity with intact acrosomes (M540 negative, 

PNA negative). At 24 h and 72 h, values for this sperm population were higher at 

17 °C compared to 5 °C (P < 0.05). The second largest population consisting of 

spermatozoa with high membrane fluidity and intact acrosomes (M540 positive, PNA 

negative) varied between 5.6 ± 2.5 % (17 °C, 24 h) and 18.0 ± 5.3 % (5 °C, 144 h). At 

24 h, values for this sperm population were lower at 17 °C compared to 5 °C 

(P < 0.05).  

After semen storage for 72 h, intracellular calcium content and MMP in viable 

spermatozoa were measured and evaluated in a combined assay under capacitating 

and control conditions. Results are shown in Figure 3 and in Table S2. The main 

population for all incubation conditions consisted of spermatozoa with high MMP and 

low intracellular calcium content (JC-1 agg pos./Calbryte neg.) and the proportion of 

sperm in this population did not differ (P = 0.7344) between the storage temperature 

groups at the onset of incubation (3 min). During incubation in the control medium, 

this population decreased moderately from 78.2 ± 0.9 % to 73.3 ± 2.0 % (17 °C, 

P < 0.05) and from 78.6 ± 1.1 % to 66.3 ± 2.5 % (5 °C, P < 0.05). After 60 min 

incubation in capacitating medium, the population decreased for 17 °C-stored 

spermatozoa from 79.3 ± 1.2 % to 49.6 ± 5.6 % (P < 0.05), and for 5 °C-stored 

spermatozoa from 79.3 ± 1.0 % to 44.0 ± 3.9 % (P < 0.05).  
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The second largest sperm population consisted of spermatozoa with high 

MMP and high intracellular calcium (JC-1 agg pos./Calbryte pos.). The proportion of 

sperm in this population did not differ between the storage temperature groups at the 

onset of incubation (3 min). After incubation in the control medium, this population 

was higher in semen stored at 5 °C compared to 17 °C (P < 0.05). Under capacitating 

conditions, the sperm population increased for both storage temperature groups 

similarly from 11.3 ± 1.0 % to 30.3 ± 4.0 % (17 °C, P < 0.05) and from 11.9 ± 0.6 % to 

35.8 ± 2.5 % (5 °C, P < 0.05), respectively.  

 

Microbiology 

Bacterial counts of semen samples from nine boars are presented in Figure 4A. In 

raw semen samples, 3647 ± 2296 CFU/mL (range 318 to 21900 CFU/mL) were 

determined. During storage for 72 h, bacterial counts ranged between 0 and 245 

CFU/mL in semen samples extended in BTS with AB at 17 °C, and between 0 and 

773 CFU/mL in samples extended in APrem stored at 5 °C without AB. Bacterial 

numbers in extended semen decreased between 24 and 72 h from 30 ± 27.0 to 5 ± 

5.1 CFU/mL in 17 °C-stored BTS samples (with AB) and from 244 ± 84.4 to 134 ± 

51.7 CFU/mL in 5 °C-stored APrem samples without AB. At all time points, bacterial 

counts were higher in AB-free samples stored at 5 °C compared to samples stored at 

17 °C with AB (P < 0.05). Raw semen contained on average 5.9 ± 0.7 distinct 

subcultures (Figure 4B). The average number of subcultures remained constant 

during a storage of 72 h with higher numbers in 5 °C-stored samples (3.0 ± 0.2) 

compared to 17 °C-stored samples (0.4 ± 0.1; P < 0.05). In raw semen samples, 

50.9 % of the subcultures were identified as Gram-positive cocci, 28.3 % as Gram-

negative species (mainly non-fermenting bacteria) and 20.8 % as Gram-positive rods 

(Figure 5). The spectrum remained similar in the APrem AB-free extended samples 

at 5 °C but showed a constant decrease in the Gram-positive cocci by half until 72 h 

of storage. In contrast, samples stored in BTS with AB at 17 °C showed a shift 

towards Gram-negative species already after 24 h (83.3 %) to 100 % after 72 h of 

storage. The Gram-negative species were identified as bacteria belonging to the 

Burkholderia cepacia complex and were only isolated from diluted samples but not 
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from raw semen. Three other bacterial species of potential concern in AI, namely 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pasteurella sp. and Escherichia coli, were isolated from 

raw semen and from the samples extended in APrem without AB as summarised in 

Table S3. Likewise, B. cepacia, P. aeruginosa (n = 6) were isolated at 72 h of storage 

at 5 °C, meanwhile Pasteurella (n = 3) was found sporadically at 24 h of storage and 

E. coli (n = 1) only initially (0 h).  

 

Experiment 2: Fertility in vivo under field conditions 

Spermatology 

In 34 boars at the AI centre, sperm motility was higher in samples stored at 17 °C 

compared to 5 °C at all time points (P < 0.05; Figure 6). For 17 °C-samples, motility 

at 24 h was 88.7 ± 1.2 % and at 120 h it was 87.8 ± 1.3 % (P > 0.05). Values for 

5 °C-stored samples were 83.6 ± 1.2 % at 24 h, these declining to 76.5 ± 1.8 % at 

120 h (P < 0.05). Thresholds for usable semen for AI were defined as > 65 % total 

motility (WABERSKI et al. 2019b). After 72 and 120 h of storage, one sample (2.9 %) 

for 17 °C-stored semen did not meet the threshold requirements, whereas for 5 °C-

stored semen, four samples (11.8 %) at 72 h and five samples (14.7 %) at 120 h 

failed to meet these requirements. The proportion of spermatozoa with damaged 

acrosomes was less than 10 % in all samples at any time point of storage.  

Total motility for pooled semen used for AI remained > 88.5 % during storage (120 h) 

for both temperature groups. Samples stored at 17 °C showed higher sperm motility 

at 72 h (17 °C: 93.0 ± 0.9 %, 5 °C: 88.5 ± 1.0 %; P < 0.05) and at 120 h of storage 

(17 °C: 93.0 ± 0.5 %, 5 °C: 88.9 ± 0.6 %; P < 0.05). Motility did not differ between 

time points within a given storage temperature group. Spermatozoa with defective 

acrosomes were fewer than 10 % in all samples at any time point of storage. Sperm 

data are presented in Table S4. 

 

Fertility results  

Fertility data were at high level and did not differ between the two insemination 

groups (Table 2). There were 0.6 ± 0.1 stillborn piglets and 0.4 ± 0.1 mummified 
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foetuses in the 17 °C insemination group, and 0.7 ± 0.1 stillborn piglets and 0.5 ± 0.1 

mummified foetuses in the 5 °C group (P > 0.05). 

 

TABLE 2 Fertility data of sows (Experiment 2) 

Semen storage 17 °C w/AB 
 

5 °C w/o AB  P-value 

Sows, n 94  95   

Pregnancy rate day 24, % 98.9  98.9  1.00 

Farrowing rate, % 96.8  98.9  0.37 

Total number of  

born piglets 
15.3 ± 0.4 

 
15.8 ± 0.3  0.51 

Total number of  

live-born piglets 
14.3 ± 0.4 

 
14.6 ± 0.3  0.94 

Data for total number of  born and live-born piglets are shown as means ± SEM. 

Values do not differ (P > 0.05). 

Sows (n = 189) were inseminated with semen pools extended split-sample in 

AndroStar® Premium and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (17 °C w/AB; 0.25 g/L 

gentamicin sulphate) or at 5 °C without antibiotics (5 °C w/o AB). 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The present study provides evidence that despite minor sublethal alterations induced 

by chilling, AB-free hypothermic preservation of boar semen seems to be appropriate 

for use in the majority of ejaculates without affecting fertility.  

Potential sublethal damage was analysed with multiparametric flow cytometry, a 

technique that provides the opportunity to identify a multitude of sperm quality data 

on a single cell basis (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2011). Changes in plasma 

membrane fluidity (also referred to as phospholipid disorder) of viable sperm with an 
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intact acrosome were detected, thus excluding sperm which had undergone 

advanced capacitation-like alterations of sperm membranes with an incipient loss of 

acrosome integrity. Compared to conventional preservation at 17 °C, storage at 5 °C 

induced a shift towards a higher population of membrane-intact sperm with higher 

membrane fluidity, which is in agreement with previous observations (CASAS and 

ALTHOUSE 2013; SCHMID et al. 2013). Interestingly, storage at 5 °C for 144 h did 

not result in additional major basal changes in membrane fluidity compared to 17 °C, 

indicating that the lipid membrane domains of sperm surviving the initial chilling 

stress are relatively resistant to subsequent storage stress.  

Nonetheless, our data support the view (GREEN and WATSON 2001; SCHMID et al. 

2013) that chilling, storage and rewarming involve the rearrangement of lipid 

membrane domains, resulting in an increase in membrane permeability and thus 

influx of extracellular calcium and probably other ions. Combined assessment of 

MMP and intracellular calcium levels in viable sperm demonstrates that spermatozoa 

with increased cytosolic calcium content are still able to maintain a high MMP. Since 

the maintenance of a high MMP relies on the impermeability of the mitochondrial 

inner membrane for protons (GRIMM and BRDICZKA 2007), cooling, storage and 

rewarming of spermatozoa apparently did not affect this functional barrier. Integrity of 

this barrier is essential for cell viability and ATP synthesis. Sperm functionality tests 

under capacitating conditions led to a similar increase in the sperm subpopulation 

with high MMP and high calcium in both storage groups, indicating that the dynamics 

of mitochondrial activity required for capacitation (RAMIÓ-LLUCH et al. 2014) are not 

disturbed by the hypothermic preservation method employed during these studies.  

In agreement with our previous study (WABERSKI et al. 2019a), lethal sperm 

damage expressed as loss of plasma membrane integrity and/or motility was low in 

stored semen samples extended with AndroStar® Premium and after controlled 

cooling to 5 °C. Resilience to semen handling and cooling stress differs between 

boars (HOLT et al. 2005; PARRILLA et al. 2012) and “good” and “bad“ coolers are 

likely to exist analogous to a similar classification of freezing tolerance, despite the 

fact that cryopreservation includes more stressors like centrifugation and changes of 
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media. In the present study, screening of semen quality in an AI boar population 

demonstrated that 88.2 % of the ejaculates from 34 different boars fulfilled minimum 

standards for usable semen, i.e. at least 65 % motility and less than 25 % abnormal 

sperm at 72 h of storage. From the perspective of sperm tolerance to cooling, 

utilising the 5 °C storage concept on a large scale appears feasible and could be 

facilitated if markers become available to identify the hypothermic storage ability of 

semen from individual boars before introducing them to the AI centre. Additional 

information, including other possible effects of cooling-induced sublethal sperm 

injury, is required to judge the cooling tolerance of boar ejaculates.  

The high in vitro performance of cooled semen was confirmed in the subsequent field 

trial reported here, yielding equally high fertility results with semen stored at 5 °C 

compared to those conventionally stored at 17 °C. Consistent and well-defined AI 

conditions, together with a sufficiently high number of females are mandatory to 

assess the effects of semen treatment (AMANN et al. 2018) in experiments 

evaluating this recently-introduced semen storage concept. The main difference in 

the current study from our previous insemination study (WABERSKI et al. 2019a) is 

that here oestrus detection and insemination were performed only once a day instead 

of twice daily, thus implementing the insemination management programme that is 

common practice in many herds worldwide. Compared to twice-daily oestrus 

detection, evaluation every 24 h evidently results in less predictable and often longer 

insemination-ovulation intervals, thereby necessitating longer survival times of 

functionally competent spermatozoa in the female sperm reservoirs. 

Cryopreservation of boar semen decreases sperm survival in the female reproductive 

tract to approximately 4 h compared to approximately 12 h in liquid semen stored at 

17 °C (WABERSKI et al. 1994). It is anticipated that chilling and storage at 5 °C will 

also shorten the functional life span of spermatozoa due to sublethal chilling effects 

which might have remained undetected with the assays used here. A sufficient 

number of fully competent sperm in the semen doses are needed for maximum 

fertility (AMANN et al. 2018). Thus, a higher sperm number per dose (2.5 x 109) was 

chosen compared to the conventional number (1.5 x 109 (GARCÍA-VÁZQUEZ et al. 

2019)) in order to compensate for the additional challenges of once-daily oestrus 
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detection and the employed insemination protocol. Noteworthy, the field trial 

conditions were highly standardised and factors with potential effects on fertility 

performance were strictly randomised in the groups to establish equal management 

conditions and to exclude sow-related bias. The present results clearly show that with 

the extender and the cooling rates used here, semen storage at 5 °C provides an 

applicable alternative to storage at 17 °C, either to prevent or to minimise resistance 

problems. Taking into account the high impact of farm conditions, genetics, 

insemination management and other non-semen related factors on fertility 

performance (AMANN et al. 2018), there is certainly the need for further testing of 

hypothermic storage experiments on a larger scale on different farms with reduced 

numbers of spermatozoa per dose. Determining herd-specific lower limits of sperm 

numbers in the AI dose is particularly important for genetic and economic reasons. 

The driving force to develop a practical hypothermic semen storage concept as part 

of pig reproduction management is to omit antibiotics in semen extenders. Delayed 

cooling is beneficial to sperm survival (MAXWELL and JOHNSON 1997) but 

increases the risk of bacterial growth (PASCHOAL et al. 2020), especially if the 

bacterial load in the raw semen is high (MENEZES et al. 2020). Similar to the results 

of our previous study (WABERSKI et al. 2019a), bacterial counts in the present in 

vitro study decreased from 2 x 104 CFU/mL in raw semen to less than 10³ CFU/mL 

(maximum 773 CFU/mL) in antibiotic-free semen, reflecting an efficient bacteriostasis 

in hypothermically stored samples 24 h after semen extension. Even in samples 

supplemented with AB, up to 245 CFU/mL bacteria belonging to the B. cepacia 

complex were detected, a group of facultative pathogenic species with intrinsic 

resistance to gentamicin, that was not detected in the raw semen samples. These 

results highlight the permanent risk of contamination with existing (multi-)resistant 

bacteria during the processing of semen, as already reported in some AI station 

laboratories (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; SCHULZE et al. 2015). It is to note that the 

initial diversity and distribution of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria in raw 

semen were maintained in cooled samples, whereas the presence of antibiotics 

reduced the natural spectrum of bacteria to specific Gram-negative non-fermenters, 

thus favouring the survival of resistant bacteria.  
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The biological significance of bacterial counts and types for reproductive 

performance in pigs is under debate. In stored semen, the major concern is the loss 

of sperm viability and motility, accompanied by increased sperm agglutination 

(KUSTER and ALTHOUSE 2016). However, sperm damage as a result of the 

presence of bacteria detected in boar semen becomes effective only at higher 

contamination rates than those observed in the present study, i.e. greater than x 106 

CFU/mL (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; PRIETO-MARTÍNEZ et al. 2014; SEPÚLVEDA et 

al. 2016; PINART et al. 2017). Adverse effects on the sow’s genital tract by 

commensal or opportunistic bacteria, such as E. coli, P. aeruginosa or Pasteurella 

(Table S3), which originate from the boar’s reproductive tract, seems to be of minor 

concern because estrous sows have a low susceptibility to uterine inflammation (DE 

WINTER et al. 1994). Experimental insemination using 50 mL extended semen 

spiked with 107-108 CFU/mL of typical bacteria often found in boar ejaculates (E. coli, 

Staphylococcus sp., Pseudomonas sp.) led to regular fertility results and normal 

endometrial morphology (SONE et al. 1989). Moreover, the present results also 

demonstrate a slight tendency that mesophilic species, e.g. E. coli and Pasteurella, 

rapidly decrease in numbers during hypothermic semen storage. From the opposite 

perspective, a potential physiological role played by semen microbes in the 

reproductive function is now being considered (ROWE et al. 2020). 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

Antibiotic-free preservation of boar semen at 5 °C is a potential alternative to 

conventional storage at 17 °C in the presence of AB. The low-temperature storage 

effectively inhibited the growth of bacteria in extended boar semen and maintained 

the original bacteria spectrum with a potential function in reproductive physiology. 

Noteworthy, strict hygiene measures and regular monitoring of animal health status 

are necessary to minimise the bacterial load in raw semen and to avoid the entry of 

specific pathogens in the AI doses. Subtle cold-shock effects detected on a single-

cell basis were at a low level and did not influence fertility results when sufficient 

sperm numbers in the AI doses were used in a once-daily insemination routine. The 
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performing of further trials with lower sperm numbers and under different farm 

conditions is encouraged to assess the efficiency of the proposed semen storage 

method. Altogether, the hypothermic storage concept provides a promising tool to 

counteract the increase in antibiotic resistance in the field of pig reproduction.  
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FIGURE 1 Lethal sperm damage in semen samples preserved in AndroStar® 

Premium extender and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate) 

or at 5 °C without antibiotics (n = 9 boars, Experiment 1). A) Total motile 

spermatozoa (%; means ± SEM). *Values differ between storage temperature groups 

at a given time point (P < 0.05). B) Viable (Yo-Pro-1 negative) spermatozoa (%; 

mean ± SEM). Values do not differ between storage temperature groups. 
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FIGURE 2 Sublethal sperm damage in semen samples preserved in AndroStar® 

Premium extender and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate) 

or at 5 °C without antibiotics (n = 9 boars, Experiment 1): Distribution of viable (Yo-

Pro-1 neg.) spermatozoa (%) with low (M540 negative) or high (M540 positive) 

membrane fluidity and intact (PNA negative) or defective (PNA positive) acrosome. 

*Values of same sperm classes differ between storage temperature groups at a given 

time point (P < 0.05). #Values for overall sperm distribution in all four classes differ 

between storage temperature groups at a given time point (P < 0.05). 
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FIGURE 3 Sublethal damage of sperm function under capacitating and non-

capacitating conditions in semen samples preserved in AndroStar® Premium 

extender and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate) or at 5 

°C without antibiotics (n = 9 boars, Experiment 1): Distribution of viable (Hoechst 

33258 negative) spermatozoa (%) with high (JC-1 aggregate positive) or low (JC-1 

aggregate negative) mitochondria membrane potential and high (Calbryte 630 

positive) or low (Calbryte 630 negative) intracellular calcium A) after incubation in 

non-capacitating medium (Tyrode C) and B) after incubation in capacitating medium 

(Tyrode A). *Values of same sperm classes differ between storage temperature 

groups at a given time point (P < 0.05). #Values for overall sperm distribution in all 

four classes differ between storage temperature groups at a given time point 

(P < 0.05). 
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FIGURE 4 Presence of bacteria in raw semen and in semen samples preserved in 

BTS extender with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate; BTS w/AB) at 17 °C or 

in AndroStar® Premium extender without antibiotics (APrem w/o AB) at 5 °C (n = 9 

boars, Experiment 1). A) Box-whisker plots showing bacterial counts (colony-forming 

units (CFU)/mL). B) Numbers of subcultures detected during storage. *Values differ 

between storage temperature groups at a given time point. 
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FIGURE 5 Bacteria species isolated from raw semen and from split semen samples 

preserved in BTS extender with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate; BTS w/AB) 

at 17 °C or in AndroStar® Premium extender without antibiotics (APrem w/o AB) at 

5 °C (n = 9 boars, Experiment 1). 
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FIGURE 6 Sperm motility of boars (n = 34) in an AI centre (Experiment 2). Split 

semen samples were preserved in AndroStar® Premium extender and stored at 

17 °C with antibiotics or at 5 °C without antibiotics. A) Total motile spermatozoa (%; 

means ± SEM). *Values differ between storage temperature groups at a given time 

point (P < 0.05). B) Boars (n) with sperm motility less than 65 % in both semen 

groups.  
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TABLE S1 Sublethal sperm damage in semen samples: Membrane fluidity in viable sperm (Experiment 1) 

Semen storage 17 °C w/AB  5 °C w/o AB 

 

Fluorescence pattern 
24 h 72 h 144 h  24 h 72 h 144 h 

M540 neg 

PNA neg 90.4 ± 2.3 A, a 87.9 ± 3.1 A, a 81.1 ± 4.1 A, b  84.3 ± 4.4 B, a 81.1 ± 5.7 B, a 77.9 ± 5.1 A, a 

PNA pos 3.1 ± 0.6 A, a, b 2.9 ± 0.8 A,  a 4.1 ± 0.9 A, b  2.8 ± 0.5 A, a 2.5 ± 0.6 B, a 2.8 ± 0.6 A, a 

M540 pos 

PNA neg 5.6 ± 2.5 A, a 8.1 ± 3.3 A, a 13.5 ± 4.6 A, b  11.7 ± 4.6 B, a 15.2 ± 5.9 B, b 18.0 ± 5.3 A, a, b 

PNA pos 1.0 ± 0.2 A 1.0 ± 0.1 A 1.3 ± 0.1 A  1.2 ± 0.2 B 1.2 ± 0.2 A 1.3 ± 0.2 A 

A-B) Values differ between storage temperatures within a given time point (P < 0.05) 

a-b) Values differ between time points within a given storage temperature (P < 0.05) 

 

Semen samples were extended in AndroStar® Premium and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (17 °C w/AB; 0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate) or at 5 °C 

without antibiotics (5 °C w/o AB): Distribution of viable (Yo-Pro-1 neg) spermatozoa (%; means ± SEM) with low (M540 negative) or high (M540 

positive) membrane fluidity and intact (PNA negative) or defective (PNA positive) acrosome (n = 9 boars). 
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TABLE S2 Sublethal damage of sperm function: Mitochondria membrane potential and calcium content during capacitation (Experiment 1) 

 
17 °C w/AB  5 °C w/o AB 

 
Tyrode A  Tyrode C  Tyrode A  Tyrode C 

 Fluorescence 

pattern 
3 min 60 min  3 min 60 min  3 min 60 min  3 min 60 min 

JC-1 

agg 

neg 

Calbryte 

neg 
2.8 ± 0.8 a 2.1 ± 0.6 a  2.8 ± 0.8 a 2.3 ± 0.8 b  1.8 ± 0.4 a 1.4 ± 0.2 b  1.7 ± 0.4 a 1.1 ± 0.2 b 

Calbryte 

pos 
6.6 ± 1.0 a 18.0 ± 3.9 b  7.3 ± 1.0 a 8.3 ± 1.2 b  7.0 ± 1.0 a 18.8 ± 2.6 b  7.0 ± 1.1 a 10.0 ± 1.3 b 

JC-1 

agg 

pos 

Calbryte 

neg 

79.3 ± 1.2 
a 

49.6 ± 5.6 b  78.2 ± 0.9 a 73.3 ± 2.0 A, b  79.3 ± 1.0 a 44.0 ± 3.9 b  78.6 ± 1.1 a 66.3 ± 2.5 B, b 

Calbryte 

pos 

11.3 ± 1.0 
a 

30.3 ± 4.0 b  11.7 ± 1.3 a 16.1 ± 2.1 A, b  11.9 ± 0.6 a 35.8 ± 2.5 b  12.6 ± 0.8 a 22.6 ± 1.8 B, b 

A-B) Values differ between storage temperatures within a given time point and medium (P < 0.05) 

a-b) Values differ between time points within a given storage temperature and medium (P < 0.05) 

 

Semen samples were extended in AndroStar® Premium and stored at 17 °C with antibiotics (17 °C w/AB; 0.25 g/L gentamicin sulphate) or at 5 °C 

without antibiotics (5 °C w/o AB). After 72 h of storage, sublethal damages of sperm function were determined under capacitating (Tyrode A) and non-

capacitating (Tyrode C) conditions: Distribution of viable (Hoechst 33258 negative) spermatozoa (%; means ± SEM) with high (JC-1 aggregate 

positive) or low (JC-1 aggregate negative) mitochondria membrane potential and high (Calbryte 630 positive) or low (Calbryte 630 negative) 

intracellular calcium (n = 9 boars). 
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TABLE S3: Isolated bacteria species of potential concern for artificial insemination 

(Experiment 1) 

   Type of semen sample (n = 9 boars) 

Bacteria species 

Detection 

at storage 

time 

 

Raw 

semen, 

n 

17 °C BTS 

w/AB, n 

5 °C APrem 

w/o AB, n 

Burkholderia cepacia 

complex 
0 to 72 h  0 6 9 

Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 
0 to 72 h  4 0 6 

Pasteurella sp. 0 to 24 h  1 0 2 

Escherichia coli 0 h  1 0 1 

Bacteria species were isolated from raw semen and extended semen samples 

preserved in Beltsville Thawing Solution  with antibiotics (0.25 g/L gentamicin 

sulphate, BTS w/AB) at 17 °C or in AndroStar® Premium without antibiotics (APrem 

w/o AB) at 5 °C for 72 h. Maximal bacterial counts were 245 CFU/mL in BTS w/AB 

and 773 CFU/mL in APrem w/o AB. 
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TABLE S4: Sperm motility and acrosome defects of semen pools (n = 6) used for 

insemination (Experiment 2) 

Semen sample 17 °C w/AB  5 °C w/o AB 

Storage time 24 h 72 h 120 h  24 h 72 h 120 h 

Total motility, % 
92.7 

 ± 0.5 A 

93.0  

± 0.9 A 

93.0  

± 0.5 A 
 

90.0  

± 1.0 A 

88.5 

 ± 1.0 B 

88.9 

 ± 0.6 B 

Defective  

acrosomes, % 

2.6 

± 0.3 A, a 

2.6 

± 0.3 A, a 

4.3 

± 0.4 A, b 
 

2.5 

± 0.1 A, a 

4.2 

± 0.5 B, b 

4.7 

± 0.4 A, b 

17 °C: semen stored in AndroStar® Premium with antibiotics (w/AB; 0.25 g/L 

gentamicin sulphate) 

  5 °C: semen stored in AndroStar® Premium without antibiotics (w/o AB) 

Values are shown as means ± SEM 

 

A-B) Values differ between storage temperatures within a given time point (P < 0.05) 

a-b) Values differ between time points within a given storage temperature (P < 0.05) 
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3.1 Abstract 

Hypothermic storage of boar semen may allow antibiotic-free semen preservation but 

is limited due to chilling sensitivity of boar spermatozoa. Progress in this area 

requires sensitive tools to detect chilling injury. Therefore, multiparameter flow 

cytometry panels were evaluated to ascertain whether they are useful tools for 

identifying sublethal damage of sperm function at a single cell level, thus considering 

the high intrinsic sperm heterogeneity in a sample. The first fluorochrome panel 

consisted of Hoechst 33342 to identify DNA-containing events, Yo-Pro 1 to detect 

viability, merocyanine 540 to describe membrane fluidity, and PNA-Alexa FluorTM 647 

to identify acrosomic integrity. The second fluorochrome panel consisted of SiR700-

DNA to identify DNA-containing events, JC-1 to characterize the mitochondrial 

transmembrane potential (MMP), and Calbryte 630 to assess the intracellular calcium 

level. Extended boar semen was stored either at 17 °C (control) or 5 °C (chilled). It is 

shown that chilling increased membrane fluidity in the viable (Yo-Pro 1 negative) 

sperm population at 24 h (p < 0.05). At 144 h, the viable, acrosomic intact sperm 

population with low membrane fluidity was similar for both storage temperatures. 

Moreover, chilling reduced the main sperm population with high MMP, medium 

fluorescence for JC-1 monomer and low intracellular calcium level (p < 0.05). 

However, after in vitro sperm capacitation, this population did not differ between the 

two storage temperatures. Exemplary computational data visualization in t-distributed 

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) maps and moving radar plots revealed 

similar subpopulations as identified by three-dimensional stacked bar charts. In 

conclusion, sperm surviving an initial chilling injury withstand long-term storage and 

respond in a similar manner to capacitation conditions as  sperm stored 

conventionally at 17 °C. Multicolor flow cytometry is a valuable tool for detecting 

chilling-induced alterations of cell function in sperm subpopulations.  

 

Keywords: spermatozoa, boar semen; multicolor flow cytometry; sublethal injury; 

hypothermic semen storage; chilling 
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3.2 Introduction 

Artificial insemination in pigs is the most used biotechnology in animal reproduction. 

Boar semen is commonly stored in the liquid stage at relatively high temperature (16 

to 18 °C). Consequently, antibiotics in semen extenders are mandatory to avoid 

bacterial growth of bacteria during storage (COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1992; WABERSKI 

et al. 2019b). The intense search for sustainable alternative antimicrobial concepts 

has resulted in achieving bacteriostasis by hypothermic semen storage at 5 °C. A 

limiting factor is the high chilling sensitivity of boar spermatozoa (PARKS and LYNCH 

1992), which can be attenuated by protective extender media and controlled cooling 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019a; PASCHOAL et al. 2020). Progress in developing cooling 

concepts depends on sensitive measures for chilling injury.  

Cold shock is lethal for a minor sperm population but, more importantly, leads to 

sublethal functional changes in different amounts of spermatozoa. Cell compartments 

sensitively reacting to cold shock are the sperm’s plasma membrane and the 

mitochondria. Cooling-induced phase transitions of lipids cause changes in 

membrane structure and fluidity, a disturbed ion transport and eventually a disruption 

of cell function (DE LEEUW et al. 1990; DROBNIS et al. 1993; SCHMID et al. 

2013b). Sperm mitochondria are involved in calcium homeostasis as they can 

accumulate calcium in the matrix space (COSTELLO et al. 2009). In addition, a peak 

in mitochondrial activity (RAMIO-LLUCH et al. 2011) and tyrosine phosphorylation of 

mitochondrial proteins (SHIVAJI et al. 2009) during in vitro capacitation indicate that 

mitochondrial activity is important for sperm function (reviewed in 

DURAIRAJANAYAGAM et al. (2020)). The response to capacitating stimuli can be 

measured by a time-dependent increase in intracellular calcium (HARRISON et al. 

1993). So far, the chilling-induced changes of mitochondria activity and free 

intracellular calcium levels have been examined as a two-step approach in 

independent assays. Analyzing multiple traits at single cell level will be advantageous 

to gain more in depth knowledge on chilling stress affecting the interplay between 

membrane phase transitions, calcium homeostasis and capacitation. Recently, 

multiparametric flow cytometry has been introduced in spermatology (ORTEGA-

FERRUSOLA et al. 2017; PEÑA et al. 2018). It allows better prediction of fertility 
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potential as shown lately for frozen bull sperm; the non-return rates were correlated 

(rs = 0.64, p < 0.01) to a population of viable sperm with high mitochondrial 

transmembrane potential (MMP) and low intracellular calcium content (BUCHER et 

al. 2019).  

Thus, the aim of the present study was to characterize chilling-induced alterations of 

cell functions at single cell level in viable boar sperm by means of multicolor flow 

cytometry. Special emphasis was laid on the dynamics of mitochondrial function and 

regulation of cytosolic calcium during in vitro capacitation of cold-stored sperm.  

 

3.3 Material and Methods 

Semen Preparation and Analysis 

Semen from nine fertile boars (Pietrain and Large White) housed at the Unit for 

Reproductive Medicine, University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover, Germany was 

manually collected using the “gloved hand” method. Since the animals were kept for 

semen collection and handled in accordance with the European Commission 

Directive for Pig Welfare, no ethical permission was required. Normospermic 

ejaculates (≥ 20 × 109 spermatozoa, ≥ 70 % total motility, > 75 % morphologically 

normal spermatozoa) were extended in Beltsville Thawing Solution (BTS; JOHNSON 

et al. (2000)) to 20 × 106 sperm/mL in semen tubes with a final volume of 90 mL. 

Semen tubes were kept at 21°C for 2 h and then stored at 17 °C or chilled to 5 °C as 

recommended by (PASCHOAL et al. 2020). Tubes were stored for 144 h in the dark. 

Sperm motility was assessed at 24, 72 and 144 h, respectively with the computer-

assisted semen analysis (CASA)-System AndroVision® Version 1.1.6. (Minitüb 

GmbH, Tiefenbach, Germany) as previously described (PASCHOAL et al. 2020). A 

minimum of 600 spermatozoa were analyzed with a rate of 60 frames per second. 

Spermatozoa were classified as motile when their curved-line velocity was greater 

than 24 µm/s, and their amplitude of lateral head displacement was greater than 

1 µm.  
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Multiparameter Flow Cytometry  

A CytoFlex flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany) with 

CytExpert software version 2.3 (Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany) was 

used. The flow cytometer was equipped with lasers of 405 nm (80 mW), 488 nm 

(50 mW) and 638 nm (50 mW) wavelength, respectively.  

Two four-color panels were applied with non-stained and single stained probes as 

controls. Spectral overlap was compensated during acquisition. Artificial mixtures of 

viable and non-viable sperm served to set thresholds between sperm with 

intact/defective plasma membranes, intact/defective acrosomes and low/high MMP. 

 

Acrosomic integrity and membrane fluidity 

The diluted semen sample (480 µL) was incubated for 15 minutes at 38 °C and 

subsequently stained with Hoechst 33342 (H33342; final concentration: 1.69 µM), 

Yo-Pro 1 (0.02 µM), Merocyanine 540 (M540; 0.54 µM) and PNA-Alexa FluorTM 647 

(1 µg/mL), and incubated for a further 15 minutes in the dark at 38 °C. Fifty 

microliters of the  stained sample were transferred to 950 µL HBS (ingredients see 

HENNING et al. (2012)). A total of 10,000 events were acquired. Signals were 

detected with the following filters: 450/45 BP (H33342), 525/40 BP (Yo-Pro 1), 

585/42 BP (M540) and 780/60 BP (PNA-Alexa FluorTM 647). Spermatozoa were 

identified with H33342 positive staining. Agglutinations were excluded by Forward 

Scatter (FSC) gating. Viable spermatozoa (Yo-Pro 1 negative) were classified as 

being acrosomic intact (PNA-negative) or defective (PNA-positive) and as having 

either a low plasma membrane fluidity (M540 negative) or a high plasma membrane 

fluidity (M540 positive, Fig. 1). 

 

Calcium influx and mitochondrial membrane potential 

One milliliter of semen sample was loaded with Calbryte 630 (0.91µM) for a 60-

minute incubation period at 38 °C. After 45 minutes, SiR700-DNA (0.01 µM), Hoechst 

33258 (H33258; 0.51µM) and JC-1 (0.56 µM) were added and co-incubated for 15 

minutes. Fifty microliters of stained sample were added to 950 µL pre-warmed 
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Tyrode’s capacitating medium (CM; ingredients see HENNING et al. (2012)) or a 

bicarbonate-free non-capacitating control medium (non-CM), and incubated at 38 °C 

under 5 % CO2 and 100 % humidity (CM) or in air (non-CM), respectively. Cytosolic 

calcium concentrations and changes in MMP were assessed after a 3- and 60-min 

incubation period. Signals were detected with the following filters: 712/25 BP 

(SiR700-DNA), 450/45BP (H33258), 660/20 BP (Calbryte 630), 525/40 BP (JC-1 

monomer) and 585/42 BP (JC-1 aggregate). The SiR700-DNA positive stained 

particles identified spermatozoa. Agglutinations were excluded by FSC gating. For 

viable spermatozoa (H33258 negative), gates delineating cells with differing 

intracellular calcium content (low or high fluorescence intensity (FI) for Calbryte 630) 

and MMP (low or high FI for JC-1 aggregates) were defined. The FI of JC-1 

monomer was considered because discrimination between JC-1 monomers and 

aggregates improves cytometric analysis of mitochondrial-related changes 

(PERELMAN et al. 2012). 

An overlay of all data sets from one semen storage temperature group was 

created to categorize viable spermatozoa into classes according to their FI for JC-1 

aggregates indicative for high MMP, JC-1 monomers indicative for low MMP and 

Calbryte 630 as a calcium probe in two-dimensional density plots (Fig. 2 A-D). Data 

for JC-1 aggregates or JC-1 monomers were plotted against Calbryte 630. Three 

classes for each fluorochrome were delineated: Class 1 (low FI), Class 2 (medium 

FI), Class 3 (high FI), with Classes 2 and 3 representing subclassifications of the 

conventionally defined JC-1 or Calbryte 630 positive population. The density plots of 

samples stored at 17 °C were used to define the three classes for JC-1 aggregates 

(Fig. 2A) and JC-1 monomer (Fig. 2B). The density plots of samples stored at 5 °C 

depicting JC-1 aggregates against Calbryte 630 were used to subdivide Calbryte 630 

signals into three classes (Fig. 2C). Subsequently, thresholds for all defined classes 

were applied to the individual density plots. Thus, gates or classes were kept 

constant for all samples.  

The three classes for each of the three different fluorochromes were then used to 

define 27 different subpopulations of viable spermatozoa (Fig. 3). To each of the 

subpopulations, a triplet code was assigned according to the classes with numbers 
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from 1 to 3 for low to high FI, e.g., 2-3-3 encoded for medium FI for JC-1 aggregate, 

high FI for JC-1 monomer and high FI for Calbryte 630.  

Computational flow cytometry was applied using Cytobank Premium 7.3.0 

(https://cytobank.org, Cytobank, Inc., Santa Clara, USA) to visualize subpopulations 

of viable sperm in t-SNE overlays (VAN DER MAATEN and HINTON 2008). Data are 

exemplarily shown for one animal in Figure 4. Spermatozoa were defined and gates 

were manually applied for low and high FI. The procedure “viSNE” was run to reduce 

the high-parameter data down to two dimensions (VAN DER MAATEN 2014, 

https://support.cytobank.org/hc/en-us/articles/204369428-Introduction-to-viSNE-in-

Cytobank-). Moreover, continuous, non-gated FI for the stained sperm were 

visualized for each fluorochrome and are exemplarily shown for semen samples of 

one animal as heat maps in Supporting Information Figure 1.  

The software Kaluza Analysis 2.1 (Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany) was 

used to visualize viable sperm in a moving three-dimensional radar plot with axes for 

the JC-1 aggregate, the JC-1 monomer and Calbryte 630. An example is presented 

in Figure 5, A-B. Acquired data were gated for low and high FI (Calbryte 630, JC-1 

monomer) as stated above or for low, medium and high FI (JC-1 aggregates).  

 

Statistical Analysis 

For data analysis and graphical description CytExpert 2.3, Excel, Kaluza Analysis 2.1 

and SAS-Software 9.4m5 with the Enterprise Guide Client 7.15 (SAS Institute Inc., 

Cary, NC, USA) were used. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess model 

residuals for normal and lognormal distribution. Additionally, Q-Q-plots were 

assessed visually. Data were analyzed with Wilcoxon’s Signed Rank test for paired 

observations (PROC UNIVARIATE). Data were compared for storage temperatures 

at each time point and afterwards for storage time points or for incubation time points 

within storage temperatures. For analyzing the multiparametric assay of membrane 

fluidity and acrosomic integrity, additionally, a Chi2 test of homogeneity of overall 

sperm distribution in all four subpopulations between storage temperatures was 

performed. In the multiparametric assay of calcium influx and MMP,, triplet-encoded 

https://cytobank.org/
https://support.cytobank.org/hc/en-us/articles/204369428-Introduction-to-viSNE-in-Cytobank-
https://support.cytobank.org/hc/en-us/articles/204369428-Introduction-to-viSNE-in-Cytobank-
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subpopulations were only considered for statistical analysis if a subpopulation 

contained on average ≥ 2 % of the viable spermatozoa for any time x medium x 

storage temperature combination. P-values were considered as statistically 

significant when p < 0.05. Data are shown as means ± standard error of the mean 

(SEM). 

 

3.4 Results 

Sperm motility 

The total motility for diluted samples stored at 17 °C ranged from 87.2 ± 1.7 % at 

24 h to 85.4 ± 2.2 % at 144 h. For 5 °C-stored semen samples, total motility declined 

from 73.9 ± 3.1 % at 24 h to 60.0 ± 3.3 % at 144 h. Values for 5 °C-stored semen 

were significantly lower at all time points compared to 17 °C-stored semen 

(Supporting Information Table 1).  

 

Multiparametric assays 

Acrosomic integrity and membrane fluidity 

All samples maintained a viable sperm population of ≥ 70 % in 5 °C stored samples 

and ≥ 84 % in 17 °C-stored samples. The amount of viable spermatozoa was 

significantly higher in samples stored at 17 °C compared to 5 °C at all time points. 

(Supporting Information Table 1).  

Temperature– and storage time related changes in subpopulations of viable 

spermatozoa with respect to acrosomic integrity and membrane fluidity are depicted 

in Fig. 1. The distribution of spermatozoa within the subpopulations differed 

significantly between the storage temperatures at all time points. For all samples, the 

main population consisted of sperm with a low membrane fluidity and intact 

acrosomes (M540 neg, PNA neg). After 24 h, the amount of spermatozoa in this 

subpopulation was significantly higher for samples stored at 17 °C (93.9 ± 1.1 %) 

compared to 5 °C (88.2 ± 3.6 %). Furthermore, the amount of spermatozoa with high 

membrane fluidity and intact acrosomes (M540 pos, PNA neg) was significantly lower 
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in samples stored at 17 °C (1.2 ± 0.4 %) compared to 5 °C (6.2 ± 3.6 %). After 144 h 

storage, the sperm population with low membrane fluidity and intact acrosomes 

(M540 neg, PNA pos) was at a similar level (81 %) for both storage temperatures.  

 

Calcium influx and mitochondrial membrane potential 

At the onset of incubation in CM (time point 3 minutes), the main population of 

spermatozoa for both storage temperatures was categorized into triplet 2-2-1 (Fig. 3 

A-B, red arrow), which encodes for a medium MMP (medium FI of JC-1 aggregate), 

medium JC-1 monomer level and low cytosolic calcium levels (low FI of Calbryte 

630). In 5 °C-stored samples, this population was significantly smaller (36.8 ± 6.8 %) 

compared to 17 °C-stored samples (55.1 ± 9.0 %). After a 60-minute incubation 

period, the main population decreased to lower values (17 °C: 30.9 ± 5.6 %; 5 °C: 

28.8 ± 4.9 %) and did not differ between the temperature groups (p > 0.05). 

Incubation under non-capacitating control conditions did not affect the size of the 

main population (Supporting Information Figure 2). 

Viable sperm subpopulations with high intracellular calcium levels (Triplet code X-X-

3) increased during incubation in the CM. In samples stored at 17 °C, the most 

obvious increase was noted for spermatozoa in triplet 2-3-3 (3 min: 7.6 ± 0.6 %, 

60 min: 18.7 ± 3.1 %, p < 0.05), i.e., calcium-rich sperm with a medium MMP and 

high level of JC-1 monomers (Fig. 3B, blue arrow), followed by spermatozoa in triplet 

2-2-3 (3 min: 0.9 ± 0.2 %; 60 min: 8.1 ± 1.4 %, p < 0.05), i.e., with medium MMP and 

medium level of JC-1 monomer. In 5 °C-stored samples, the population encoded by 

triplet 2-3-3 was smaller compared to 17 °C-stored samples (p < 0.05).  In controls 

(non-CM), the size of these populations remained low for both storage temperature 

groups (Supporting Information Figure 2).  

After a three-minute incubation period in CM, samples stored at 5 °C had significantly 

more spermatozoa with low MMP, low presence of JC-1 monomers and medium 

(Triplet 1-1-2) or high (Triplet 1-1-3) intracellular calcium levels compared to samples 

stored at 17 °C (Fig. 3 A-B, yellow arrow). After a 60-minute incubation period in CM, 

the increase in these subpopulations was higher for samples stored at 5 °C 
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compared to 17 °C (values at 60 min for Triplets 1-1-2: 17.2 ± 1.9 %, vs. 5.8 ± 0.7 % 

(p < 0.05) and for Triplets 1-1-3: 5.8 ± 0.6 % vs. 3.9 ± 0.3 % (p < 0.05)). 

Computational analysis as exemplarily shown in t-SNE map overlays for one boar 

(Figure 4) revealed similar subpopulations compared to the 3-D stacked bar chart 

description. The capacitation-induced changes in four main populations in relation to 

the semen storage temperature correspond to those presented in the 3-D stacked 

bar charts shown in Figure 3. Similarly, changes in the subpopulations during 

incubation in CM were visualized in heat maps with continuous FI for the applied 

fluorochromes (Supporting Information Figure 1). The visualized distances 

between the subpopulations were not influenced by the storage temperature or 

capacitation treatment. 

Likewise, in the moving radar plot, main sperm populations and consistent distances 

between subpopulation were visualized for the two storage temperatures exemplary 

for one boar (Fig. 5, A-B). The type and size of the main subpopulations were similar 

to the 3-D stacked bar charts and t-SNE maps, thus reflecting a similar effect of 

storage temperature on the sperm heterogeneity in a semen sample.   

 

3.5 Discussion 

The present study gives new insight into chilling effects on stored boar spermatozoa 

using multiparameter flow cytometry. Chilling stress was provoked by long-term 

semen storage at 5 °C in a simple short-term extender medium, and was exclusively 

studied in viable (plasma membrane intact) sperm. Determining multiple sperm 

attributes on a single cell basis allows the mirroring of the physiological heterogeneity 

of spermatozoa in a semen sample (PETRUNKINA and HARRISON 2011) and  

structural and functional sperm attributes to be linked. Overall, our results indicate 

that sperm surviving cooling to 5 °C maintain membrane characteristics and 

capacitation behavior with associated mitochondrial function similar to sperm stored 

at 17 °C, which is the usual storage temperature for boar semen. This strengthens 
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the notion that hypothermic storage is an option for boar semen preservation if 

sufficient numbers of viable sperm are present in the semen dose.  

Combined detection of acrosomic integrity and membrane fluidity in semen stored for 

24 h showed that chilling to 5 °C reduces the proportion of viable, acrosome intact 

sperm with low membrane fluidity, thus confirming earlier observations with dual-

labeled (viability and membrane fluidity) sperm (CASAS and ALTHOUSE 2013; 

SCHMID et al. 2013a). It is to note that with ongoing storage time, the majority of 

cells remained in this category reflecting the membrane-stable sperm population, and 

that the proportion of cells after 144 h of storage no longer differed between the two 

storage temperatures. This suggests that membranes of sperm surviving the initial 

cooling stress withstand long-term storage as is the case for sperm experiencing 

conventional storage at 17 °C.  

The use of four fluorochromes, SiR700-DNA, H33258, JC-1 and Calbryte 630, 

allowed the simultaneous assessment of functional sublethal alterations related to 

calcium homeostasis and mitochondrial function. Taking into account the sperm 

heterogeneity in ejaculates, we deviated from the traditional dual classification for 

emitted fluorescence into negative (=low intensity) and positive (=high intensity) 

towards a classification into three groups: Low, medium and high fluorescence 

intensity, whereby the latter two correspond to the traditionally “positive” class. Viable 

sperm with high MMP and low intracellular calcium levels are considered as fertilizing 

competent (PETRUNKINA et al. 2005; AMARAL et al. 2013). The integrative 

multiparametric analysis of viable sperm in the present study displayed a main sperm 

population of low calcium cells with active mitochondria in both storage groups, albeit 

with a lower size in semen stored at 5 °C compared to 17 °C. This confirms the idea 

of chilling-induced destabilization reported in previous studies (GREEN and 

WATSON 2001; SCHMID et al. 2013a; WABERSKI et al. 2019a).  

Previous flow cytometric assessment of cytosolic calcium levels in viable sperm 

demonstrated that chilling and storage reduce the proportion of sperm responding to 

capacitation stimuli in vitro (HENNING et al. 2012; SCHMID et al. 2013a). 

Capacitation is regarded as a transient stage of progressive membrane 
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destabilization, which small sperm cohorts pass through in individual time-frames 

(HARRISON et al. 1993; PETRUNKINA et al. 2005). In the present multiparametric 

study, the functional response to capacitating conditions was shown by the sperm 

population with enhanced (medium/high) calcium and concomitantly active 

mitochondria (medium/high FI for JC-1 agg). Remarkably, after exposure to 

capacitation conditions for 60 min, the sizes of this sperm population were on a 

similar level in both temperature groups. This indicates that the sperm population 

surviving the initial chilling stress maintains its ability to capacitate, including 

mitochondrial function, which is required for controlling oxido-reductive states during 

capacitation and acrosome reaction (RAMIO-LLUCH et al. 2011; AMARAL et al. 

2013). Subtle chilling effects, however, were visualized by a significantly higher 

proportion of sperm with increased calcium, but a loss of mitochondrial activity in the 

5 °C storage group compared to the 17 °C controls. Interestingly, calcium-rich sperm 

stored at 17 °C with active mitochondria accumulated more JC-monomers, indicating 

a capacitation-induced change in the plasma membrane or mitochondrial 

transmembrane potential leading to a higher accumulation of this cationic dye.  

Automatic identification of cell populations is available (reviewed by MAIR et al. 

(2016)). Nevertheless, it was not used in the present study because it might have 

masked the connection among the main sperm populations of interest by disclosing 

further subpopulations. Instead, the populations of interest were manually classified 

in cumulative scatter plots from all samples, resulting in triplet descriptions for each 

sperm subpopulation (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Figure 2), which then 

were subjected to data analysis using conventional statistic software. In addition, 

computational flow cytometry was exemplarily applied to visualize the heterogenous 

nature of the semen samples in t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) 

maps. The technique was recently introduced in spermatology (PEÑA et al. 2016; 

ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. 2017). However, to date, it is only scarcely used, 

probably due to the complexity of tools requiring advanced computational skills and 

the uncertainty of providing additional information (MAIR et al. 2016). In the t-SNE 

map, the 2-D scatter plots visualize not only the size of the subpopulations but also 

the proximity of cells reflected by their distances in the high-dimensional space. In 
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the present example, phenotype overlays of viable sperm revealed similar sperm 

subpopulations and changes caused by sperm storage and capacitation treatment 

corresponding to the triplet code presented in the bar charts (Fig. 4). It was reported 

that freeze-thawing of stallion semen induced a shift in population size and proximity 

of cells as assessed with viability, oxidative stress and apoptosis marker and 

visualized in t-SNE maps (ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. 2017). In contrast, in our 

example, the position of sperm population remained constant, indicating that chilling 

of boar spermatozoa does not affect the heterogenic pattern of sperm subpopulations 

exposed to storage and in vitro capacitation. Heat maps can be applied in a t-SNE 

map to demonstrate the relative population size, as shown in Supporting 

Information Figure 1. In addition, multi-dimensional data were exemplarily mapped 

in three dimensions as a moving radar plot (Fig. 5). As axes are moved, the 

relationship between subpopulations becomes apparent. Again, the basic pattern 

was similar between the two storage groups. Nonetheless, in chilled sperm the green 

(low calcium, medium MMP) and blue (low calcium, high MMP) populations were 

slightly more apart from each other compared to the conventionally stored semen, 

indicating an advanced separation of these cell populations.  

In conclusion, multiparametric assessment of sperm traits gives a profound insight 

into the impairment of cell function induced by hypothermic semen storage. The 

viable sperm population in chilled semen is partly destabilized as expressed by an 

increased number of spermatozoa with collapsed MMP and high cytosolic calcium 

levels. More importantly, a distinct population of viable sperm showed resistance to 

chilling stress by maintaining low intracellular calcium levels and high MMP. Overall, 

our results suggest that the surviving sperm population keeps its functional integrity 

for capacitation and linked mitochondrial activity, thus encouraging the use of cool-

stored boar semen in pig AI.  
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3.7 Figures 

 

FIGURE 1. Analysis of membrane fluidity and acrosomic integrity in viable sperm by 

multiparameter flow cytometry to assess sublethal chilling injury. Extended semen 

samples (n = 9) were stored at 17 °C (control) or at 5 °C (chilled) for 144 h. The 

distribution (%) of sperm with low or high membrane fluidity (M540 negative or 

positive) and intact or defective acrosome (PNA negative or positive) within the 

population of viable (H33342 positive, Yo-Pro-1 negative) spermatozoa is shown. 

*Values for the same sperm class differ between storage temperatures at a given 

time point (p < 0.05). #Overall sperm distribution to all four classes differs between 

storage temperatures at a given time point (p < 0.05). 
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FIGURE 2. Categorization of viable (SiR700 DNA positive, H33258 negative) sperm 

into subpopulations to analyze mitochondrial membrane potential and calcium influx 

in the multiparameter assay. Overlays of all events in semen samples (n = 9) stored 

at 17 °C (A, B) and at 5 °C (C, D) were manually gated in three classes for each 

fluorochrome according to their fluorescence intensity (FI). The density plots of 

17 °C-samples were used to define classes for JC-1 aggregate (A) and JC-1 

monomer (B). The density plots of 5 °C-samples depicting FI of JC-1 aggregates 

against Calbryte 630 were used to define classes for Calbryte 630 signals (C). D: All 

defined classes are plotted. 
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FIGURE 3. Three-dimensional stacked bar charts showing mitochondrial membrane 

potential (MMP; JC-1 aggregate FI, JC-1 monomer FI) and calcium content (Calbryte 

630 FI) in subpopulations of viable (SiR700 DNA positive, H333258 negative) sperm 

to assess sublethal chilling effects. Semen was stored in Beltsville Thawing Solution 

for 72 h at 17 °C (control) or 5 °C (chilled) and then incubated in a capacitating 

medium. Subpopulations are encoded in triplet codes (classes 1 to 3) according to 

their FI: 1= low, 2= medium, 3= high.  
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The main population (Triplet 2-2-1 →) consisted of viable sperm with medium MMP, 

medium FI for JC-1 monomers and low calcium. 5 °C-storage resulted in a greater 

population of viable sperm with low MMP and medium calcium (Triplet 1-1-2 →) after 

3 min (A) and after 60 min of incubation (B) compared to samples stored at 17 °C. A 

greater percentage of sperm stored at 17 °C responded to capacitating conditions 

with an increase in calcium (Triplet 2-3-3 →) compared to sperm stored at 5 °C (B). 

*Values of same sperm triplet differ between storage temperatures (p < 0.05); n = 9 

samples. FI: Fluorescence intensity. Results after incubation in a non-capacitating 

medium (control) are presented in Supporting Information Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 4. Allocation of viable (SiR700 DNA positive, H33258 negative) sperm in a t-

SNE overlay map to visualize sublethal chilling effects. Data are exemplarily depicted 

for one boar. Semen samples were stored in Beltsville Thawing Solution for 72 h at 

17 °C (control) or 5 °C (chilled) and then incubated in a capacitating or in a non-

capacitating medium. Subpopulations are shown in different colors based on their 

mitochondrial membrane potential (JC-1 aggregates and monomers) and intracellular 

calcium content with low (1), medium (2) or high (3) fluorescence intensity. 

*Subpopulations correspond to the main subpopulations identified in Figure 3.  
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FIGURE 5. The moving radar plot depicts viable spermatozoa (SiR700 DNA positive, 

H33258 negative) stained with the fluorochromes JC-1 to assess the mitochondrial 

membrane potential (MMP) and Calbryte 630 to assess the intracellular calcium 

content. Semen was stored for 72 h in Beltsville Thawing Solution at 17 °C (control; 

A) or 5 °C (chilled; B). Data are exemplarily shown for one boar after 3 min of 

incubation in a capacitating medium. Fluorochromes were gated for low/high 

fluorescence intensity (FI; Calbryte 630) or low/medium/high FI (JC-1 aggregate). 

Sperm subpopulations are plotted in different colors: Purple: low calcium, high MMP, 

Orange: high calcium and low MMP, Green: low calcium and medium MMP, Blue: 

low calcium and high MMP, Red: high calcium and medium MMP, Black: high 

calcium and high MMP. 
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3.8 Supplementary Material  

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FIGURE 1. Allocation of viable (SiR700 DNA 

positive, H33258 negative) sperm in a t-SNE heat map exemplary for one boar. 

Continuous fluorescence intensities (FI) are visualized by channel for JC-1 

aggregates and JC-1 monomers to assess the mitochondrial membrane potential, 

and Calbryte 630 to assess the intracellular calcium content. Semen samples were 

stored in Beltsville Thawing Solution for 72 h at 17 °C (control) or 5 °C (chilled) and 

then incubated in a capacitating or in a non-capacitating medium.  

In 5 °C-stored semen, a greater proportion of sperm with low FI for JC-1 aggregates 

(blue) and monomers (turquoise) with high calcium (yellow-green) can be 

distinguished.  

After 60 min incubation in capacitating medium, in the sperm population that 

maintained a high MMP (red population), an increase in calcium was visualized by a 

shift from blue (3 min) to a greenish color (60 min) in both storage temperature 

groups.  
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FIGURE 2. Three-dimensional stacked bar charts 

showing mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP; JC-1 aggregate FI, JC-1 monomer 

FI) and calcium content (Calbryte 630 FI) in subpopulations of viable (SiR700 DNA 

positive, H333258 negative) sperm to assess sublethal chilling effects. Semen was 

stored in Beltsville Thawing Solution for 72 h at 17 °C (control) or 5 °C (chilled) and 

then incubated in a non-capacitating medium for 3 min (A) and for 60 min (B). 
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Subpopulations are encoded in triplet codes (classes 1 to 3) according to their FI: 1= 

low, 2= medium, 3= high. 

*Values of same sperm triplet differ between storage temperatures (p < 0.05); n = 9 

samples. FI: Fluorescence intensity. Results after incubation in a capacitating 

medium are presented in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SUPPORTING INFORMATION TABLE 1. Lethal sperm damage in boar semen 

stored at two different temperatures. Sperm with intact plasma membranes (%; 

viability; Yo-Pro1 negative) and motile sperm (%) in semen samples (n = 9)  

extended in Beltsville Thawing Solution and stored at 17 °C (control) or at 5 °C 

(chilled). Data are shown as means ± SEM. 

Semen 

storage 

17 °C  5 °C 

24 h 72 h 144 h  24 h 72 h 144 h 

Yo-Pro 1 

negative 

84.1  

± 0.7  A, a  

86.1  

± 0.6 A, b 

86.3  

± 0.8 A, b 

 70.3  

± 3.6 B 

70.6  

± 3.5 B 

70.7  

± 3.2 B 

Total 

motility  

87.2  

± 1.7 A 

86.7  

± 1.4 A 

85.4  

± 2.2 A 

 73.9  

± 3.1 B, a 

68.0  

± 3.9 B, a 

60.0  

± 3.3 B, b 

A-B) Values differ between storage temperatures within a given time point 

(p < 0.05) 

a-b) Values differ between storage times within a given storage temperature 

(p < 0.05) 
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4 General Discussion 

The objective of the present study was to examine the effects of hypothermic, 

antibiotic-free storage of liquid preserved boar semen on chilling injury and bacterial 

growth. For sensitive assessment of sublethal injury in chilled spermatozoa, 

multicolor flow cytometry assays were established with a special emphasis on data 

analysis and visualization. Overall, the aim was to test an alternative antibiotic-free 

semen preservation concept as a tool to counteract the development and 

dissemination of multi drug-resistant bacteria via artificial insemination. The topic is of 

high relevance particularly in the porcine species given that 12 Million sows are 

inseminated annually in Germany which corresponds to 780.000 L extended semen; 

worldwide about 14 Million L antibiotic-containing semen reach sow farms per year 

(SCHULZE et al. 2020). Due to the high risk of bacterial growth during the common 

semen storage at 17 °C, the addition of antibiotics to semen portions is currently 

mandatory (COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 1990, 1992). However, resistances of bacteria in 

boar semen doses have been detected leading to an increased use of antibiotics. 

Therefore, alternatives to conventional antibiotics to control bacterial growth in boar 

semen doses are urgently needed. 

 

The present study extents a previous study by WABERSKI et al. (2019a) in which a 

novel concept for semen preservation was firstly introduced with the aim to achieve 

bacteriostasis by hypothermic storage at 5 °C.  

Two main challenges are faced when considering antibiotic-free, hypothermic semen 

storage: the maintenance of semen quality and the inhibition of bacterial growth. Both 

seem to demand for opposing strategies because boar spermatozoa are sensitive to 

cold shock and require storage at higher temperatures whereas bacterial growth is 

only inhibited at lower temperatures. In the hypothermic storage concept introduced 

by WABERSKI et al. (2019a), both challenges seemed to be overcome by use of a 

protective extender and slow cooling of the freshly diluted semen.  

Before transfer of the hypothermic storage concept into AI practice, more information 

on cold storage effects on sperm function in vitro and in vivo as well as on bacterial 

growth in the absence of antibiotics is necessary. For long-term semen storage at 
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5 °C in a protective extender (Androstar® Premium), high motility and high viability 

were previously demonstrated by WABERSKI et al. (2019a) and MENEZES et al. 

(2020a), and confirmed in the present study. Comparison of extender media showed 

that lethal sperm damage as visualized by loss of sperm motility and/or plasma 

membrane integrity (viability) is higher if semen is extended in the BTS medium 

(WABERSKI et al. 2019a). The BTS is a commercial short-term extender which is 

regularly used on farms, whereas Androstar® Premium is a more recently marketed 

long-term extender. Due to its protective components, it is more costly and not as 

widely used on farms compared to BTS. In the first part of the present study, 

Androstar® Premium was used to assess the potential of antibiotic-free, hypothermic 

stored boar semen under well-standardized farm conditions (Manuscript 1). In the 

second part, chilling stress was provoked in a higher number of sperm extended in 

BTS to examine the potential of multiparameter flow cytometry for the detection of 

sublethal chilling injury in long-term stored semen (Manuscript 2). 

 

Loss of sperm motility and membrane integrity only provide a rough estimation of the 

fertility potential of cold-stored semen. For more precise characterization, the 

detection of sublethal chilling injuries affecting sperm function is of importance. In the 

previous study by WABERSKI et al. (2019a), the specific response to capacitation 

conditions and the sperm-oviduct binding capacity as a measure of sperm 

functionality were investigated for spermatozoa stored at 5 °C compared to 17 °C. 

Chilling-induced loss of sperm quality was evident in semen extended in BTS but 

could not be identified in samples preserved in Androstar® Premium. 

The present study provides more insight in chilling effects on sperm function by use 

of multicolor flow cytometry. Two multicolor protocols with four stains each were 

established to demonstrate sublethal sperm damage in hypothermic preserved 

sperm for parameters which so far only have been investigated in separate assays. 

Assessment of several sperm characteristics at a single cell level is advantageous to 

assess the effect of stressors in subpopulations of cells (MAIR et al. 2016). 

Fluorochromes were chosen according to their excitation and emission spectra, 

preferably far apart in their emission wavelength (λ) to minimize spectral overlap. 
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Three different lasers and four to five filters were applied for fluorochrome excitation 

and signal detection. 

In the first protocol, Hoechst 33342 (emission λmax  461 nm,  blue fluorescence) and 

Yo-Pro-1 (emission λmax 509 nm, bluish-green fluorescence) identified viable 

spermatozoa (plasma membrane intact), PNA-Alexa-FluorTM-647 (emission λmax 

665 nm, red fluorescence) marked defective acrosomes and M540 (emission λmax 

555 nm, green-yellowish fluorescence) differentiated sperm with low (M540 negative) 

or high (M540 positive) membrane fluidity. By assessing viability and acrosome 

integrity simultaneously, spermatozoa with lethal cold shock induced changes were 

excluded and membrane fluidity could be assessed for viable sperm. In the second 

protocol, SiR700 DNA (emission λmax 716 nm, dark red fluorescence) and Hoechst 

33258 (emission λmax 461 nm, blue fluorescence) were used for identifying viable 

sperm. Here, fluorochromes with other excitation and emission characteristics had to 

be used for sperm identification compared to the first assay in order to minimize 

spectral overlap caused by the applied fluorochrome JC-1. The fluorochrome JC-1 

was used for detecting high (JC-1 aggregate positive, emission λmax 590 nm, orange 

fluorescence) or low (JC-1 aggregate negative) MMP and Calbryte 630 (emission 

λmax 626 nm, red fluorescence) for showing changes in the free intracellular calcium 

levels. Discriminated consideration of the JC-1 monomer (emission λ 529 nm, green 

fluorescence) and aggregate are considered to improve the analysis of mitochondria-

related changes (PERELMAN et al. 2012). For establishing the assays, a stepwise 

approach as recommended by PEÑA et al. (2018) was used. Firstly, non-stained and 

single-stained probes of varying qualities were measured to set thresholds for 

negative and positive regions. Fluorochrome concentrations and incubation times 

were adjusted to achieve distinct signals with clearly separated regions. For the 

fluorochromes not yet applied regularly in spermatology labs, comparative 

measurements were done with common fluorochromes which identified the same 

sperm structures. Secondly, the fluorochromes were combined and spectral overlap 

compensated where necessary. Thirdly, all samples were measured with the defined 

settings. Thus, a distinct visualization of subpopulations in the density plots for each 

fluorochrome was achieved.  
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The sperm traits assessed by multiparameter flow cytometry were selected according 

to their sensitivity to detect chilling injury in cooled semen. The sperm plasma 

membrane and mitochondria react sensitively to cold storage. Cooling induces phase 

transitions of lipids leading to changes in membrane structure and fluidity, which in 

turn alter the ion transport across the membranes. Ultimately, cell functions such as 

capacitation ability are disturbed (DE LEEUW et al. 1990; DROBNIS et al. 1993; 

SCHMID et al. 2013b). For both extenders (Androstar® Premium, BTS) and storage 

temperatures (5 °C, 17 °C) used in this study, the applied multicolor assay revealed a 

main population of viable and acrosome intact sperm that maintained a low 

membrane fluidity throughout 144 h (Manuscript 1 and 2). However, compared to 

storage at 17 °C, the hypothermic storage induced a shift towards a greater 

population of viable, acrosome intact sperm with higher membrane fluidity. Changes 

in membrane fluidity as a result of cooling were previously noted by other authors 

using a double staining protocol with Yo-Pro-1/M540 (CASAS and ALTHOUSE 2013; 

SCHMID et al. 2013a) but identification of spermatozoa was done with error-prone 

gating for FSC and SSC, and acrosome integrity was not considered. In the present 

study, further alterations of membrane characteristics due to a prolonged storage 

period (up to 144 h) were minor. Thus, the lipid membrane domains of sperm which 

initially survived cooling seem to be quite resistant to subsequent storage stress. 

Noteworthy, the sperm population that resisted initial cooling or storage stress, i.e. 

acrosome intact sperm with low membrane fluidity, was similarly high for both 

temperatures after 144 h of storage. 

Destabilized membranes become permeable for solutes and thus result in increased 

intracellular calcium levels (GREEN and WATSON 2001; SCHMID et al. 2013a). 

Calcium homeostasis is finely regulated in spermatozoa (PUBLICOVER et al. 2007) 

and alterations may disturb essential sperm functions, such as capacitation. Viable, 

functionally intact spermatozoa have a low intracellular calcium level which increases 

during the process of capacitation (HARRISON et al. 1993). Furthermore, increases 

in cytosolic calcium are due to a calcium release from mitochondria which function as 

intracellular calcium stores and play a role in maintaining calcium homeostasis 

(ARDÓN et al. 2009; COSTELLO et al. 2009; SCHMID et al. 2013a). 
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Functional mitochondria are indispensable for cell viability because a multitude of cell 

processes are dependent on oxidative ATP synthesis (AMARAL et al. 2013). RAMIO-

LLUCH et al. (2011) suggested an interplay of functionally intact mitochondria and 

capacitation by showing a peak in mitochondria activity during in vitro capacitation; 

however, this was not shown at a single cell basis. In a recent multiparameter study 

using frozen-thawed bull semen, superior sperm characteristics and an association to 

fertility were attributed to a viable sperm population with initially low cytosolic calcium 

levels and high MMP compared to other subpopulations (BUCHER et al. 2019). 

 

Based on this knowledge, in the present study a second multicolor assay was applied 

for simultaneous assessment of changes in MMP and intracellular calcium levels in 

viable sperm after storage and during capacitation in vitro. 

It could be shown that the plasma membrane barrier was still intact in the main 

sperm population in cold-stored sperm after 72 h similar to sperm stored at 17 °C. 

Both temperature groups and extenders contained a main subpopulation with low 

intracellular calcium and high MMP. As expected, in BTS-diluted samples, this sperm 

population was initially lower in chilled semen compared to 17 °C-stored semen 

(Manuscript 2). However, similarly to the above-mentioned observation on acrosome 

integrity and membrane fluidity, this existing main subpopulation indicates that the 

sperm population surviving chilling injury has a high resistance towards storage 

stress. Accordingly, these main viable sperm populations with low cytosolic calcium 

and high MMP maintained their ability to respond to capacitation conditions and 

resulted in similar-sized populations for compared temperature groups after exposure 

to capacitation conditions. This became obvious when comparing the sperm 

population with increased calcium and concomitantly active mitochondria before and 

after in vitro capacitation. In semen stored in the protective extender Androstar® 

Premium, a small subpopulation of sperm was present with chilling-induced plasma 

membrane destabilization as shown by elevated intracellular calcium before 

incubation in capacitating medium but the mitochondrial activity apparently was not 

affected since the spermatozoa were able to keep a high MMP (Manuscript 1). The 

response to capacitation conditions resulted in a similar increase of spermatozoa in 
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this subpopulation for both temperatures. In contrast, chilling effects were more 

expressed in semen stored in BTS, as shown by a higher percentage of sperm with 

increased intracellular calcium and concomitant loss of MMP compared to semen 

stored at 17 °C before and as well after incubation in capacitating medium 

(Manuscript 2). Loss of MMP can be induced by an increased permeability of the 

mitochondria membrane for protons (GRIMM and BRDICZKA 2007). The resulting 

loss of electrochemical gradient across the mitochondrial membranes is reflected by 

the lower uptake of the JC-1 monomer, which is a lipophilic, cationic fluorochrome 

(Manuscript 2). Furthermore, the collapsed MMP is considered as an indicator for 

early apoptosis in cryopreserved boar and bull sperm (PEÑA et al. 2003; MARTIN et 

al. 2006) and in cooled stallion sperm (ORTEGA-FERRUSOLA et al. 2008). Cold-

storage of boar semen in BTS decreased the sperm’s specific response to 

capacitating stimulus compared to 17 °C-stored semen (SCHMID et al. 2013a) and 

was confirmed here by a smaller population of viable sperm with elevated calcium 

levels and concomitantly maintained MMP. By simultaneous assessment of 

mitochondrial activity and intracellular calcium content, the temperature- and 

extender-dependent response to in vitro capacitation conditions was now further 

characterized and destabilization (loss of MMP) could be shown for a subpopulation 

(Manuscript 2). As demonstrated, the differences between storage temperatures 

were less expressed when a protective extender was used (Manuscript 1). Anyhow, 

even for BTS-diluted semen after exposure to cooling stress, the largest 

subpopulation remained with characteristics of low intracellular calcium levels and 

high MMP similar to 17 °C-stored semen indicating functional integrity and similar 

ability to respond to capacitation conditions. 

 

Multicolor flow cytometry was applied in both parts of the present study. In the first 

part, results for the capacitation experiment were presented in two-dimensional 

stacked bars, displaying high and low fluorescence intensity for Calbryte 630 and the 

JC-1 aggregate (Manuscript 1). In the second part, a third dimension was added 

which considered high, medium and low fluorescence intensity for Calbryte 630, JC-1 

aggregate and the JC-1 monomer. This allowed a more distinct visualization of 
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sperm populations and thus a better characterization of the natural heterogeneity of a 

semen sample. Typically, the MMP is evaluated by fluorescence intensity for JC-1 

aggregates which are formed when the MMP is high (GARNER et al. 1997). The 

inclusion of a third dimension allowed to consider the accumulation of the cationic 

JC-1 monomer which follows the electrochemical gradient across the membranes 

and may indicate subtle changes in the mitochondrial membrane potential during 

capacitation.  

Visualization and analysis of multiparametric flow cytometry data can be performed 

by different computational methods as reviewed in the literature section of this thesis. 

Their use is limited due to complexity of tools, difficulty to follow the underlying 

algorithms, and uncertainty of providing the intended information (MAIR e al. 2016). 

In the present study, data analysis was performed by classical statistical approaches 

based on the manual identification of sperm subpopulations in the density plots. For 

this, only Sir700-DNA-positive and H33258-negative events reflecting the sperm with 

intact plasma membranes were considered and three classes were defined for each 

of the additional fluorochromes (Calbryte 630, JC-1 aggregate, JC-1 monomer) 

according to their fluorescence intensity in two-dimensional density plot overlays. 

Then, subpopulations were formed by combining one class per fluorochrome in 

varying combinations. Percentages of spermatozoa for these subpopulations were 

then plotted in a three-dimensional stacked bar chart.  

Visualization and analysis of high-dimensional multiparametric data becomes more 

difficult with increasing amounts of fluorochromes and measured parameters. In this 

case, advanced methods for evaluation have to be applied. Computational flow 

cytometry can define and visualize high amounts of subpopulations and was so far 

applied in spermatology by ORTEGA-FERRUAOLA (2017a; 2017b) for five 

fluorochromes. However, biological relevance of formed subpopulations has to be 

questioned. Application and interpretation of the output is not always easy 

comprehensible, demanding for prior knowledge on the different methods and correct 

application possibilities. The here applied comparably simple three-dimensional 

analysis as shown in Manuscript 2 allows statistical analysis of viable subpopulations 

for different conditions and clearly visualizes changes in subpopulations. In addition, 
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similar subpopulations could be demonstrated in this study with computational flow 

cytometry. A multitude of t-SNE overlay maps and heat maps were generated based 

on equal subsets of sperm for each animal, storage temperature, medium and 

incubation time point which are exemplarily shown for one animal in this study 

(Manuscript 2). Notwithstanding, statistical comparison of variations based on all 

individuals and including all measured spermatozoa seemed to exceed the limits. 

Even visual comparison between the different conditions was laborious and required 

a prior knowledge on the specific subpopulations of interest. The same situation 

occurred when trying to evaluate moving radar plots (Manuscript 2). Overlays of data 

from all animals resulted in undefinable populations (data not shown); therefore, data 

in moving radar plots were only depicted exemplarily for one boar and at one 

incubation time point in order to visualize effects of the different storage temperature. 

Radar plots are suitable tools to demonstrate the relations of the subpopulations to 

each other but statistical analysis seems not to be possible. Thus, a feasible method 

for the evaluation of sublethal damages was demonstrated using the three-

dimensional stacked bar charts which can be even applied for protocols with up to 

five stains. For higher number of tested parameters, manual gating would not be 

applicable anymore, and automated computational flow cytometry will be 

advantageous.  

 

Besides maintaining sperm quality, the second challenge of hypothermic semen 

storage is to achieve an effective bacteriostasis. Negative effects of bacterial 

contamination on sperm quality and/or fertility have been reported for bacterial 

counts higher than 103 to 107 CFU/mL (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; MARTÍN et al. 2010; 

BUSSALLEU et al. 2011; UBEDA et al. 2013; PINART et al. 2017). PASCHOAL et al. 

(2020) demonstrated an increased risk for temporary bacterial growth when 

prolonged holding times at room temperature were applied. A frame for optimal 

cooling velocities was defined for inhibiting bacterial growth and concomitantly 

maintaining sperm quality. The cooling rates applied in the present study were within 

the proposed optimal frame.  
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In this study, bacterial counts were compared between raw semen, semen diluted in 

antibiotic-free Androstar® Premium stored at 5 °C and semen diluted in BTS stored at 

17 °C for representing a conventional semen dose as it is common for AI 

(Manuscript 1). The bacterial counts in antibiotic-free hypothermic stored samples 

decreased compared to raw semen (< 2.2 x 104 CFU/mL). The counts were 

maintained at levels below 103 CFU/mL for all diluted samples during 72 h of storage 

similar to results in the previous study by WABERSKI et al. (2019a), thus proving 

hypothermic semen storage to be an efficient antimicrobial concept for semen doses. 

It is to note that a hygienic semen collection is essential for low bacterial counts and 

a prerequisite for any antimicrobial concept (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; GOLDBERG et 

al. 2013; SCHULZE et al. 2020).  

In the present study, the diversity of the natural bacterial spectrum in the samples 

extended in BTS with antibiotics decreased towards specific Gram-negative non-

fermenters. The growth of Burkholderia cepacia complex with intrinsic resistance to 

gentamicin was favored in all samples with antibiotics. Noteworthy, this species was 

not detected in raw samples indicating post-collection contamination as already 

reported for some AI laboratories (ALTHOUSE et al. 2000; SCHULZE et al. 2015a). 

The applied antimicrobial concept of hypothermic storage was able to preserve the 

natural bacterial diversity in the semen doses which might have an advantageous 

effect on the female reproductive tract by forming a physical barrier against pathogen 

adhesion, stimulating host defences or balancing the milieu in the female genital tract 

(ROWE et al. 2020). From the quantitative perspective, hypothermic storage acts 

bacteriostatic, resulting in x103 CFU/mL after 72 h of storage. During natural mating, 

bacterial counts of up to 109 CFU/mL are transferred into the uterus (ALTHOUSE et 

al. 2000). However, the genital mucosa of sows in estrus seems to be rather 

insusceptible to inflammation caused by commensal bacteria (DE WINTER et al. 

1994). Moreover, regular fertility outcome and endometrial morphology was 

demonstrated after an experimental insemination with spiked semen doses 

containing 107-108 CFU/mL of bacteria found typically in ejaculates (SONE et al. 

1989). Therefore, from the physiological point of view, the production of bacteria-free 

insemination doses needs to be questioned. It is to note that the desire for complete 
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elimination of all bacteria favors the misuse of antibiotics leading to multi drug 

resistances. Until now, alternative antimicrobial methods are either insufficient or not 

applicable in practice (reviewed in the literature part of this study). Production of 

semen doses with low initial bacterial counts embedded in a bacteriostatic antibiotic-

free storage concept would be more feasible and sustainable. The risk of 

contamination with specific pathogen bacteria such as Leptospira spp. might be 

increased in absence of antibiotics. The prevalence of Leptospira spp. in boar studs 

and the transmission rate via insemination doses is still unknown. However, in 

samples of the present study and of five German boar studs (totally, n = 58 samples), 

the DNA of Leptospira spp. was not detected with real-time PCR. Even though the 

prevalence seems to be low, regular monitoring is recommended in the boar studs 

(SCHEINPFLUG et al. submitted). It is to note that a negative test result for 

Leptospira spp. in semen doses does not confirm a leptospirosis-free animal since 

shedding is intermitted (ALTHOUSE and ROSSOW 2011).  

 

Ultimately, any new semen preservation concept needs proof by insemination trials 

under field conditions. The design of such trials is demanding due to the masking 

effect of non-sperm related factors on fertility (BROEKHUIJSE et al. 2012; AMANN et 

al. 2018) and due to challenges to adapt lab conditions to field conditions, in 

particular the cooling regime. Achieving optimal cooling conditions in AI practise is 

quite complex, since adequately sized and temperature-regulated storage cabinets 

are necessary to allow controlled cooling from 32 °C to 5 °C for various sizes of 

semen batches. Custom-made cooling cabinets are now being marketed (Minitüb 

GmbH) but were not available during this study. Nonetheless, achievement of 

suitable cooling curves as defined by PASCHOAL et al (2020) was confirmed by real-

time data recording; such controls are indispensable for any transfer of the 5 °C 

storage concept into AI practise. Likewise, AI conditions need careful standardization 

and enough statistical power. Special emphasis must be placed on sperm numbers 

per dose and insemination-to-ovulation intervals. Individual sow effects and further 

potential influence factors such as boar variances, insemination management, 

hygiene and personnel must be compensated by larger number of females 
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inseminated in a short period of time under well standardized conditions, ideally in 

the same farm (AMANN et al. 2018). So far, in vivo data from a large-scale trial were 

available only for one farm (WABERSKI et al. 2019a). In the cited study, a twice daily 

estrus control with subsequent post-cervical insemination of 2.2 × 109 sperm per 

dose was applied and yielded similar high non-return rates (> 94 %) and farrowing 

rates (> 92 %) for 17 °C and 5 °C-stored semen. Furthermore, the number of live-

born piglets did not differ between temperatures. In pigs, the optimal time frame for 

insemination with liquid semen is considered to be during the 12 h prior to ovulation; 

for frozen-thawed semen the optimal period is shortened to 4 h before ovulation 

(WABERSKI et al. 1994), indicating a reduced survival time in the genital tract for 

cooled sperm. This is also suggested by recent results of a thermo-resistance test in 

which a reduced resistance of 5 °C-stored spermatozoa compared to 17 °C-stored 

spermatozoa was shown (MENEZES et al. 2020a). In the present study, 

inseminations were performed only once daily, the insemination-to-ovulation interval 

was therefore less predictable and probably increased, demanding a longer 

survivability of spermatozoa in the female genital tract. Higher total sperm numbers 

(2.5 × 109) compared to routine sperm doses (1.5 × 109) on the farm were used to 

compensate for a potentially shortened survival of the chilled sperm in the female 

reproductive tract. Using this modified AI regime, the present in vivo study confirmed 

the high fertility performance of hypothermic preserved boar sperm stored antibiotic-

free in the Androstar® Premium extender.  

In contrast to the previous study (WABERSKI et al. 2019), in the present trial subsets 

of ejaculates from pre-tested boars were used and a highly standardized grouping of 

sows was applied in order to eliminate potential animal-related effects on the fertility 

outcome. In the present study, 88.2 % of tested ejaculates from 34 boars diluted in a 

protective extender were eligible based on the AI threshold values for the parameters 

motility (> 65 %) and morphology (> 75 %; WABERSKI et al. 2019b). A variable 

susceptibility to cooling- and processing-induced stress damages has been reported 

for boar sperm (HOLT et al. 2005; PARRILLA et al. 2012). In analogy to semen 

classification into “good” and “bad” freezers for cryopreserved bull semen 

(THURSTON et al. 2002b), it seems likely that animals could be classified similarly 
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for cooled ejaculates. As suggested for cryopreserved semen, genetical differences 

in the lipid composition of the plasma membrane and/or in the composition of the 

seminal plasma could be causative for the variations in the semen cooling or 

processing eligibility of individual boars (HOLT et al. 2005; PARRILLA et al. 2012; 

MENEZES et al. 2020b). However, a boar specificity for hypothermic semen storage 

remains to be shown since only one ejaculate per boar was tested in the present 

study.  

For boar ejaculates, seasonal variations in sperm quality are known. In summer and 

autumn, the quality decreases which has been attributed to increased temperature 

and decrease in daylight (SANCHO et al. 2004; SMITAL 2009). Noteworthy, effects 

on freezability have been described by BARRANCO et al. (2013) with increased 

sensitivity to cryopreservation in summer regardless of sperm quality before freezing. 

In the present study, semen was collected during early summer with temperatures in 

the open barns between 20 – 30 °C. Effects of environmental temperatures on 

hypothermic semen storage eligibility are likely. Therefore, seasonal changes in the 

sensitivity to cooling-induced sperm alterations should be considered when planning 

further trials. 
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5 Conclusion 

A protective extender and a controlled slow cooling program allow storage of boar 

semen at 5 °C with high sperm viability and efficient bacteriostasis. Multicolor flow 

cytometry analysis using manual hierarchical gating revealed only minor sublethal 

alterations of cell functionality in sperm subpopulations which may be compensated 

by higher sperm numbers in the semen doses. Counts of commensal bacteria up to 

103 CFU/mL do neither affect sperm quality in vitro nor fertility in vivo. Even more, 

hypothermic storage in absence of antibiotics maintains a natural bacterial spectrum 

comparably to raw semen thus allowing for the yet poorly understood physiological 

immune-interplay between female epithelium, resident cells and cells in the seminal 

fluid. Clearly, an accurate hygiene protocol together with regular monitoring for 

microbes of concern in boar studs is a prerequisite for any antimicrobial concept in 

order to minimize the initial bacterial contamination of ejaculates and to prevent entry 

of specific pathogens. Overall, hypothermic storage of liquid preserved boar semen 

can be considered as a valuable antimicrobial concept that allows to counteract the 

development of multi drug resistance in pig reproduction. 

Further trials should be conducted to evaluate the influence of varying setting 

conditions, such as farm management, breed and non-semen related factors on 

fertility with chilled semen doses. This would allow to establish farm-specific 

thresholds for sperm numbers and thus, increase the economic use of hypothermic 

stored boar semen. Test sets for determining the hypothermic semen storage 

eligibility of ejaculates prior to introducing the boars into the herd would be beneficial. 

For this, a boar specificity for hypothermic semen storage would need to be shown.  
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